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Leaders hope
summit raises
volunteerism
By NANCY BENAC
Associated Press Writer

Tigers, Lakers
take on region
powers at WKC
Page 8
LOCAL

BERNARD KANE/Ledger 8 Times photo

A NEW TWO-STEP: Sarah Wurgler and Becky Brown twirl during their presentation of "Harlequin," a

dance they choreographed for performance at the Sunday Afternoon Musicale held at the Performing Arts
Hall at Murray State University. The musicale featured music and performances by women artists.
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Grogan honored
at conference
Ms Virgil Ruth Grogan, 91,
of Murray was recently named
as a recipient of the 50th Anniversary National Retired Educator's award at a conference
in Louisville.
Grogan was one of several
retired Kentucky educators to
receive the award.
Grogan began her teaching
career in 1924. In the 26 years
since she retired, she has continued to serve as a volunteer
with many local organizations
including the Angel Fund and
Make A Difference Days.
Grogan is the wife of the late
Leon Grogan, who was also an
educator in Kentucky. She is
the mother of Donna Herndon,
of Murray and Dr. Ed Grogan,
of Paducah and said her children are her proudest
achievements.

Stars gather
for special
broadcast
Tonight at 7 p.m. the A.B.C.
television network will air an
hour-long special entitled "I am
Your Child.•
The special's purpose is to
raise public awareness of compelling new research regarding
the importance of the first three
years of a child's life, to inform
families with young children of
resources and services and to
help communities mobilize resources to meet the needs of
these families.
For more information locally,
contact the Calloway County
Family Resource Center at
753-3070.

WEATHER
Tonight...Clear. Low in the
mid 40s. Light wind.
Tuesday...Mostly sunny and
warm. High 70 to 75.
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PHILADELPHIA (AP) -Clearing away the grime and
graffiti on Germantown Avenue
was the easy part. Now President
Clinton and his predecessors are
trying to transform their summit
on community service into a
musit-do movement to save the
nation's most vulnerable
children.
"Yes, we're a great volunteering country, but we can do more,
more of us can do it and we've
got to focus on the children,"
.Clinton said in a taped interview
on ABC today that previewed the
"call to action" he was sounding
later in the day at Independence
Hall.
Former Presidents Bush, Carter

and Ford and former first lady
Nancy Reagan were joining him
to give a bipartisan stamp of approval to the effort.
Celebrities from Oprah Winfrey and Wynonna Judd Kelley to
Tony Bennett and John Travolta
lent their star power to the effort
at an evening gala Sunday celebrating those who serve.
"It's about teaming those who
do with those who have for those
who need," Winfrey told a cheering crowd.
The high-octane emphasis on
community service reflects a
change in the political landscape:
Democrat Clinton has joined Republicans in endorsing smaller

II See Page 2

Higher Education
Universities plan No state schools on top research list
to raise money
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — The state's public universities plan
to step up fund drives for matching funds contained in Gov. Paul
Patton's plan to reform higher education.
The University of Louisville, for instance, is looking at trying to
bring in $400 million in private donations over the next 10 years.
University of Kentucky officials say they haven't set a specific
goal, but are prepared to raise about $30 million or even more if
the state gives it more special appropriations to match.
The regional universities likely also would have to get into the
game. Western Kentucky University is already preparing to embark

II See Page 3

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
A new assessment contains no
universities in Kentucky in its
list of the 32 strongest public
research campuses in America.
The new rankings are contained in "The Rise of American Research Universities,"
published by Johns Hopkins
University Press. The book
ranks schools by measuring
their research-related spending, publications and faculty
awards from 1965 to 1990 and

County man
leads police
on car chase

111 See Page 2

sion next month to consider
proposals to re-structure postsecondary education, some of
which are designed to enhance
research at UK.
Graham, a history professor
at Vanderbilt University, said
UK and universities in the
South generally suffer from
what he called "the Southern
lag." Not until the mid-1964s,

•See Page 3

New history book
on Kentucky offers
sweeping diversity

By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
Murray police arrested a Calloway County man early Sunday
after being led on a high-speed
chase.
According to police records,
Thomas Edward Hobbs, 25, of 49
Cardinal Ridge Lane was arrested
46 minutes after he fled from
MPD Patrolman Todd Clere who
stopped him for allegedly speeding on Highway 641.
Reports said Hobbs was
clocked by radar traveling at 72
mph on Highway 641. Hobbs was
pulled over in the parking lot of
the Best Western/Racer Inn
Motel about 3:40 a.m., where he
then turned his lights off and fled
the scene.
The pursuit led down Glendale
Road to Highway 121 south and
onto Highway 280. In all, three
Murray officers and two Calloway County Sheriff's deputies
assisted.
Thirteen minutes after he was
first stopped, Hobbs abandoned
his vehicle on Rolling Acres
Lane, a dead-end road off Highway 280 near New Concord.
After a 33-minute search of the
area by officers including the
CCSO's canine unit, Hobbs was
taken into custody about 4:26
p.m.
He was charged with driving
under the influence (his third offense), driving on a suspended
license, (his second offense), reckless driving and speeding. He

adjusting for faculty size.
Of 130 public universities
rated, the University of Kentucky tied with two other
schools for 47th and the University of Louisville placed
121st.
Hugh Davis Graham, coauthor of the book, said he
was aware that Kentucky Gov.
Paul Patton is trying to improve the state's universities.
Patton plans to call the General Assembly into special ses-

BERNARD KANE/Ledger 8 Times photo

A HEAVY SPRING: Rain weighed in again this weekend, soaking spring blooms and weekend plans throughout Calloway County.
Temperatures are expected to approach normal beginning today.

By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
Doing research for his new
book proved to be an eyeopening experience for James C.
Klotter.
Klotter, a long-time historian
and director of the Kentucky Historical Society, recently coauthored only the second book on
the history of Kentucky. The previous edition was written by Thomas D. Clark in 1937.
Co-written by Klotter and
Lowell H. Harrison,"A New History of Kentucky" takes a broad
look at the entire history of the
U.S.'s 15th state.
Compiling infcitmation for the
book provided Klotter with new
findings.
"Somebody once said that each
generation rewrites its own history because they look at things
in a new way," Klptter said. "I
would come across something
new every day. For instance, in
World War 11 there were German
POWs who would work the fields
and then go into a restaurant to
eat lunch. But their black (American) guards could not.
"Here we were fighing a war
for democracy, but the Americans
could not go into a restaurant and
the enemy could."
Thursday night, Klotter held a
lecture at Murray State University to talk about the book. '
A veteran writer of several historical books on the state, Klotter
said the time was right for

Ano
JAMES C. KLOTTER
another book on Kentucky.
"The first real modern comprehensive history of Kentucky
was done in 1937," said Moiler
in a Ledger interview Thursday.
"We're almost into the 21st Century, so we thought that it was a
good time to do another history
to guide us as we go into a new
millennium.
"The University Press of Kentucky (the publishers of the book)
thought that there was a need for
a new textbook, which could be
used in colleges and universities,
and for general use. They approached us about doing it, and
we said we would."

II See Page 2
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ters from certain individuals,
reading other state histories and
reviewing oral history collections," he explained.'1 spent seif
eral weeks doing research at the
Library of Congress, at the University of Kentucky Library and
at the Murray State University
libraries."
Narrowing down the list of
topics he should cover proved to
be a challenge.
"Something I've had to learn
throughout my career is how to
find the data I was going to use,"
he said. "The good thing is that I
had to do that with another book
I had written. I knew I had to
stop somewhere with the book.
"What I had to do is make
tough choices and move on. You
had to decide who to include and
who you wouldn't include.
You're going to leave some people out when you do something
like this. But the idea was to get
a one-volume edition developed
that the most number of people

could use."
it was a king on a shaky throne.
Doing research for the book, Also, the economy is much more
Klouer said, provides some para- diversified now than it was then."
llels to the struggles of early
According to Klotter; history
historians.
can serve as (teaching tool for
"Sixty years ago, there weren't those who choose to study it.
a lot of materials out there to re"History gives us a perspecsearch," he said. "Now, it's al- tive," he said. "It doesn't necesmost the reverse. You almost sarily give us answers, but it
have too much material.
gives us a perspective on an"It was a hard thing for histo- swers. In a time of such rapid
rians to write 60 years ago. It's change, we don't have the time to
also hard to do now because peo- go back and make the same misple don't write down their takes again and again. We need
thoughts anymore. Now, we call to avoid them from the very
people over the phone. This first."
makes it harder to get the emoWhile the facts are important,
tional side of the history because Klotter said he also hopes readers
afterward it is gone forever."
will gain a different perspective
People who read the book will Wm this book.
learn things about the evolution
"I hope they leave this with a
of the agricultural industry and sense that Kentucky history is inhow transportation has changed teresting and they want to learn
over time, Klouer said.
more about it," he said. "It is
"I think probably the greatest educational, but it is also enterchange (in Kentucky) has been in taining. With history, you don't
agriculture," he noted. "Dark to- have to be in a science lab to do
bacco was a king in this area, but the research. Anybody can do it."

—Expanding by 50,000 the
number of scholarships available
for AmeriCorps workers over the
next five years by spending less
per participant in the national service program. Clinton is encouraging corporations to help pay
the difference.
—Providing $20 million in
federal grants to triple to more
than 600 the number of students
who can get college tuition in exchange for agreeing to work as
police officers for four years after
graduating.
To open the three-day summit,
presidents and preschoolers alike
stood shoulder to shoulder Sunday running paint rollers over
graffiti-covered cinder blocks and
picking up trash in a blighted
neighborhood.
"It was like working with your
next-door neighbor," Katrina Fotovat said after painting alongside
Clinton and his wife, Hillary.
Farther down Germantown Avenue, former Presidents Bush and
Carter pitched in with their
wives.
"If this happened all around
the country, in half the cities in
this country, it will be worthwhile," Bush said. Three-yearold Keira Rowland, unfazed by
all the excitement, just turned
toward the wall and kept on

painting.
Mrs. Reagan and former President Ford were joining the summit entourage today. Dozens of
governors, scores of mayors and
corporate leaders were part of the
throng as well, all hoping to elevate the simple concept of volunteerism to a level of summit
importance.
Organizers went out of their
way to cast the gathering as nonpartisan, but there were political
undertones nonetheless. Sen. Arlen Specter, R-Pa., drew knowing
laughs when he referred to both
Powell and Vice President Al
Gore as maybe Mr. Presidents.
Powell and Gore went out of
their way to underscore their
amity with a nonpartisan hug at
the summit's kickoff rally.
Residents along Germantown
Avenue reflected the dreams and
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That's right!
It's worth remembering
that when you shop here..
You not only save money
but you leave here
completely whole.
(Others rnight take an arm and a leg')

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whitnell

753-4175

Taste What Everyone Is Talking About
Dine in our rustic atmosphere or carry
out to your patio picnic.
Daily Special
11 A.M. - 2 P.M.
BBQ, Chips, 8c
Drink

Plates
BBQ, Ribs, Ham,
Grilled Chicken

$2 99

and Sampler

- Serving Ribs and Catfish Daily -

1817
Hwy. 121
Bypass
783-3988

FROM PAGE 1
Klotter, a native Kentuckian,
said the book presents a broad
overview of many significant
people, places and events that
have been critical to the state's
development.
"It's somewhat of a broader
sweep of the state's history than
the other book," Klotter said. "I
think this history puts a much larger emphasis on the roles played
by women and the role that African Americans have played in the
past.
"It also puts more of an emphasis on the non-traditional aspects of our history. It's not just
a political history, it's.about how
people lived, not just about the
rich and famous, but all people."
Klouer, who focused his part
of the book from the Civil War to
the present day, said the preparation stages for writing the book
involved many hours of research.
"My research mainly involved
reading newspapers, reading let-

Mon.-Sat.
11:00-8:30
Sunday
11-2

FROM PAGE 1
government and greater personal
initiative to help solve America's
problems.
"I believe in the combination
of the government doing its jobs
and citizens doing their jobs. And
that's how the country works
best," Clinton said in a taped interview today on NBC's "Today" show." He told ABC's
"Good Morning America" that
some problems simply can't be
solved be government: "Kids
still need one-on-one involvement with caring adults," he
said.
The summit's long-range goals: improving the lives of at
least 2 million of America's 15
million at-risk children by the
year 2000 through mentors, safe
places to learn, medical attention,
job skills and chances to serve.
Retired Gen, Colin Powell, the
chairman of the summit, acknowledged the outcome is uncertain:
"For those who say, 'How far
can you get?' the answer is: not
sure yet. There are 15 million
young Americans in need, and we
should not be satisfied until we
have touched the life of every
one."
Clinton was unveiling two new
efforts today to reinforce the effort by:

L

doubts that accompanied Clinton's call to service.
"I think it will start something," predicted 35-year-old
Lisa Cook, a carpenter and
mother of three. "If anything can
be accomplished, now's the
time."
Thirteen -year-old Ramona
Dancy was not so sure. She recalled the hopeful words spoken
after the Million Man March in
Washington in 1995, and the unabated violence in her neighborhood that followed. "People will
still do what they want to do,"
she said.
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FROM PAGE 1
was also charged with firstdegree wanton endangerment after officers said he almost struck
a police vehicle.
He was taken to the Calloway
County Detention Center where
he is being held on a $2,500
bond,
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We are pleased to announce
our practice is growing
and so is our staff!
(
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EASY CUT reel mower for tobacco greenhouses makes a
clean cut producing less chance of disease and no green
mush. One adjustment bolt to raise or lower mower.

014

6

,
Now better than ever to serve you with:
Steve Hollingsworth - Master Optician

Kimberly Adams - Bookkeeping

Pam Thornton - Frame Stylist

Austin Adams - Advertising

Lori Todd - Receptionist

Dr. Kevin Adams - Optometrist

•Full scope primary eyecare including contacts, glasses
and treatment of eye disease.
•Our full service lab will adjust and repair your glasses
regardless of where purchased.
*All styles of frames, from budget to designer including
Cazal, Neostyle, Charmant, Polo.
Most Insurance Accepted
10% Senior Citizen Discount

Eyecare Specialties
Dr. Kevin M. Adams
M-F 8:30-5:30 308 S. 12th St., Murray 759-2500

Easy Cut
Mower

Reddy Hitch
Cat. 1

Reddy Hitch

$800

8260

S275

Cat. 2

REDDY HITCH,automatic quick hitch for tobacco scaffolds
and hay wagons. It is time saving allowing you to quickly
hitch or unhitch by yourself while staying comfortably
seated on your tractor.

FREE Two Day Trial - Cat 1 or Cat 2

EASY CUT and REDDY HITCH
can be seen at
4

Lynn Grove
Feed 8 Seed
or call 615-289-3423
Note. Inventory of Cat

1 or Cat. 2 will be decided by end of May.

Separatist group digs in after hostage trade

By MARK BABINECK
Associated Prass Writer
FORT'DAVIS, Texas (AP) —
A militant separatist group
swapped two hostages for a jailed
member early today, more than
12 hours after invading a neighbor's home and triggering a standoff with police.
The standoff remained unchanged since the married couple
were released, state Trooper Richard Treece said this morning.
He declined to say whether police
and members of the Republic of
Texas were talking to each other.
Four or five troopers were
posted at a roadblock several
miles away from the entrance to
the remote subdivision in the
rugged David Mountains of west
Texas, telling some drivers to go
back.
Inside, the self-styled Republic
of Texas "ambassador" said the
group wouldn't give up and demanded a referendum to allow
Texans to vote on being an independent nation.

"They released one of our
people, our captain," Richard
McLaren told the San Antonio
Express-News by cell phone from
his trailer "embassy" at the Davis Mountain Resort.
"He's back at the embassy. All
our boys are back. We're digging
in.,,
The Republic released hostages
Joe Rowe and his wife, Margaret
Ann Rowe, in a swap for Robert
Jonathan Scheidt, arrested early
Sunday on a weapons violation,
Department of Public Safety
spokeswoman Laureen Chernow
said.
At least three dozen police
who surrounded the subdivision
remained in position and planned
to resume negotiations with the
group later this morning, Mrs.
Chernow said.
Reporters were kept at a rest
stop several miles from the entrance to the site, 220 miles south
of El Paso, the nearest major city.
Joe Rowe was in stable condition in an Alpine hospital after a

minor gunshot wound to the its numbers. The DPS declined to
shoulder.
speculate.
The standoff began about noon
Ms. Chernow said the Rowes'
Sunday. McLaren said hours later home, which overlooks the only
that the Rowe: would be released road into the development, rein exchange for two Republic mained occupied early today.
members: Scheidt, a 43-year-old
Although the hostages were reidentified as "captain of the em- leased, other residents remained
bassy guard," and Jo Ann Ca- in about 90 homes scattered over
ruidy Turner, arrested in Austin thousands of acres of rugged
last week on two contempt high-desert terrain.
charges. Ms. Turner remained in
Neighbors were complaining
custody.
for months about McLaren, a
McLaren demanded another
wild-haired, lanky 43-year-old
concession.
man who filed property liens
"We want them to ... agree to against them and threatened them
a referendum to allow Texans to with machine guns. He avoided
vote on the independence issue," an arrest warrant since
last Dehe told San Antonio radio station
cember
for
filing
bogus liens.
WOAL
McLaren apparently was not
part of the assault on the Rowes
and remained about 15 miles
away at a ramshackle trailer surrounded by trees. Richard Keys,
the "militia lieutenant commander," claimed to be in charge at
the Rowe house.
The group refused to specify

"We've been telling people
legal, that Texas should be an inthis was going to happen," said depende
nt nation, and that the
neighbor Michelre Behrendt. group's
leaders constitute the le"They (authorities) sat on their gitimate
government of the indethumbs and did nothing."
pendent nation of Texas. Texas
Last month, McLaren
was an independent republic from
threatened to fight back against 1836 to
1845.
the government and compared his
McLaren represents one of
situation to fatal standoffs at three Republi
c factions that reWaco. Texas, and Ruby Ridge. sulted from
a split over tactics
Idaho.
and finances late last year.
"These boys are asking for a
Last month, one faction "imtotal military assault," McLaren peached" McLaren
. And a messaid in an interview with The As- sage Sunday on
a World Wide
sociated Press. "Our defense for- Web site attribut
ed to the Reces will fire because we would public of Texas
read:
consider it an invasion."
"It appears that Richard
The Republic of Texas con- McLaren and
those acting with
tends that the annexation of him have
gone completely off the
Texas as a state in 1845 was il- deep
end."

If you're looking for an activity where the whole family
can get involved, take a good look at martial arts. There's
benefits for everyone: kids love it because it's fun and it
helps them work toward goals, builds self-esteem, and
teaches self-discipline.
Parents love takingThe classes because it's a great way
to get in shape while learning to defend yourself in any
situation. And most importantly, its something you can
all do together. Call us today for class schedules and
more info!

•Universities...
FROM PAGE 1
on a feasibility plan for a
campaign.
"All of a sudden it makes
good business sense to go out and
raise as much as you can," said
Terry Mobley, UK's chief development officer. "I can't imagine
the other schools, including us,
not becoming more aggressive."
Patton has said that he wants to
set up incentive funds, where colleges could get matching money
for special projects — but only if
they provide some money from
their own resources.

The leaders of the two institutions that will be making the biggest pushes — UK and U of L —
say they're optimistic.
Both point to recent successes:
UK last year raised a record
amount, $39 million. In recent
years, it's also raised about $20
million for its new library.
U of L has seen increases of
about, 47 percent in its fundraising performance over the last
three years, officials there said.
In the last school year, it also set
a record, of more than $25
million.

•List...
FROM PAGE 1
when Jim Crow laws were
overturned in the region, could
Southern universities compete
for top faculty members, he
said.
Graham said that improving
research strength at UK and
Uoil. will require recruiting
"the best brains," including
visiting and research faculty
who may have no teaching duties. Building an emphasis on
research into a university's

culture is vital, too, he said.
Some state flagship universities with faculties the size of
UK's produce twice the measurable research results, "and
there's a reason for that,"
Graham said.
He said most state support
for research should focus on
UK, but some competition
from another iesearch school,
like UofL, can help preCient
complacency and arrogance
from setting in at the flagship.

In a national survey by the
Chronicle of Philanthropy, UK
ranked 65th and U of L was
107th among U.S. colleges in the
amount of private gifts received
in 1994-95.
That leaves people like UK
President Charles T. Wethington
Jr. optimistic about the university's odds of meeting the new
fund-raising goals. -"Obviously, there's competition, but the goal of improving
the academic standing of this university is important enough that
people will try to help us achieve
that goal," Wethington said.
Wethington says a fund-raising
drive for academic programs
would be the university's top
priority — more important than
fund raising for a new on-campus
basketball arena.

Introductory Offer

29.95
(Includes Uniform)
Call Today aga 753-6111
1413 Olive Blvd. • Murray

Gosh, kids are fun and incredibl

CLARIFICATION
In Friday's Ledger, it was incorrectly reported that Mary Jane
Littleton addressed the Murray
City Council Thursday evening
about the YMCA's plan to build
a facility at the city park. The resident quoted in that story was
actually Karen Olson.
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HALE-BOPP
WILL SOON BE GONE
BUT...

ant some help with

LAKER PRIDE
IS FOR

that?

EVER!

Some things only last a short while, but you can show your
LAKER PRIDE for years to come with your very own

Between business meetings, birthday parties, field
trips,
and soccer, a wireless phone is practically a necessity.

1997 LAKER PRIDE
Limited Edition Print

Whatever it is that's been making you hesitate, let it go. Wireless phone
service from GTE helps bring order to even the most chaotic lives. And
right now, you'H save money doing it. Three months free access and no

FR= ACCESS
FOR THRZZ
MONTHS WITH
A TWO-YZAR
CONTRACT.

activation fee when you sign a two-year agreement. And if you're like
most people trying to simplify their crazy, hectic lives, won't be iong
before you wonder how you ever got by without it.

AUTHORIZED
WIRELESS
AGENT

Get your all new Laker Pride print, going on sale:
At Jeffrey Gymnasium
Tuesday, April 29th
2:30 p.m.-6:00 p.m.
Wednesday. April 30th
2:30 p.m.-6:00 p.m.
At CCMS Gymnasium
Wednesday, May 7th
2:30 p.m.-6:00 p.m.
Thursday, May 8th
2:30 p.m.-6:00 p.m.

cjwin 4cpCaLes
OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC.

For more Information contact:
Allen McKee! 0 436-2675 or Kathy Stockdale 0 492-8843
Proceeds to the Calloway County Athletic Booster Club

516 Main St. • Murray
753-0123
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FROM OUR READERS

CableComm recognizes volunteers
Dear Editor:
We would like to take this opportunity to commend Paul and RoseAnn
Radke and Shelley Todd,along with all the committees and their leaders
for an outstanding job in the Relay for Life.
We were proud to be a part of such a great cause. The hard work and
dedication put forth by many people paid off. Congratulations!
Burriette Ferguson
and the employees
of Murray CableComm
906 S. 12th St., Murray, KY 42071

Arkansas student needs help
Dear Editor:
Hi! My name is Sue Swartz and I'm a fifth grader at O'Malley
Elementary School in Anchorage Ark. I'm researching the state of
Kentucky and this assignment is due in four weeks.
Would you please consider printing this letter in your next newspaper
so I may be able to get some brochures, souvenirs, or just some
information. I would really appreciate ii
Sue Swartz/Mrs. Meades class
O'Malley School
11100 Rock Ridge Road.
Anchorage, AK 99516

Where are the campaign signs?
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
It's spring in Kentucky and —
for a change — the tulips, jonquils and red bud are not having
to compete with campaign signs
for attention.
In 1992, in a fit of good sense
nearly unprecedented in Kentucky's 205-year history, the citizenry approved an end to the
dubious practice of holding elections every six months. Instead,
there will be elections every six
months except for this year and
every fourth year from now. In
Kentucky, that amounts to
progress.
In addition to the welcome
break this year, it means something-lime ominous — 1998 will
bring the largest collection of
office-seekers in Kentucky
history.
A collection of nearly 6,000
elective offices may be filled
next year. From one of Kentucky's two U.S. Senate seats all
soil conservathe way do
tion district hoards — a littleknown, usually overlooked office
that often goes unfilled — politicians of every persuasion will be
out begging for jobs.
For most of those political
prospects, the important moment

CAPITOL IDEAS

Mark R. Chellgren
An Associated Press News Analysis
is 4 p.m., Jan. 27, 1998. That is Kentucky Senate (19); Kentucky
the filing deadline for every can- House (100); Kentucky Supreme
didate who must run in a Court (4); district judge (129);
primary.
county judge-executive (120);
The filing deadline itself repre- county magistrate-commissionersents progress. A bill that passed justice of the peace (574); county
the 1986 General Assembly clerk (120); county attorney
moved the deadline back from (120); county jailer (118); cormidnight, ending late-night filing oner (120); surveyor (120); propfree-for-alls at the Capitol when erty valuation administrator
occasionally even alcohol was in- (120); constable (up to 574);
volved. Now, at least, the event is sheriff (120); school board (393);
conducted during the light.of day mayor ((25); city commissionand the drinking has been council ( , 5).
Evidenv t he contrary notminimized.
Candidates who want to repre- 'withstandinvthe are manda
sent districts that contain more qualifications for
fices. Most of them have to
than one county must file with
with minimum age and residency.
the secretary of state's office at
For example, a careclidate for
the Capitol. Otters may file with
either the Kentucky Senate or the
their local county clerk.
U.S. Senate must be at least 30
The cavalcade of candidates
years old. In the case of the U.S.
will be seeking the following offices on the ballot next year: U.S. Senate, the candidate has to be a
Senate (1); U.S. Congress (6); U.S. citizen for 9 years. There is

no age requirement for judges,
but they have - to be licensed to
practice law for various periods
of time, depending on whether it
is the-Supreme Court — 8 years
— Of district court — 2 years.
Twenty-four is the most common age requirement, applying to
state House candidates, most
county offices and local school
boards.
A candidate for local school
board actually faces the most specific set of requirements. In addition to age and residency, school
board candidates must swear
under penalty of perjury they
have completed the 12th grade or
been awarded a GED, have no
close relatives working for the
school district, do not have any
financial dealings with the School
distric nd do not hold any other
ivil office.
pub
primary election wil(/
Tuesday, May 26. The st day to register to vote is
Monday, Oct. 5. The general
election will be Tuesday, Nov. 3.
Butethere is nothing in the law
to prevent politicians from violating the stillness of 1997. In fact,
some have already filed to run
next year.

Now,YALL,I WAtsli You To-TAKE A 6IG
SNifT Csf 1141S , AND WEfi.L. ALA_ Go orF
TbGETHER lb COMET Hums- Larr
—

KENTUCKY EDITORIAL
The Independent, Ashland
The Cabell County (W. Va.) Commission is giving the Ku Klux
Klan just what it wants: More publicity than the small hate group
deserves. Although the Klan has not applied for a permit to conduct
a September rally on the courthouse grounds in Huntington,
(W.Va.), county commissioners have made it clear that they will
deny the permit if it is sought.
Commissioners should rethink that position. The Klan has successfully sued other city and county governments that have denied
it permits to conduct rallies on public property.
Let them sue, say commission members, but to what effect? The
courts would likely rule that the Klan could conduct its rally, and
the county would be out the cost of defending its actions in court.
The Cabell County Commission could learn much from eastern
Kentucky communities that..have dealt with Klan rallies in recent
years.
Small towns like Paintsville and West Liberty have granted the
Klan the same rights extended to other groups and, to their credit,
the people of those communities have either ignored the Klan rallies or responded by conducting quiet counter-demonstrations. In
none of the communities did the Klan rallies lead to violence.
Organizations like the Klan thrive on confrontation. When they
speak, Klan leaders want to be met with catcalls, loud protest rallies and even violence. The last thing they want is to be ignored.
If the Klan does rally in Huntington, residents of the Tri-State
should vow not to listen to the KKK's divisive message. They
should either ignore the rally, or conduct their own peaceful rally
where the Klan's message of racial division and anti-Semitism is
countered by words of harmony and understanding.

The Courier-Journal, Louisville
It's hard enough for ordinary mortals — those who don't have a
Ph.D. in the arcane subject of educational testing — to make sense
of the latest KIRIS news. But spin doctoring by some testing wonks
created a worse jumble.
To break the code, a person needs to know that almost all educational tests have multiple versions, partly for security purposes.
Thus, when six students take the ACT, each might get different
questions. When the various versions prove equivalent, the test is
said to have good internal consistency.
A new report by a University of Kentucky testing expert says
that description fits KIRIS. Indeed, its internal consistency is comparable to that of the ACT and CTBS.
This finding would seem to add limited support for using KIRIS
as a basis for school rewards and sanctions, especially if the results
are confirmed by other studies. The UK study doesn't say, however, that KIRIS provides information about individual student
achievement — the type teachers and parents need in order to see
weak spots and plan accordingly.
No test does everything, and KIRIS wasn't designed to finely
measure individual achievement. To do that, schools must give
other tests. Of course, doing so costs more money, but, increasingly, many districts are finding it's a valuable investment.

Just drop us a tine ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of Ionics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters must bc vgnal by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not be
more than S(X) womb. Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced
if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and to
limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.

Reform dea
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton's deadline is a dud
— there won't be an overhaul of
campaign finance laws by the
Fourth of July. Or by Labor Day.
And probably not by Christmas.
Not without a surge of voter
demand, which isn't happening.
Although polls indicate that most
people believe the political money system should be changed,
not many think it will be.
Would-be reformers, most of
them Democrats, raise the issue
in Congress periodically, but in
speeches that draw scant notice,
urging action on bills that have
been proposed but haven't
progressed.
Rep. Lee Hamilton, D-Ind.,
says there is "surprisingly little
pressure from constituents" for
reform. He called it a slowmotion crisis.
Would-be reformers pressed
for a speedup on the issue, thinking action would be propelled by
the controversy over Democratic
fund-raising excesses in the 1996
campaign. They're still waiting.
Congressional investigations
into 1996 fund raising could
change that; Senate and House
hearings will stir the issue this
summer. They will deal with illegal or questionable conduct, including White House inducemenu to major donors, and illicit
foreign contributions.
The legislation that Clinton,
Democratic leaden, and a handful of Republicans are seeking
would cover donations and practices that are permitted by current
law, notably the unrestricted con-

ne is a dud

PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

Walter Mears
Associated Press columnist
tributions that political parties,
unlike individual candidates, can
accept. The line between unlimited party donations and limited
contributions to candidates
blurred to the vanishing point in
1996, on both political sides.
Dealing with Democratic excesses that have led the national
committee to promise the return
of nearly $3 million in improper
or questionable donations, Clinton urged enactment of a Senate
reform bill that would ban unlimited party contributions and offer
incentives to House and Senate
candidates who accept campaign
spending limits.
He said he'd press the issue in
every forum available. "You
know and I know that this can be
delayed, and you know and I
know that delay will mean the
death of reform," Clinton said in
his State of the Union address on
Feb. 4. "So let's set our own
deadline." He said it should be
done by July 4.
That was unrealistic from the
start. Republican leaden aren't
interested in the bill Clinton endorsed, although the winter campaign did prompt them to say
they were working on GOP alter-

natives. None have been proposed, and interest in the issue has
ebbed.
The only congressional action
on campaign finance was a meaningless vote in the Senate on a
constitutional amendment to permit legislative limits on candidate
spending, barred by the Supreme
Court in 1976. It was rejected, 61
to 38. Reform advocates said it
was a diversion that would enable
Republican opponents to say
they've already voted on the
subject.
At about the same time, the
White House set up a campaign
reform education and awareness
project to press for legislation.
"We're at a critical moment in
the drive toward reform," Vice
President Al Gore said on March
17. "We have unprecedented
public focus."
It isn't showing. When leading
sponsors of the Senate reform bill
held public forums to mobilize
support, turnout was sparse.
When pollsters ask them, people say they think the political finance system should be overhauled. In a New York TimesCBS News poll early this month,
nearly 9 out of 10 said so, al-

though most of them doubted
there is a commitment oto change
in Washington. But that isn't
translating into pressure for
action.
The system hasn't been
changed in 25 years, during
which time the rules have
loosened and campaign spending
has soared. It has been an issue
much of that time; there have
been 17 Senate filibusters involving campaign reform bills in the
past decade.
There'll surely be another
should any variation of the current reform proposal get to the
point of Senate debate. That isn't
going to happen soon, and sponsors know that unless something
is done this year, it will only get
more difficult as the 1998 congressional election campaign
begins.
Hamilton, who is retiring from
Congress, said earlier this month
that sweeping reform may be impossible, but at least the worst
abuses should-be confronted, one
by one.
Then he acknowledged the obstacle to change:
"The blunt fact is that most
members of Congress and both
political parties prefer the system
under which they were elected
over some untested scheme that
might replace it."
EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter
R. Mears, vice president and
columnist for The Associated
Press, has reported on
Washington and national politics for more than 30 years.
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Judge fails to see
eapeirs Body Shop, Inc,
humor in couple's Frf
phone message
(Since 1937)

Auto Body Repairing
24 Hr. Towing

BERNARD KANE/Ledgrx & Times photo

ft

Tommy Rushing, acting for Murray Mayor Bill Cherry, and County
Judge/Executive J.D. Williams together sign a proclamation recognizing
May 1 as Law Day In Calloway County. Also on hand for the signing
were Cheryl Bobb, Sarah Curd, Nicole Story and Robert 0. Miller.

Aggressive drivers turn
freeways into free-for-ails
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
carry spare cartridges as spare
Armed with everything from firetires.
arms to Perrier bottles, pepper
"It's one thing to have negaspray and the occasional egg, tive thoughts, but when it turns
America's drivers are taking their into action, then they need help,"
frustrations out on each other in
said Arnold Nerenberg, a Southstartling numbers.
ern California-based psychologist
It was road rage that led two who has developed "The 10-Step
drivers to chase one another in Compassion Program" for overrush-hour traffic on the George coming road rage.
Washington Memorial Parkway
Lessons include tips on considin McLean, Va., reaching speeds eration, smiling, forgiveness and
of
mph before crashing into "Survival ... If you show your
oncoming traffic. The four-car rage by yelling or making
obcrash left three people dead.
scene gestures, someone may get
Another example: Near Cicero, seriously hurt. Take a deep breath
N.Y., the drivers of a car and a and just say, 'I'm angry, but
not
Mack truck tried to cut each other for long. It's just not worth it.'"
off for about 25 miles on InterNerenberg encourages clients
state 81 — until one pointed a
to call him by cellular phone
.45-caliber semiautomatic handwhen they feel a burst of rage
gun at the other. :•
coming on. For the seriously per"What's common is the feelturbed, he'll even perform rideing of hostility," says Leon
along therapy sessions.
James, professor of psychology at
Nerenberg and Hawaii profesthe University of Hawaii. "As
sor James agree that people need
soon as that's generated among
to practice more patience — sort
millions of drivers, you have the
of a Zen method of driving.
potential for open warfare."
Rather than seeing their car as
There was a 51 percent jump in
an isolated bubble of invincibilroad violence from 1990 to 1995,
ity, they need to see themselves
according to a study by the
as part of a cohesive movement,
American Automobile AssociaJames said.
tion for Traffic Safety. It reported
"A lot of it's just integrating
that 10,037 violent clashes led to
yourself
into a cooperative rather
218 deaths and 12,610 injuries.
than a. competitive situation,"
"What used to be just two
James said.
people screaming at each other is
But many states have begun
now one person losing it and
their own type of therapy, and are
pulling the trigger," said security
cracking down on those who are
expert Lou Mizell, vittb concracking up on the freeway.
ducted the AAA study.
Narkey Terry, the only surviThe results are only "the tip of
vor of that deadly McLean, Va.,
the iceberg,- the organization altercatio
n, was recently sensaid. Few states even track intenced in federal court to more
stances of roadway hostility. Althan 10 years in prison for his
though there is no one typical agrole in the seven-mile chase.
gressive driver, patterns do
"I want to make sure you get
emerge from the AAA study.
the message," U.S. District
The majority are males age 18
Judge Leonie Brinkema told
to 26. Most are "relatively
Terry. "You can't use the roadyoung, poorly educated with
way or your car in any way to
criminal records, histories of vio- vent aggression."
lence, and drug or alcohol problems, and many have recently
suffered an emotional or professional setback," the report said.
Only about 4 percent of aggressive driving incidents involve
women. And when most women
attack, they use their vehicle as a
LOUISBURG, N.C. (AP) —
weapon about 70 percent of the
You just put your lips together
time, the study determined.
and ... blow.
In Dayton, Ohio, a woman
No one did that better than
rear-ended a 59-year-old retired
Tanguay Desgagne of Sherbrook,
carpenter at a traffic light. Both
Quebec, who became the new instopped, but when the man asked
ternational whistling grand
for her driver's license, the wochampion Saturday at the 24th
man sped away — she was late
annual International Whistlers
for a new job, she said. The man
Convention and Music Festival.
said he didn't get out of the way
Mary Frances Herndon of Sefast enough, bounced onto the
dalia, Mo., was named the female
hood and was carried along until
champion, while former grand
he rolled off.
champion Joel Brandon of ChiHer story? Dayton police Decago was given the Hall of Fame
tective Larry Davis said the woAward.
man told police she drove away
The contests were part of
because the man appeared angry, "Happy
Whistlers Week," sponand he jumped on her car.
sored by the Franklin County
In Southern California, where
Arts Council and held at Louisfreeways are a way of life, those
burg College.
taking the wheel face a daily barThe grand champion in the
rage of hostility. Freeway vioteen-age competition was Tony
lence is so common that it has
Woodard, of Louisburg, N.C.,
become acceptable parody in
and the children's winner was
such movies as "LA Story,"
Spencer Wright, of Southampton,
where drivers are as likely to
N.Y.

.4

Canadian wins
whistling contest

KENNER, La. (AP) — It
seemed strange — more and
more customers telling managers
at Papa John's Pizza they thought
the restaurant had been closed by
health officials.
The mystery ended when they
learned that the answering machine of Don and Sharon Smith
told callers: "Hello, this is Papa
Don's. I'm sorry, at the present
time we are not making or delivering pizzas due to problems with
the health department. May we
suggest that you call Domino's or
Pizza Hut."
The Smith's number is identical to that of Papa John's, except
for one digit. They left the message after getting tired of latenight calls.
"We may go weeks without
any calls, but when they run special promotions, our phone rings
off the hook," Mrs. Smith said
last week.
The Smiths have had the number since 1975 and put the message on a few months ago. Papa
John's opened about three years
ago.
A judge has ordered Smith to
stop indicating that he is in the
pizza business. An attorney for
the pizza shop, Robert Garrity,
said Papa John's has thousands of
dollars invested in materials that

(Large or Small)

refer to the number.

Had the message said something like, "You idiot, we're not
a pizza store," there wouldn't
have been a problem, Garrity
said. "But to insinuate that we
were closed by the board of
health is going a little too far."

637 S. 3rd St.

753-3134
SUPPORT OUR LOCAL HOSPITAL

Tuesday, April 29th
Take An Additional *

1 5% Off
STOREWIDE
Save on brands like: Nike, Reebok, Converse, Fila,
Asics, Vans, Keds, LA Gear and Many More!

sHoe sensarion
Chestnut Hills - Murray - 753-6242

Ky Oaks Mall - Paducah • 443-1331
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WANT MORE ENTERTAINMENT?
DON'T WANT TO BUY A
SATELLITE DISH TO GET IT?

TM IS YOUR LUCKY DAY.
With PRIMESTAW, you get programming, maintenance and all the equipment you need, starting at
about a dollar a day.* .And you don't have to by , e dish. No other company has this to offer.
But that's not all. You get up to 160 channelst that are grouped by
program category. So you can always find what you want to
watch. You should be feeling luckier already.

PRIMES:1-_;h7
THE BEST VALUE IN SATELLITE TV.

Call
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'500'
COVERALL
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1-800-PRIMESTAR
(1-800-774-6378)
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Cards starting
K of C Hell, Squire Road
Plays 12
at $3.00
-- ALL PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY--[ 011m0111
Ffteuring ntapey specums at SI pr Card or $2 rot drop Special dirty cover 7•• +
Refrastrinents. candy and FREE popcorn toned
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PRIMESTAH is a registered service mark of Primestar Partners, L.P 'Prices may vary by region. Does not include installation and
premium services. tFilly five new channels available in April. Ten additional PrimeCinema channels coming this summer.
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Big Brothers Big Sisters
program needs funding
Children at risk or from single
parent families who have Big
Brothers or Big Sisters are 46
percent less likely to begin using
illegal drugs, 27 percent less
likely to begin using alcohol, and
52 percent less likely to skip
school than similar children without Big Brothers and Big Sisters.
The Big Brothers Big Sisters

APRIL
46.111
Child Abuse
Prevention
Month

pm in
Southwi
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pm ischi

4-M Fai
Show/6
Elemewn
Adult

Program of Murray and Calloway
County will cost approximately
$25,000 this year to operate.
Your business, organization, or
church can help the BB/BS program by becoming a BUDDY for
$100 or a SUPER BUDDY for
$200. although any contribution
will be appreciated.
Your tax-deductible contribution may be mailed to Roger
Weis, Chair, Big Brothers, Big
Sisters Program, c/o American
Humanics, P.O. Box 9, Murray
State University, Murray, KY
42071.
For more information on the
BB/BS program, call Weis or
Sandy Stone at 762-3808.

Group/7

Southwest meeting planned
Southwest Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council Principal Search Committee is asking for input during this important search process on Tuesday, April 29, at 6 p.m. in the school
cafeteria. All parents, faculty and staff are urged to attend. The
Search Committee will meet Tuesday. April 29, at 4:30 p.m. to discuss the interview process prior to the open forum meeting at 6 p.m.

Ladies plan events at club
Ladies of Oaks Country Club will play bridge at 9:30 a.m. on
.Wednesday, April 30, at the club. Hostess will be Mary Alice Smith,
753-3487.

Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday

25 Month CD

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, April
29, at 7 p.m. at Gleason Hall, St. Leo's Catholic Church. This will
feature an open discussion on "Importance of Friendships." The SOS
is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social group for
single adults, whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call Jane at 489-2046 or Liz at
759-0212.

T.O.T.A.L. event Tuesday
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Marlin Pierce

Local couple married
for 25 years April 21
1201 Main Street
Murray, Kentucky
759-1630
Open 6 days a week,
Saturdays 9-12!

REPUBLIC
BANK

& Trust
Company

SSW minimum deposit. 6.40% annual percentage yield APY offered
as of 4-27-97.
(6.20
,
,interest rate) Substantial penalty for early withdrawal.

The Republic group of bunks - Kentucky owned8proud of it!

Mr. and Mrs. Gary Marlin Pierce of 1892 Charley Miller Rd.,
Almo, celebrated their 25th wedding anniversary on April 21.
The couple celebrated the event in Nashville, Tenn.
Mrs. Pierce, the former June Farris, is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Farris, 1531 Stark Cemetery Rd., Hardin.
Mr. Pierce is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Pierce of Kirksey.
They were married April 21, 1972, at Union Hill Church of Christ,
Benton.
Mr. and Mrs. Pierce have three children. They are Mrs. Amanda
Allen and husband, Tim, of Memphis, Tenn., Mrs. Connie Parker and
husband, Chris, Kirksey Highway, Murray, and Bryan Pierce, Almo.
They have one granddaughter, Amber Parker, 10 months, Kirksey
Highway, Murray. They are expecting the arrival of their second
grandchild from the Aliens at Memphis in late May.

Golfplay Wednesday
Ladies of Murray Country
Club will play golf on Wednesday, April 30.
Golf play will start at 9:30 a.m.
with Jennifer Crouse as hostess.
Those not listed in the lineup, but

lry:SITy
OF PIER 1 IMPORTS

Fier 1 Imports is
pleased to have
Lori Thompson
bride-elect of
Kevin Edwards,
join our
bridal registry.
'ILPi0111 1111110111S.
r2,ti t- Chestnut Street • 753-1851

desiring to play, may come and
be paired at the tee. If a person is
unable to play, please call
753-4605.
The lineup is as follows:
Tee 1 - Betty Jo Purdom, Rainey.
Apperson, Evelyn Jones and Frances
Hulse;
Tee 3 - Betty Lowry, Veneta S.
Ward, Inus Orr and Diane Villaneve;
Tee 4 - Betty Stewart, Peggy Veal,
Karen Hart and Lisa Carver;
Ti. 5 - Toni Hopson, Norma Frank,
Jenny° Sue Smock and Freda Steely;
TN 6 - Barbara Gray, Rebecca
Landolt, Laverne Ryan and Carolyn
Veal-Sanning;
Tee 7 - Rowena Cullom, Rebecca
Irvan, Anna Mary Adams and Martha
Sue Ryan;
Tee 8 - Sally Crass, Billie Cohoon,
Billie Wilson and Nancy Trawick;
Tee 9 - Edith Garrison, Beth Belote,
Claudia Berry and Nancy Haverstock:
Ti. 10 - Mary Bogard, Peggy Shoemaker, Sue Outland ad Jennifer
Crouse.

Golf play on Wednesday, April
23, was not played because of the
weather.

T.O.T.A.L. (Teaching our Toddlers About Learning) meets each
Tuesday from noon to 1 p.m. at the Community Room at Southside
Manor, Murray. This class is for parents and their two and threeyear-olds and offers as variety of fun learning. There is no charge.
For more information call Jill at Calloway County Family Resource
Center at 753-3070 or 753-3879.

New Concord Watch will meet
New Concord Neighborhood Watch will meet Monday, April 28,
at 7 p.m. at the New Concord Church of Christ. All area residents
are urged to attend.

Band Boosters to meet Tuesday
Murray High Band Boosters will meet Tuesday, April 29, at 7:30
p.m. in the bandroom at Murray Middle School. The purpose of the
meeting will be to elect officers for 1997-98 school year. All interested persons are urged to attend.

Late registration Monday
Late/final registration for the spring session of First Place, a
Christ-centered health program, will be tonight (Monday) at 7 p.m.
at Westside Baptist Church, 300 Johnny Robertson Road South,
Murray. For more information call Martha Norsworthy at 753-5400.

Story Hours are scheduled
Story Hours will be held at the Calloway County Public Library
on Tuesday and Wednesday, April 29 and 30, according to Sandy
Linn, youth services director for the library. A special shorten version, Parents and Twos, designed for children, age 2 accompanied
by an adult, is at 9:30 a,m., and Story Hour is at 10:30 a.m. on both
days.

Green Plain services planned
Green Plain Church of Christ is holding a gospel meeting which
will continue through Wednesday, April 30. Dean Crutchfield of
Murray, missionary to India and former minister of Green Plain, is
the speaker for services at 7:30 p.m., Monday through Wednesday.
The church is located approximately one mile off Highway 641
South between Murray and Hazel on the corner of Green Plain and
Murray Paris Roads.
•

767-0780

Murray, KY

Are Asking...

DO YOU HAVE ANY LOCAL PEOPLE?
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kitchen & home

You %% ill
Lose An
Aserage Of 3
Lbs. Or More
Per Week

Donnie Hudson, Murray

Gourmet Foods • Body & Bath • Bridal Registry
408 S. 12th St. • Murray • 753-0545

Call Now For
A FREE
Consultation

ty)
KY. Donnie

has lost 54 314 pounds and 60 114 inches!!!

ffaven't you Wondered Where your Neighbors Are?
'Results guaranteed in writing
'Physicians recommend our program daily
'No diet pills

Cot

North Elementary School Site-Based Decision Making Council
will have a special called meeting on Monday, April 28, at 4 p.m. at
the school. Agenda items include 1997-98 budget and approval of
Self Study STAR Committee. The Math Committee will meet Monday at 3:15 p.m. in Lesa Watson's room. The public is invited.
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Teachers of Calloway County High School will be registering
eighth graders of Calloway County Middle School tonight(Monday)
from 6:30 to 8 p.m. at the middle school. All eighth graders are
urged to attend this registration.
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Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Thursday.
April 24, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Wiggins baby girl, parents, Valerie
and Johnny, Mayfield;
Walls twin girls, parents. Stacey and
William, Benton.
Dismissals
Mrs Mary E. Yates and baby girl,
Benton, Mrs. Helen J Ross, Springville, Tenn.;
Mrs Joyce A Carrico and baby girl,
Mayfield, Mrs Deborah V Carter, Puryear, Tenn.;
Derick K. Evans, Hazel; Mrs. LOff
Frazier and baby boy, Sedalia:
Mrs Jane Baker, J.C. Dunn, Mrs
Luetta Haynes, Vers. Winifred Gladys
Jaywin,
Mrs, Jennifer S Bufkin and twin
baby boys, Mrs. Debbie Darlene
Mitchell and twin baby boys,
Ms. Tennessee Outland, Mrs Mettle
V Lamb, Mrs. Emily Blanche Finley,
Miss Elli Elkins,
Taylor R. Black, Mrs Judy A Wilson, Mrs Aimee Lynne Schroeder,
and Miss Crystal R. Roterts, all of
Murray
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Pervine will perform in musical
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Monday, April 28
New Concord Neighborhood Watch
meeting/7 p m !New Concord Church
of Christ.
Eighth Graders at Calloway County
Meddle School registration by CC High
School teachers/6.30-8 p m at middle
school
North Elementary School Site-based
Decision Making Council special
meeting/4 p m Math Commatee/3 15
p m in Lesa Watson's room
Southwest Elementary Site-based
Decision Making Council meeting/5:30
pm/school cafeteria.
4-H Fashion Revue and Variety
Show/6:30 p.m./gym at Murray
Elemowntary. Free to the public.
Adult Great Books Discussion
Group/7 p.m./Calloway Public Library
Blood River Baptist Association
WMU quarterly meeting/7 p.m./New
Harmony Baptist Church.
Late/Final militration for spring session of First Place/7 p m /Westside
Baptist Church.
Overeaters Anonymous/7:30
p.m./private dining room, MurrayCalloway Hospital Info/Chris,
753-7490.
Parents Anonymous/6 p m
Info/753-0082
Hazel Center open 10 a m.-2 p▪ .m. for
senior citizens' activities.
Weeks Center open 9 a.m.-4 p.m. for
senior citizens activities.
St. Leo Catholic Church Parish Pastoral Council meetin9/7 p.m.
First United Methodist Church Apple
Pie Brigade/1:30 p.m.;'Reach-Out
Callers IV/2 p.m.; Boy Scout Troop 45
at 7 p.m.
First Baptist Church Doctrine Study/
630 p.m.
First Christian Church Boy Scout
Troop 77 at 6:30 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
AA closed discussion meeting/8
p.m./American Legion Building.
Info/753-8136.
MSU Jazz Band I and II
performance/8 p.m./Lovett Auditorium.
Info/762-4288.
Currie Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.

Monday, April 2$
Eagle Gallery at Fine Arts Center.
MSU/open 8 a.m.-6 pm
Wrathor West Kentucky Museum
open/8 30 a.m -4 15 pm
Tuesday, April 29
Murray High Band Boosters/7 30
p m /bandroom at Murray Middle
School
Dexter Seniors activities/9:30 a.m
Hazel Center open 10 a.m.-2 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities.
Weak* Center open 8 a.m.-4 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities
Calloway County Public Library Parents and Twos/9:30 a m.; Story
Hour/10:30 am
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p.m./Gleason Hall, St. Leo's
Catholic Church Info/753-2350.
Independent Christian Singles/7
p.m./Senior Citizens Center, Mayfield.
1nfo/762-0231 or 753-6718.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Coffee Break at Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church./9:30 a.m.
Murray TOPS Club Kentucky #34
meeting/7 p.m./First Presbyterian
Church Into/759-9964
Hardin Tops Chapter weigh-in/6 p.m
and meeting/7 p.m./Hardin Library.
Health Express of MCCH/Water Valley MAW Ceramics/9-11 a.m.; Piolot
Oak Grocery/12:30-2:30 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church Legion of
Mary/9 a.m.
First United Methodist Church
Ouilters/9:30 a.m..
First Baptist Church Mothers' Day
Out/9 a.m.-3 p.m.; Doctrine Study/6.30
p.m.
Alcoholics Anonymous/closed
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Hall,
Murray. Info/753-8136.
EARS. Student Composer Concer
performance/8 p.m./Performing Arts
Hall, FA Center, MSU,
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Curris Canter Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery at Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-7:30 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-430 p.m

Youth collect for Need Line
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LEXINGTON, Ky. — Tracy
Pervine, a Murray High School
graduate and a sophomore at
Transylvania, will perform in the
musical, Fiddler on the Roof. She
will play the role of Anya. Mirala's daughter.

Christian Community Youth Cell are shown, top photo, when they spent
30 hours fasting and collecting food at Wal-Mart for Need Line. The
group got pledges for over $500 for World Vision during the 30-hour
famine, an annual event. Shown in the bottom photo are the youth at a
lock-in at the church where they enjoyed a feast.

a

The play will run Thursday,
May 15, through Saturday, May
17, in Haggin Auditorium, Mitchell Fine Arts Center, Transylvania College. Curtain time will be
7:30 p.m.
Directing the play will be Tim

Bass named award winner
Rebecca Cripps

Cripps listed
by academy
The United States Achievement Academy has announced
that Rebecca Cripps has been
named a United States National
Award Winner.
Cripps, a sixth grade student at
Calloway County Middle School,
was nominated for this award in
English by her teacher, Jeannetta
McCallon.
AT CCMS she has participated
in basketball, is a member of the
band, and is a Girl Scout. Her
biography will appear in the
academy yearbook.
She is the daughter of Art and
Cindi Cripps and is a member of
St. Leo's Catholic Church.

Olivia Robb
Jones is born
Elena and Darrell Jones of
Hendersonville, Tenn., are the
parents of a daughter, Olivia
Robb Jones, born on Tuesday,
Jan. 28, 1997, at Vanderbilt Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
A brother is Alex McKinley
Jones.
Grandparents are Marge and
Bob Garland of Murray and Bonnie and Charles Jones of Hendersonville, Tenn.

Wright girl
is born here
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Mr. and Mrs. Randy Wright of
1976 Airport Rd., Murray, are the
parents of a daughter, Randi
Sloane Wright, born on Sunday,
April 13, 1997, at 1:46 a.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds eight ounces and measured 19 inches. The mother is
the former Tina LaDon Bogard.
A brother is Garret Taylor
Wright.
Grandparents are Pat and Beverly Bogard of Murray, Edna
Bogard of Murray, Bobby Wright
of Clinton, and the late Dorothy
Higgins.

The United States Achievement Academy has announced
that Shavonne K. Bass has named
a United States national award
winner in English.
A student at Calloway County

Middle School, she was nominated for this award by her
teacher, Jeannetta McCallon. Her
biography will appear in the
academy yearbook,
Bass is the daughter of Dennis
and Clara Bass of Murray. Her
grandparents are Fidel and Aurelia Garcia of Pico Rivera, Calif.,
and Jeri McCarley and the late
James D. Bass of Murray.

Soulis, associate professor at
Translylvania.
The musical tells the story of
the Jewish dairyman Tevye and
his family in the little village of
Ariatevka, scratching out a meager living against nature, the Russian Czar and the breakdown of
tradition. The evocative music
and ethnic dancing combine with
a poignant story filled with humor and drama.
Pervine is pursuing a double
major in drama and English. She
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Howard Pervine of
Murray.

SUBSCRIBE

Back Pain? Headaches?
Neck Pain?
Gentle Corrective Chiropractic Care Can Help

Call 759-8000 For An Appointment
Let me help you through chiropractic. We care
about your health and are dedicated to quality are.

The Chiropractic Center
of Murray
1210 Johnson Blvd. • Murray

Dr. B. Scott Poste
Chiropractor

Shavonne K. B
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Mr. and Mrs. Terry Lee Orr of
5023 Hwy. 641S, Hazel, are the
parents of a daughter, Erin Elizabeth Orr, born on Monday,
April 21, 1997, at 10:58 a.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed nine pounds
three ounces and measured 20A
inches. The mother is the former
Mary Ann Malys. A sister is Lee
Ann Orr.
Grandparents are Mrs. Nellie
Malys of Syracuse, N.Y., and
Hilda and Joe Miller of Lynn
Grove.
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• Sterling Silver and
Gold Jewelry

Happines2Place
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10-5

753-4567

305 S. 12th St.

Simply The Best...Allison Photography

Don't Forget Guys!
•

0

We are the authorized
Mr. Tuxedo Dealer.

Packages
Start At
$10 Individual or

'97

*17 For Couples
(Black & White Available)

•
Call Today To Schedule Appointment

753-8809

607 S. 4th St.

Come by and check out
our low prices on
complete outfits.
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Jordan comes to Bulls' rescue
•Chicago star scores
55 points to lead Bulls
to win over Washinton
By MIKE NADEL
AP Sports Writer
CHICAGO (AP) — Triangle
offense? Not this day. Michael
Jordan decided that HE was the
offense and no one was going to
stop him — not even his own
teammates and coaches.
Jordan scored 55 points, including 20 of Chicago's 23 in the

fourth quarter, as the Bulls overcame a strong performance from
the young, hungry Washington
Bullets to win 109-104 Sunday.
The defending champions lead
the best-of-5 first round series
2-0.
"I got into that zone and I
couldn't get out," Jordan said. "I
apologized to Tex after the game:
'Sorry about the triangle, Tex.' I
just got in that mode and I
couldn't turn it off."
Tex Winter is the assistant
coach credited with bringing the
Bulls the triangle — a motion,

reaction and passing offense that,
theoretically, gives everybody an
equal chance to score.
"Steve (Kerr) told me that he
might be open, but I couldn't focus" on passing, Jordan said. "I
just felt compelled to stay in that
mode."
The Bullets, despite some
hand-in-the -face defense by Calbert Cheaney, couldn't change
that. Neither could Winter, Chicago coach Phil Jackson nor
Bulls star Scottie Pippen.
"M.J. is M.J.," Chicago's Ron
Harper said. "We allow him to

do his thing. If he wants to take
over a game, there is nothing
Scottie can say or Phil can say to
stop it."
Said Jordan: "That's my job.
That's what I get paid the big
bucks for. I want to win. I want
to win another championship."
The Bulls want to wrap up the
best-of-5 series Wednesday at
Washington.

"They are a good team," Jordan said of the Bullets. "They
are gaining confidence and I'd • See Page 9
like to get this thing over with

Locals
stand out
at WKC
II Sanchez sets pair of
school records; Lencki
second in four events
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray's boys finished third
with 54 points in the Western
Kentucky Conference track and
field championships held Saturday at Murray State's Roy
Stewart Stadium.
Calloway's boys, meanwhile,
finished seventh with 40 points.
Madisonville took the boys'
championship with 95 points,
followed by Trigg County with
62.

day at the Marshall County
Twilight Relays, beginning at 6
p.m.

SCHEDULE

MARK YOUNG'Ledger & Times prows

(top photo) Calloway's Jamie Miller leaps over the high jump bar at Saturday's WKC meet at Roy Stewart
Stadium. Miller finished third in the event. (bottom left) Allen Thompson (left) takes the baton from
Johnny Harrison as Murray won the 400-meter relay in 43.9 seconds; (bottom right) Murray's Lane Dennison clears a hurdle. Dennison was third in the 300-meter low hurdles Saturday.

II Calloway at Mayfield
Mayfield — 4 30
TENNIS
MI Calloway vs Murray
CCHS. MSU courts — 4
VA Wit !:DAY
BASEBALL

ST. LOUIS (AP) — The Cardinals finally got Donovan Osborne
a lead, and he knew what to do
with it.
Osborne, the beneficiary of a
season-high, five-run second inning, gave up one rurr and five
hits in seven innings as St. Louis
beat Colorado 6-2 Sunday and
stopped the Rockies' team record, eight-game road winning
streak.
It was the first win this season
for Osborne (1-2), making his
fifth start.
"I've been working hard for •
it," he said. "Things went right
today. We hit the ball and played
good defense. You do that, and
things will go right."
Osborne struck out six and
walked two.
"Our hitters have a problem
with guys who change speeds,"
Rockies manager Don Baylor
said. "We didn't put any pressure on Osborne whatsoever. He
pretty much had his way."
Osborne had pitched at least
six innings and allowed only two
runs in each of his previous three
starts.
"Finally," Cardinals outfielder
Brian Jordan said. "He's been

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

BASEBALL
Henderson 5, Calloway 4
HENDERSON — In the first
game of a road doubleheader
Saturday, Calloway County lost
a close one at Henderson
County.
Calloway's Brian Duvall led
off the game with his first-ever
varsity home run. But Calloway
managed only three more hits
the rest of the day, and a twoout error scaled the Lakers'
fate.

pitching great and we haven't
been scoring runs for Donovan."
Osborne was not worried about
the lack of support.
"That's going to come," he
said. "My job is to keep the
other team as low scoring as possible, and that's what happened
today."
Dante Bichette said Osborne
pitched with command after St.
Louis took went ahead.
"Osborne threw strikes, got a
lead and took advantage of a
team that was too aggressive,"
Bichette said. "We never forced
him to establish his fastball. He
had a lead and threw strikes. He
did a good job."
It was Colorado's first loss
away from Coors Field since
April 2.
Delino DeShields and Ray
Lankford each contributed tworun singles during the second.
DeShields' single snapped a
2-for-27 slide.
Lankford is hitting .421
(8-for-19) since returning from
the disabled list Tuesday.
Eric Young doubled and scored
for Colorado. Young has hit .367
with 17 runs scored in his last 18
-games.

"We shot ourselves in the
foot," Calloway coach Eddie
Morris said. "But even though
we didn't play really good defense, we were still able to play
with them all the way through."
Freshman pitcher Willie Morris gave up six hits and walked
three in six innings in taking
the loss for Calloway.
Davless 4, Calloway 0
OWENSBORO — In Calloway's second game Saturday,

the Lakers left seven men on
base in taking the shutout loss.
Josh McKeel led Calloway at
the plate, going 2-for-3 with a
single and double. The Lakers
totaled five hits on the day.
Calloway also started a freshman pitcher in the second game.
Matt Keel gave up two runs on
three hits in five innings of
work, striking out two and
walking three.
III See Page 9

MARTIN, Tenn. — Murray
State kept its post-season hopes
alive by taking two out of three
in a weekend Ohio Valley Conference series at UT-Martin.
Murray State won the first and
last games of the series — 5-4
and 7-4 — and lost the middle
game 13-6 after leading 6-0.
Bidding for a slot in the OVC
Tournament, which goes to the
top six finishers in the regular
season, Murray State moved from
ninth to eighth place in the
league standings.
Murray State (23-24, 8-13
OVC) takes a weekend off from
OVC play next week before closing the season at Middle Tennessee on May 10 and 11.
On Saturday, the 'Breds

'Breds senior
Donny Kelley carried the hot bat this
weekend at UTMartin, going
5-for-12 with seven
RBIs as the 'Brads
won two of three
from Skyhawks

AP Sports Writer

SEATTLE (AP) — The SuperSonics insisted they weren't going to pull another opening round
flop. They backed up their boast
Sunday night.
With Shawn Kemp getting 23
points and 15 rebounds and Gary
Payton scoring 23, Seattle roared
past the Phoenix Suns 122-78
Sunday night to tie their firstround playoff series at 1-1.
"It was a big win in a mustwin situation," Hersey Hawkins
said. "Maybe that first loss was
good for us."
The defending Western Conference champs, fastbreaking

Pistons even series with Hawks;
Los Angeles rolls over Portland
with abandon against the smaller
Suns, scored 22 of the game's
first 24 points and stayed ahead
by at least 10 points the rest of
the night.
The Sonics played like a team
determined to finally put to rest
their first-round playoff collapses
of 1994 and 1995 against Denver
and the Los Angeles Lakers before they reached the NBA Finals
against Chicago last June.
"It's just like last year," Payton said, referring to Seattle's

Game 2 first-round defeat at
home against Sacramento. "If we
keep our focus and get our running game going, we're all right.
If we don't, we'll struggle."
The Suns, who won 106-101
Friday night, hit only 21 of 78
shot attempts, 26.9 percent, for a
team playoff-low. The Suns also
shot only 5-of-24 on 3-point
attempts.
Phoenix's 78 points also were
a playoff worst, and it was Seattle's biggest margin of victory

ever in a playoff game. The
44-point defeat was Phoenix's
worst in a playoff game.
"We showed up ready to play
the game. Seattle showed up to
kill us and they did," said Phoenix coach Danny Ainge, who
wasn't around to see the finish
after being ejected in the third
quarter.
For the second straight game.
Seattle's defenders stymied Jason
Kidd and Kevin Johnson, but this
time they contained Rex Chapman, too. Chapman, who scored
42 points and set a playoff record
with nine 3-pointers in Game 1,
led the Suns with 18 points and
was 2-for-4 from 3-point range.
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opened the series, by scoring three
runs in the top of the seventh to
break a 2-2 tie. UT-Martin
(12-24) rallied for two in the bottom of the last inning to pull
within 5-4 before 'Breds reliever
Billy Freytag got the final two
outs for the save and a 5-4 MSU
win.
MSU starter Kurt Umbarger
pitched seven and one-third in-
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Seattle rebounds, run past Phoenix
By JIM COUR

• Calloway vs. Reidland
CCHS field — 4:30
• MSU at Arkansas St.
Jonesboro, Ark — 7
SOFTBALL

Chicago's Michael Jordan
scored 55 points Sunday
against the Bullets for his
eighth 50-point gams of his
playoff career.

'Breds keep hopes
alive at UT-Martin

T UESDAY
BASEBALL

Twilig
the w

Cardinals' Osborne
mows down Rockies
in 6-2 St. Louis win

Spring Sports

On the girls' side, Murray
wound up fifth with 41-1/2
while Calloway tied Trigg
County for 10th with 20 points.
Marshall County won the girls'
competition with 94 points, followed by Russellville with 78.
Murray's Salim Sanchez set
two school records Saturday,
winning the 100-meter dash in
10.7 seconds and finishing second in the 200-meters in 22.3
seconds. Sanchez was also part
of the 400-meter relay team that
won in 43.9 seconds.
Calloway's Russell Lencki
finished second in four events:
the 110-meter high hurdles, the
long jump, the high jump and
the triple jump while Kenney
Hammonds was third in the 110
hurdles. Murray was third in the
freshmen 400-meter relay and
in the 1,600-meter relay.
On the girls' side, Murray's
Jeanne Maddox was the lone
local competitor with a first
place finish, winning the discus
with a distance of 81-6.
Murray's Shannon Beddome
was second in the 800-meter
dash, Challyis Mann was third
in the 100-meter dash. Murray
was third in the 400-meter relay, Lane Dennison was third in
the 300-meter low hurdles and
Jamie Miller was third in the
high jump.
The teams next compete Fri-

quickly before they get too much
confidence."
Cheaney scored 26 points,
Tracy Murray 22 and Chris Webber 21 for the Bullets, who felt
they would have won if they
were playing any team that didn't
have Jordan on it.
"We did everything conceivable to try and contain Michael,"
Washington coach Bernie Bickerstaff said. "He basically put them
on his shoulders. He showed why
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But Johnson and Kidd were a
combined 1-for-19 from the floor,
including 0-for-10 from behind
the arc. Johnson had six points
and Kidd two.
Ainge was thrown out of the
game by referee Dick Bavetta
with 4:42 gone in the second half
after arguing a foul call against
Cedric Ceballos on Kemp. The
Sonics led 62-44 at the time.
The best-of-5 series now
switches to Phoenix for games
Tuesday and Thursday nights.
If a Game 5 is needed, it will
be played in Seattle next
Saturday.

Niro
Seattle
New Y
Utah
Mann
Atlanta
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BRIEFS
Miller sets record at Twilight Invite
Senior Dawn Miller wrote her name in the record books Saturday at the
k4SU Twilight Invite by setting a new school record in the shot put
With a throw of 4504 25 Miller broke the record of 4502 75 set by Dawn
Woodside in 1990 This was Miller's last collegiate track meet as she gradu
ates in May Also setting a new Roy Stewart Stackurn record in the men s shot
put with a throw of 6405 75, was Bnan Miller, an unattached athlete
Top three performances tor the Lady Racers included Phyllis Jackson, first
in the 100 and 400 meter hurdles, Memette Ford, third in the 100 meters,
Sara Willis and Gwen Dyas, second and third respectively in the high jump,
Polina Morozova, second in the long jump, Donna Parnsh, third in the javelin
and Teresa Powell, third in the shot put
On the men's side, Jason McKinney placed first in the 800 meters Anthony
Jett finished first in the 400-meter hurdles, Kevin Smudnck, second in the
triple jump, Matt Ludwig and Smudnck, second and third place respectively in
the 110 hurdles, and Gregg Ward, second in the 200 meter dash and third in
the 100 meters
I'm extremely proud of all our athletes," head coach Bob Doty said The
Twilight Invite seems to always bnng out their best performances and despite
the weather, we competed well in our last meet of the season'

Nobilo tops Faxon at Greensoboro event
GREENSBORO, N C. (AP) — New Zealand's Frank Nobilo birdied six of
his final 11 holes and added a scrambling par on the first hole of a playoff
with Brad Faxon to win the Greater Greensboro Chrysler Classic on Sunday
Nobilo, who started the day five shots oft the lead, shot a 5-under-par 67 in
rainy conditions to match Faxon (72) at 14-under 274 on the Forest Oaks
course Nobilo earned $342,000 for his first PGA Tour title

Rain postpones NASCAR's Winston 500
TALLADEGA, Ala (AP) — Steady rain Sunday forced the postponement of
the Winston 500 NASCAR and Talladega Superspeedway officials waited
two hours after the scheduled start before postponing the race to today at
noon EDT. More rain would push the race back to May 11, the next open
Sunday.
On Saturday, Mark Martin won the Birmingham Auto Dealers EasyCare
500-Kilometer race to tie Jack Ingram's record of 31 Busch Grand National
victories Martin has won five times in eight starts this year

Foreman, 48, wins 12-round split decision
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. (AP) — With a wink at Father Time and a left hand
that took control of the tight, George Foreman won a 12-round split decision
over Lou Savarese on Saturday night.
Foreman, 48, who weighed 253 pounds, improved to 76-4, and Savarese,
31, dropped to 36-1. Judge Barbara Perez scored it 115-112 and Shafeeq
Rashacia had it 118-110 for Foreman, while Al De Vito favored Savarese
114-113

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By:

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

Hawkins added 19 points and
Detlef Schrempf 13 for the Sonics. For Phoenix, Danny Manning
had 14 points.
This game was essentially over
after the first 5:11.
The Sonics outscored Phoenix
20-2, hitting nine of their first 12
shots while the Suns were shooting 1 -for-9, including 0-for-3
from 3-point range. Phoenix
would never recover.
Lakers 107, Trail Blazers 93
At Inglewood, Calif., the Lakers got a little less from Shag and
a little more from everyone else.
Eddie Jones had 19 points, Elden Campbell added 16 and Nick
Van exel had 13 points and nine
assists to back up O'Neal's 30
points.
The Blazers did a better job of
containing O'Neal, who had 46
points in Game 1, but the Lakers
went ahead for good by outscoring the Blazers 13-2 to start the
second half, giving them a 62-53
lead. They blew the game open
early in the fourth quarter.
"We really turned it on in the
second half," Lakers coach Del
Harris said. "In the fourth quarter, we put it in overdrive. We
did that in both games."
Game 3 is Wednesday night at

flings, allowing just five hits and
striking out 13 for the win.
Jeff Norvell and Donny Kelley
drove in all five runs for the
'Breds with Norvell going 2-for-4
with three RBIs and Kelley driving home two runs on a 1 -for-4
day.
Murray State jumped out to a
6-0 lead through three and a half
innings of Game 2, but UTMartin tied the game in the bottom of the fourth, then scored seven runs in their next two at-bats

'Your more than one company agency."
David King

901 Sycamore

MAJOR LEAGUES
American League
All Timm CDT
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
Baltimore
14
7 .867 —
Boston
12 11
.522 3
Nes You,
12 12 .500 34
Toronto
10 11 .476 4
Detroit
10 15 .400 6
Centel Division
W
L Pct. GB
M Amulet'
10 10 .500 —
Cleveland
11
12 .478
A
Kanms Crty
10 11
.476
'4
Mnnescia
13
11
458
1
Chicago
7 16
304
4'n
West Division
W
L Pct. GB
15
9 .625 —
Texas
13
6 .619
A
Oakland
12 12
500 3
Ana him
11
11
500 3
Sunday's Games
Seattle 2, Toronto 1
Boston 13, Baltimore 7
N Y Yankees 7, Chicago While Sox 1
Merauke• 6, Cleveland 5
Texas 7, lAnnesola 3
Kansas City 7. Oakland 1
Anaheim 6, Cietrat 5
Monday's Games
Texas (Ceve 1-1) C Meaukee (McDonald 2-2).
105 pm
Seattle (Falser° 4-0) at NI' Yankees (Rogers
2-1), 6:35 gm.
One games scheduled
Tuesday's Gams
Anaheim (Langston 1-2) at 110810r) (Wasdin 0-0),
606 p.m
()addend (Prieto 2-0) at C*reland (Nagy 3-1).
606 pm
Mead** (Eldred 2-1) at Demo (Obese 1-0).
606 pm
Seattle (Moyer 0-0) at N V Yankees (Mendoza
I -1). 635 p.m
Toronto (Hentgen 1-1) at Kansas City (Rusch
2-1), 7-05 p.m.
Baltimore (Coppinger 0-0) at Minnesota
(F Rodnguez 1-2). 705 p m.
Texas (Pavlk 2-2) at Chicago White Sox (Navarra 1-1), 705 pm

NBA PLAYOFFS
All Trim CDT
FIRST ROUND
(Bestel.5)
Illeturdey, April MI
Houston 96, Mniversota 84. Houston leads sense
2-0
New York 100, Charlotte 93, New York leads sredie 2-0
Utah 105, LA. Clippers 99, Utah leads series 2-0
Sunday, April 27
Mare 104, Orlando 117. Mane leads series 2-0
LA Leiters 107. Portland 93, LA Laker' lead
sense 2-0
Ching° 109, Washington 104. Chicago leads senes 2-0
Detroit 93, Atlantis 60, series lied 1.1
Seattle 122 Phoenix 711, writs ilerd 1 I
aliendsy, April 28
Nevi Yor14 it charions. 7 p in
Utah at LA Claims. 9-30 pm
Tuesday. Apra 29
Mann at Orlando, S pm
Atlanta at Detroit 7 p m

753-8355

National L segue
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
Atlanta
17
5
773 —
Flonda
9
13
591
4
Montreal
11
10
524 54
New York
9 14
191
84
Philo:ketone
7
333 94
14
Central Division
W
L Pct. GB
Houston
14
9
609 —
Pittsburgh
11
11
500 2'4
St Louis
8 14
364 5/.
Cincinnati
7 15
318 CA
Chicago
4 18
182 9'n
Weal Division
W
L Pct. GB
San F ranasco
16
5 .762 —
Coiorado
15
714
6
1
Los Angeles
11
10
524 5
San Diego
9 12 .429 7
Sunday's Gomel
Atlanta 2, San Dego 0, 44 innings. rain
N V Metz 5. Montreal 3, 10 innings
Philadelptei C Ciridnnad. ppd
St Louis 6, Colorado 2
Pittsburgh 7, Cecago Cubs 0
San Francisco 3. 14audon 2
Florida 4, Los Angeles 3
Monday's Games
Pittsburgh (Loiaza 2-0) at Philp:40Na (Patugal
0-1), 605 pm
San Diego (Worrel 1-3) st Flonda (Bouncers
0-1), 605 pm
N V lAski (Reed 1-1) at Conrail (SIM* 1-4),
635 p.m.
Las Angsies (Martinez 2-1) at Atlanta (Garvin'
3-0), 6:40 p.m.
*anneal (Herrnanson 1-0) at Chicago Cubs (IAA
holland 0-3). 705 pm
San Francisco (VanLandingharn 1-1) at St Lours
(An Bones 0-0), 7-05 p in
Colorado r•Vright 3.1) at Ramon (HOTI:40n 1.3),
705 pm
Tuesday's GOMM
Colorado (Bale 3-0) at liouMon (Wall 0-0),
12 35 pm
Montreal (Bullingrar 1.3)st Chicago Cubs (Trachee) 0-3). ¶20 pm
San Pogo (i4snillon 1.1) al Florida (Brow 2.1),
605 pm.
Pittsburgh (Cordova 1-2) at Philadektree (Madam
1.2), 806 pin
N Y. Meis (Clark 2-1) al Cincinnati (Morgan 0-2).
635 pin
Lim Angeles (Park 0-1) at Atlanta (Wade 0-0),
6 40 p m.
San Francisco (Flouter 1-0) at St Louis (Settle
MO. 0-1). 206 pm

i-iouston at Minnesota. $30 p m
Searle at Phoenix, 9.30 pm
Wednesday. April 30
Chkago st Wasenglon, 7 p m
LA Laken
PortNmd, 910 pm
Utah at L A Claws, TOO, If necessary
Thundery, May
Houston at Minnesota, TOO, 11 necessary
Mani at Orlando. 'MO. If necessary
Nee York C Chardon*. TOO. It necessary
Serge at Phoenix, TOO, 11 oniamsary
Friday, Noy
Atkenta at Douai. TOO. If necessary
Chicago at Washington. TOO, It necessary
L A Laken at Portland TED, II necessary
Saturday, 117 3
Ainnesota at Houston. TOO 111 neceseary
Phoenix at Smote. TOO. 11 neceasary
Sunday, Noy 4
Charlotte et New York. TOO. If necessary
0411rod at Atlanta TOO, If necessary
L A Claviers C Utah, TOO, if necessary
Orlando si Warn. TOO 11 necessary
Portland at L A Laker*. TOO, If necessary
Washington at Chicago TOO if necessary

DOD
PLUMBING
• Residential
• Commercial
• Service Repair

David
Ryan

Tele Fax

753-4736

WKC,..
FROM PAGE 8
"Willie and Matt troth threw
well, and Jeff Owen (also a
freshman) threw two innings
Friday, so our young guys are
starting to show that they're
ready to pitch at this level,"
Morris said. "We played two
very good teams Saturday, and I
think that will help us before
we get into the thick of things
in our region."
Calloway (7-9) is scheduled
to play at Marshall County today at 4:30, weather permitting.
The Lakers host Reidland Tuesday at 4:30.

Darren
Howard

PorUand.

FROM PAGE 8

Hat 104, Magic 87
At Miami, it was Blowout II.
A 22-3 run at the start of the
second period gave the Heat a
42-21 lead. They outscored Orlando 36-13 in the quarter, hitting
13 of 19 shots, and led 56-31 at
halftime. The margin reached 32
points in the third period.
Tim Hardaway had 20 points
and II assists, P.J. Brown and
Alonzo Mourning scored 17 each
and Dan Majerle came off the
bench to score 14 for the Heat.
"Once again we got ahead 15
or 16 points, we just kept trying
to put the pressure on," Miami
coach Pat Riley said.
Game 3 is Tuesday night at
Orlando.
Pistons 93, Hawks 80
At Atlanta, the Pistons outscored Atlanta 29-15 in the fourth
quarter to give themselves a
chance to clinch the best-of-5 series on their home court. The
next two games will be played at
The Palace of Auburn Hills, beginning with Game 3 Tuesday
night.
"Now Atlanta's the road team
and their backs are to the wall,"
said Grant Hill, who scored 25
points. "I hope we don't see this
building again."

to pull out the win.
Kelly drove in two more runs
in the loss.
In Sunday's nine-inning affair,
Murray State used a four-run
seventh inning to break a 3-3 tie.
In the seventh, Kelley and Kurt
Umbarger singled home runs and
Chad Vrbka doubled home a run.
Kelley continued to swing the
hot bat, driving home three runs
in the final game. For the series,
Kelley was 5-for-12 with seven
RBIs.
Adam Hines pitched eight and
one-third innings to get the win.
Murray High graduate Ethan
Crum picked up the final two
outs — both strikeouts — to earn
the save.
Murray State plays at
Arkansas-Little Rock on Tuesday
and at Memphis on Wednesday
before returning to Reagan Field
on Saturday to host Belmont in a
1 p.m. game.

cut Chicago's lead to 94-93 with
5:34 remaining, Jordan drove past
Cheaney for a layup, hit a 15-foot
double-pump jumper over Chcaney and drove around Cheaney
and Juwan Howard for a doublepump bank shot as he fell out of
bounds to put the Bulls up
100-93.
Chicago led only 105-102 before Jordan lost Cheaney and
Howard with a stutter-step move
and hit a left-handed layup with
34.4 seconds left for a 107-102
lead.
"Spectacular shots are shots
you earn," Webber said. "Unfortunately for us, he's good enough
to make those shots. I like to
think that there is nobody else
who would beat us."
Pippen's 3-pointer with 2:50 to
go accounted for Chicago's only
fourth-quarter points scored by
someone other than Jordan.

he is the greatest basketball
player, and he needed all of it."
Jordan, who has an NBA record 34.1-point postseason average, was 22-of-35 from the
floor in matching his high point
total since coming out of. retirement 25 months ago. He also had
55 at New York on March 28,
1995.
It was his 37th game with at
least 50 points, his eighth in the
playoffs. He has had 15 games of
55 points, including five in the
postseason. 'His last 55-point
playoff game came against Phoenix in the 1993 NBA Finals.
Jordan had nine points during a
13-0 third-quarter run that gave
the Bulls an 80-73 lead, then
single-handedly kept the Bullets
from catching up in the fourth.
After a 3-pointer by Webber

Nobody can protect your
Home any better than we can!
Look for as for quality Homeowners Insurance, including renters
and
condontinisun package plans. Wefeature very attractive rates,
discourus, and
valuable additional items such as inflation protection. Call
us today.

Haverstock
and —

211 S. 12th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071

Suiter
State Auto
- 415 or Insurance
Insurance Agency 7533
Companies

YMCA DAY CAMP
begins June 2, 1997
Includes field trips & swimming
register
or obtain

;oh

your child
Info call

7534295 YMCA
1510 Chestnut St., Murray
-

Don't be fooled by imitations...
buy the best!
Great Price! Great Selection! Great Tires!

FREE COMPUTER BALANCING •tz

Open
WAREHOUSE
75saNTIRE
Mon Fn

)COcP

er

TIRES

400 Industrial Rd • Murray • 753-1111

AutoCare
1NA
PAI
way® Center
III

We Install Quality NAPA Parts

PET
TALK
by
Dr Bob Salley

Pets can be as allergic as
their human masters, but they'll
probably scratch instead of
sneeze. The problem may be
grass or pollen, even dust in the
house. There may be food allergies, too. See the vet for diagnostic tests to identify the
offender.

/
*0
Cunningham
Auto
Repair

•111

It's Lyme disease season.
The deer ticks that carry the
highly infectious disease are
out, and any animal—or person
— who walks through wooded
or long-grassed areas is at risk.
Check your pet after it's been
out, and ask the vet about
vaccine.
•4r.
111:
Ringworm is a fungus, not a
worm, and it may show up as
hair loss and patches of scaly
skin on a cat or dog. Be carefulringworm is contagious to
humans
•so
li•
Be sure that your cat or dog is
protected against rabies Vaccination not only protects a pet
from rabid raccoons or skunks
in the neighborhood, it protects
the owner from the virus, too.
Brought to you as a pubic senace
by 'he vereonanans who care for
your animals at

"Specializing in Quality Work"

II Jordan...

•'Breds..
FROM PAGE 8
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Westside
Veterinary
Service
1271

ASE

"The Oldest Independent Repair Shop In Murray"
For 35 Years

GUARANTEED REPAIRS
Our Service Work Is
Covered by the NAPA
AutoCare "Peace of
Mind" Warranty
Good Anywhere in
the U.S.A.!

•6 Months/6,000 Miles on
Approved Services
• Covers Parts and Labor
• Customer Hotline
1%
N

Robertson Rd. South

753-6749

619 South 4th St.

Murray, KY

753-6831

10
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City-wide Yard Sale set for May 3
When a aria elephant gets angry, his nose fills with air, swells like a
balloon and forms a snout up to 20 inches long.
IrnListir
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ftlr • 4 4r
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Call Me To Compare
Our Price & Coverage
'On Auto.Insurance
-Standard & High Risk

Ross Insurance
Agency

Ashley J. Ross
Agent
Irm"ssfact
gam

600 Maln Street, Murray
502-753-0489

When the sun begins toshine,and
the winter chills begin to thaw,the
one thing on mostfolks mindsis the
Freedom Feat Spring City-wide
Yard Sale on May 3.
Yes, its that time of year again.
Open your closets and do a little
spring cleaning. Freedom Feat advertises this city-wide yard sale all
over the region, so bargain hunters
from all around converge on Murray that day faraday full of
shopping. Seasoned yard SiliC.11
won't want to miss this opportunity
to make a little money or even strike
a few good bargains.
"There are usually around 100
yard sales in town that day." said
Judy Gargus, executive director of
the Murray Tourism Commission
and Freedom Fest. "Believe it or
not, those 100 yard sales attract
shoppers from all over western
Kentucky, as well as southern Illinois, western Tennessee, and even
southeastern Missouri."
According to Gargus, not only
people in town participate in the
yard sale.
"The city-wide yard sale does not
exclude people in the county," Gargus said. "People who live in the
county may set up booths in the new
city park parking lots."

Anyone may participate in this
bi-annual event There is a $5fee for
individuals and a $10 fee for 1111ffchants, civic groups and organizations. Applications may be picked
up at the Murray Tourism Commission office in the Commerce Centre
at 805 N. 12th St. The deadline for
receipt of the applications is Mon.,
April 28 at 4:30 p.m.
Maps with descriptions of the
items to be sold at each yard sale
will be on sale in the office on Fri.,
May 2from 7:30a.m. - 4:30 p.m and
on Sat., May 3 from 6 a.m.-noon.
This year the maps will include
coupons from local restaurants and
hotels.
"A lot of dedicated bargain hunters will begin their search for
treasures early on Sat. morning,and
that makes for several hungry people around lunchtime. The Freedom
Fest staff thought that some restaurant coupons would provide additional value to the map, while
offering those bargain hunters yet
another discount," said Gargus.
"Also, because several people come
from out-of-town to go the community-wide sale, we wanted to
include discounted rates from some
local hotels to include in the map.
These coupons are an added bonus
to be included in the regular city-

ATTENTION
all advertisers and
subscribers - Time is
Running Out!

We need your
911 address by
May 1.
Call the Murray Ledger & Times at
753-1916 or mail it to us at
P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY.

Premier Properties

Three die in
California
surf incident
BIG SUR, Calif. (AP) — A
10-year-old girl from Kansas died
after she was caught in the California surf and her mother and
grandmother were killed trying to
save her, officials said Saturday.
Ivy Pacheco, of Ottawa, Kansas, her mother, Pau lie Pacheco,
40, and grandmother Judith Rombold, 63, had come to California
to watch a relative run in the Big
Sur Marathon, Monterey County
Sheriffs Lt. Joe Grebmeier said.
The girl got caught in the surf
off Point Sur on Friday, and her
mother and grandmother rushed
in to save her. Paulie Pacheco
died Friday at a local hospital,
while Ms. Rombold was dead at
the scene.
Ivy Pacheco died at Natividad
Hospital in Salinas a few hours
later on Friday, said Tom Jenkins, a coroner's investigator.
Big Sur is 100 miles south of
San Francisco.

wide yard sale map at no extra
charge.
For more information about pm-

ticipating lithe yard sale or picking
up a copy of the map,call 'Casey or
Judy at 502-759-2199.

HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday,
April 29, 1997:
Direct communications and emotional stability are essential to your
success this year. Misunderstandings happen too easily, primarily
due to other people's tendency to
overreact. Don't buy into their madness.Use your charm,to create more
of what you want. Ingenuity is high;
there are few problems you can't
resolve. Trust your abilities. If you
are single, your romantic life is intense and very active. However,you
could find yourself a bit short-tempered. If attached, the two of you
could begin an exciting project together. You find new depths of caring between you.AQUARIUS can be
hard on you.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** It takes skill to deal with all
the different currents. You see work
and money matters more clearly.
Motivate co-workers to get the job
done.A friend could be sending shock
waves into your environment. If you
must,exclude him for now. Tonight:
The party begins.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
*** A boss just might not have it
together. Your evaluation is important. Creativity assists in problemsolving. Still, another could be resentful. Pressure is intense when
dealing with those in charge. Buckle
down, do your work and stay quiet.
Tonight: It could be very late.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Realize the limitations of a
plan; your course ofaction might not
work. Incorporate new ideas, and
keep testing your design. Creativity
surges if you open up. Take time for
a domestic matter. Be direct and
clear with family. Tonight: You receive an unexpected invitation.

tablish limits. Claim your power,
and make choices for yourself. Tonight: Take a break — dine out.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Your brilliant ideas lead to
terrific solutions. Expect news to
challenge you. Regroup, and consider your direction. Your energies
open doors. Let go of preconceived
notions. The more dynamic your
thinking, the better the outcome.
Tonight: Play racquetball.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** The unexpected occurs with
a loved one. Discuss a fear with a
partner, whose unique way of looking at things helps you calm down.A
child acts up and surprises you.Your
attention is what he is reaching for.
Tonight: Indulge another.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** It will take all you can do to get
a family situation under control.
Everyone wants to give you an opinion, and no one is helpful. Focus on
your goals, and allow yourself to
brainstorm with a trusted friend.
Finances are becoming more solid.
Tonight: Join friends.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Conversations are weird.
People might be off, or not conscious
of what they are really saying. Your
sense of humor comes out. Focus on
getting thejob done.You might want
tojot down some ofthe absurd things
that people say. Soon, they will be
..
funny! Tonight: Hang out.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
** You are dismayed at the results
of an effort you made. It appears
that another simply doesn't comprehend. Take charge of your finances,
and don't permit another to access
your funds. Creativity and humor
mix,once you get past an immediate
liability. Tonight: It's your treat.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Your unpredictability certainly triggers others. Understand
just how much impact you have. A
shakeup could be inevitable on the
home front. Laughter goes a long
way in making others relax. Discussions need to be one-on-one.Tonight:
Do whatever knocks your socks off.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
** Gather information before reacting. Not everything is happening
as you think it should. Listen to your
inner voice; question what is going
on with you. Take a mentaljourney.
Communications are difficult, unless you use your charm.Tonight:Go
to bed early.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
** Get to the bottom of a financial
matter. Be prepared to deal with the
unexpected. An associate shocks you
with his actions or response. You
could be disappointed by what is
happening in a friendship as well.
Make your own decisions. Tonight:
Handle finances with a partner.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You feel the need to take BORN TODAY
control. A partner creates an up- Actress Kate Mulgrew (1955), acroar. Determine what you expect tress Michelle Pfeiffer(1958),comeprofessionally and financially from - dian:actor Jerry Seinfeld (1954)
this person. Set boundaries, and es-
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Kopperud Realty
12-Month
Certificates of Deposit

•

With a Peoples First
Checking Account

Th
an
des
chi
fan
ad's

Thc
ope
With a Minimum
Deposit of $500
Country Roads Take Me Home - Farm with 219 m/lacres with four catfish ponds,remodeled two story home
with three bedrooms. Beautiful private setting with surrounding white fence. $249,900. MLS $3000900

Home Of Distinction - This four or five bedroom,
21/s bath home isjust the one for you. Formal LR,
DR, large family room with fireplace, elepnt
gourmet kitchen, four car garage, on two beautifully landscaped lots in one of Murray's finest
subdivisions. $279,000.

Executive Charm - Custom-built NEW 4 BR,2.5
BA brick home. Enjoy the large greatrooni w/
fireplace, formal DR with hardwood floor, and
gourmet kitchen. Relax in the evening in your
own Jacuzzi and enjoy the covered porch. Quality
built and priced at $240,000.

Call our office for more information on these
and many other outstanding properties.

April 28 thru
May 5, 1997

kiktfurcti voag fyioNev asow.
• Ira Peoplesfirst
Member FDIC

Ballard •
(alloway • Graves • Livingston • Marshall • McCracken
www.Peoples-Ist.com

e-mail: hank@Peoples-lst.com

APY assumes interest is compounded semiannually and is accurate as of 4/24/97. A penalty will be
imposed for early withdrawal. A $500 minimum balance is required to open the account and obtain the
annual percentage yield. Offer available April 28-May 5, 1997.
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Mother of alleged serial killer victim eyes defendant
By USA HOLEWA
under Rogers' name. He had been body was found wrapped in a
Associated Pross Writor
seen leaving the day before in sheet in an abandoned Kentucky
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) — Even Cribbs' white Ford Festiva.
cabin.
A national manhunt began, and
with legs shackled and hands
In Tampa, Dicke knew her
cuffed, Glen Rogers manages to Rogers, 34, was captured a week daughter was in trouble Monday
saunter into court. His long blond later in Kentucky after a 100-mph morning, Nov. 6, when she didn't
hair pulled into a ponytail, he car chase. He was driving the come over for coffee after a night
keeps his jaw clenched and his Festiva.
out at the Showtown U.S.A. bar,
The defendant was extradited just down U.S. 41 from her
blue eyes locked in a cocky stare.
Mary Dicke's eyes stare back. to Florida five months later when home.
They never leave Rogers. Sus- Gov. Lawton Chiles agreed to let
"Her and I had never missed a
the other states try Rogers if he day having coffee, never missed a
pected of killing four women in
avoids the death penalty in day without speaking five, 10, 15
four states, Rogers is charged
with fatally stabbing her Florida.
times," Dicke said. "We were
daughter, Tina Marie Cribbs, and
kind of like sisters, best of
Besides Cribbs, Rogers is
leaving her body in the bathtub of charged
friends.
If I went shopping, we
with murder in these
a cheap motel in an industrial
went shopping. If I went out to
cases:
area at the city's edge.
dinner, we went out to dinner.
— Sandra Gallagher, 34, a bar"I never move my eyes,"
She's always Been mama's little
maid found raped and strangled
Dicke said. "I know this when I
girl."
in her burning pickup in Van
stare at him: When he looks at
Dicke reported her daughter's
Nuys, Calif.,. on Sept. 29, 1995.
my eyes, he looks at my
absence, but police believed
— Linda Price, 34, whose
daughter's. And I don't want him
Cribbs, a 34-year-old bartender
stabbed body was found in the
ever to forget it."
bathtub of her Jackson, Miss., who hung out at rough bars,
Dicke has been in court, starprobably was "just having a
apartme
nt Nov. 3. Police said she
ing at Rogers, through months of
good
time and I didn't know it,"
pretrial motions and delays. On and Rogers had lived together
Dicke said.
since meeting at a state fair
Monday, she'll be there for the
Dicke spent that day and the
start of his first-degree murder weeks earlier.
next searching on her own and
trial.
— Andy Jiles Sutton, 37, returned home Tuesday just beRogers, a carnival worker, is
whose stabbed body was found fore the 6 p.m. news. A friend
suspected in a killing spree comon her punctured waterbed in the called and told her to turn on the
mitted as he drifted across the
Air Force town of Bossier City, television.
country in the fall of 1995. Police
La., on Nov. 9.
A reporter was saying a serial
picked up his trail in Tampa that
Rogers is also suspected in the killer was on the loose. Police deNov. 7 when a motel maid found
1993 slaying of his 71-year-old scribed his Tampa victim as a
Cribbs' body in a room rented
roommate, whose decomposed "Jane Doe," in her mid-30s,

with reddish-brown hair, a missing front tooth and a homemade
tattoo of a cross on her left
shoulder.
"I was screaming," Dicke
said. "I said, 'Dear God! Don't
tell me this!' I didn't know what
I was going to do, but I knew it
was her. And everything just
came down, my whole world."
Dicke, 55, describes her
daughter as a hard-working
mother who was a "big ray of
sunshine" to her co-workers. She
shared heartaches and disappointments only with her mother.
Chief among them: She was
raising two adolescent boys by
herself but couldn't find a professional job. Cribbs had earned associate degrees in computer programming and accounting and believed potential employers were
put off by her unpolished
appearance.
"Nothing ever came easy for
her. I Mean nothing," her mother
said.
That's why it angers Dicke to
see Rogers stroll arrogantly into
courtrooms and hear comments
he makes in impromptu jailhouse
telephone calls to television stations and newspapers.
Earlier this month, he called
The Cincinnati Enquirer and

complained he was a victim of
circumstance.
"I'm completely innocent," he
said. "Let's just say I never believed in coincidence until this
happened."
Dicke reacted angrily: "There
is no doubt in my mind who murdered my daughter. None."
One of Cribbs' sons now lives
with Dicke, the other with an
aunt, Dicke's sister, in upstate
New York. The rest of her famil)
is struggling to hold together,
with liule success.
"It seems to have tore us apart
because my every waking moment is dealing with Glen Rogers," Dicke said. "My other

Monroe and his dog Stormy. The
story of Monroe's life is carved
into a granite slab at the foot of
the obelisk. A concrete walkway
leads to the monument, past other
Monroe family graves.
"James wanted to incorporate
the whole family and he wanted a
walkway so people wouldn't
trample graves," said designer
Lloyd Williford of Keith Monument. "He wanted the whitest
granite because Bill wore a white
hat, and he wanted it to be tall."
James Monroe wrote the words
on the slab, which conclude with
"Walk softly around this grave
for my father Bill Monroe rests
here as the blue moon of Kentucky shines on."
James Monroe was present for
the ceremony, along with his son
Jim, bluegrass great Jimmy Martin, several state and local offi-

cials and a crowd of more than
100.
James Monroe, also a bluegrass performer, sang a song Of
tribute to his father. Bill''Monroe's famous "Blue Moon of
Kentucky" was performed by
local artist Peggy Shields. Martin
borrowed a guitar and sang a
song.

• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rat,
Holland Motor Saks
513 S. 12th St.

753-4461

Now A Full Service Salon
+ Hair 4 Nails .• Massage + Facial
s
• AVEDA Skin Care dr Haircare
Products

Specializing in corrective cutting.
We do it right the first time.

Call today for your appointment.

767-0760

301 N. 12th St. • Murray

Custom Made-In The Ear

munity east of Beaver Dam in
1911.
Friends and fellow members of
the Grand Ole Opry raised more
than $23,000 at a benefit performance April 17 at Nashville's
Ryman Auditorium, former home
of the Opry.

"Today, it's going to be hard
for me to sing," Martin said. "I
used to sing at funerals back
home, and when I was singing for
anybody I knew, as you can tell
now, there was a tear in my
voice. It's awful hard to sing around somebody you really
loved."
Monroe, a member of the
Grand Ole Opry since 1939 who
took his high, lonesome sound around the world, was born at this
Ohio County crossroads corn-

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

(The Essential- Day Spa

Monument marks grave of Monroe
ROSINE, Ky. (AP) — Bluegrass music sounded over the
gently rolling grounds of Rosine
Cemetery as family and friends
dedicated a marker over the grave
of Bill Monroe.
A monument made of 14 tons
of North Carolina white granite
sparkled in bright sunshine Friday afternoon at the gravesite of
the man known as the father of
bluegrass music.
Monroe, who died Sept. 19,
was buried beside his parents,
brothers and sisters. But until this
week only a simple marker
adorned Monroe's grave. The
20-foot-high obelisk dedicated
Friday now rises from 'a broad
base.
Monroe's son, James Monroe,
contracted with Keith Monument
Co. of Bowling Green to design
and install the monument, which
includes an etched photograph of

children feel that 1 have forgouen
them somewhere along the way.
And in reality. I probably have.
"Until this trial is over, she
will be my top priority."

HEARING AIDS
$5
we
4900
Reg. Price $599.00

Not Valid With Any Other Offers
This Coupon Offer Expires 5-31-97

• Finest Professional Service
• Batteries/Repairs All Makes
• In Home Testing Available

Call Today For Your Free Test!

(502) 753-8055
It's a good idea to allow
gelatin mixture to thicken to the
consistency of unbeaten egg
white before adding any fruits,
vegetables, nuts, etc.

Founded 1876

STONE-LANG CO.
206 South 4th - Murray

A

Rio BROTHERS BIG SISTERS
of Murray and Calloway County

You can become a Big Brothers Big Sisters (BB/BS)
Buddy or Super Buddy!
That's right, Murray and Calloway County have now become
an official BB/BS site! BB/BS is the only national organization
designed to match a child from a single parent family, or a
child at risk with a volunteer adult mentor. There are over 300
families in Murray and Calloway County that could take
advantage of a Big Brother or Big Sister volunteer.

HEY4G1Ln1c
(Drs. Harrison Minor)
of Paris
is pleased to announce

teP

The BB/BS program will cost approximately $25,000 per year to
operate and there are numerous ways you can help:
Please fill in your name,address, and phone number then check
the appropriate space(s):
Name
Address
Organizational Name (If appropriate)
'

Day Phone
I would like to contribute $100 as a BB/BS Buddy.
I would like to contribute $200 as a BB/BS Super Buddy.
I would like to contribute the following amount $
.
I will contact a church, business, or organization to
become a BB/BS Buddy or Super Buddy.
Please Mail Your Tax Deductible Checks To:
Big Brothers Big Sisters of Murray and Callow
ay County

% Roger Weis, American Humanics Program
Murray State University, P.O. Box 9
Murray, KY 42071
BB/BS is sponsored by the Murray Family YMCA and is affiliate
d with the
United Way. Please call 762-3808 for more information
and thanks for:

MAKING A DIFFERENCE...ONE CHILD AT A TIME!

Charles B. Herron. M.D.
Has joined the staff.
Dr. Herron.a McKenzie native,
has practiced over 25 years
in Jackson.TN and is board-certified
in Dermatology. He specializes
in treating diseases of the skin.
To schedule an appointment, please
call H M Clinic, located at 302 Tyson Ave.. Ram

642 0025
HIC HENRY COUNTY
M IC MEDICAL CENTER
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Republicans had own money connections
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
Hong Kong businessman helped
the Republican Party free up money it needed to take over Con-

EARN
6.00%
MONI HLY INTEREST
CHECKS NOW AVAILABLE!!!
TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATE GUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAlt.
EARLY SURRENDER
CHARGES APPLY.

Also Available As

753.4703
Bob
Cornelison

peas in 1994, and again before
crucial elections in 1996.
The bailout_ reported in Time
magazine, could draw congressional investigators' attention to
Republicans, who have attacked
the White House and Democratic
National Committee for alleged
foreign money connections.
Ambrous Tung Young, who
has served as the Asian agent for
Western aviation companies
seeking to sell planes in China
and Taiwan, put up $2.2 million
in collateral so a GOP think tank
could get a bank loan to pay back
money it owed to the party.
The American arm of Young's
Hong Kong company — Young
Bros. Development-USA — guaranteed a loan from Signet Bank
to the National Policy Forum on
the eve of the pivotal 1994 elections, according to the May 5 edition of Time, due out on newsstands Monday.
The forum, a think tank
founded by then-Republican National Committee Chairman Haley Barbour in 1993, borrowed it
start-up money from the RNC.

IN=

r

1.
2.
3.
4.

Becker, who was counsel to President Ford. The company's only
U.S. asset is an apartment it owns
in Washington, D.C., and its only
income is rent from that property,
Time reports.
Becker told Time the principal
stockholder is Young Bros. Development of Hong Kong.
The company, an aviation services and real estate investment
firm, is reliant on Western access
to Chinese markets and a secure
Taiwan — both aims that have
been supported by the Republican
Congress.
After the 1994 elections, Barbour showed Young around
Washington, introducing him to
then-Senate Majority Leader Bob
Dole and House Speaker Newt
Gingrich.
It is unclear how the businessman, reared in Taiwan and
known as "the man to see" for
access to Asian aerospace markets, came to offer financial help
to the GOP, but Time reports
Young has two sons who are U.S.
citizens and dabble in Republican
politics.

M=I =MI 1=1 IN=

FREE

$30
VALUE
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Young's loan guarantee ensured
themoney was paid back in time
for the committee to make a lastminute TV advertising push that
helped win control of Congress in
November 1994.
Two years later, in the last
weeks of the 1996 election season, the GOP let the forum default on $1 million still owed to
Signet rather than divert money
from congressional campaigns.
Young threatened to sue and won
a $500,000 settlement from Republicans, but lost the other
$500,000.
The Senate committee investigating campaign fund raising has
subpoenaed records relating to
the National Policy Forum.
Barbour told Time the loan
guarantee and settlement with
Young were "perfectly legal and
appropriate."
Barbour, now in private practice, could not be reached Saturday to discuss the matter.
Young Bros. is incorporated in
Florida under the names of two
officers: former GOP chairman
Richard Richards and Benton

Get Your
FULL SPINAL

EXAMINATION
NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY
You may have one of these 16
DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

5.
6.
7.
8.

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

9.
10.
11.
12.

Numb Hands
Bursitis
Pain Down Legs
Muscle Spasms

13.
14.
15.
16.

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches
and pains.
This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test,
a chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an
examination for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength and a
private consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.

Dr. Dennis L Heskett, D.C.
This entire examination is FREE.
If you want more care and
treatment, we do all the paperwork.

FREE.
DISCLAIMER:OUR OFFICE POLICY PROTECTS YOU:'THE PATENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY,CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES, EXMAINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE
ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT.'

CALL. tor your FREE appointment NOW!,

$30

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER

VALUE
11.
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301 N. 12th Street
(at University Square)
Murray, Ky. 42071
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759-1116

CALL NOW.
BRING THIS COUPON
WITH YOU.
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Delores Wells presents a check for $300 from the Murray Women's Club to
Debbie Bell,sponsor of the Murray /diddle School History Club.The money is
designated for paint and supplies to renovate the Water's School building
located In the Murray-Calloway County Park.

Summit turns man's
vision into reality
WASHINGTON (AP) — He
believed that volunteering and
serving were necessary, not just
nice, and that bringing together
top national leaders would elevate in the people's minds the
importance of citizen service.
So in July 1995, on the last
Friday of his life, former Michigan Gov. George W. Romney
drafted an outline for a summit
on volunteering. On Sunday,
President Clinton, former Presidents Bush, Carter and Ford and
retired Gen. Colin Powell kick
off a summit in Philadelphia, the
fulfillment of Romney's dream.
"He was exuberant. He felt
that the time was right for this to
take place," said Bob Goodwin,
president of the Points of Light
Foundation, recaUing that day in
his office.
Four days later, Romney died
of natural causes. His vision
survived.
Clinton, Powell and the former
presidents will stand on the steps
of Independence Hall and issue a
call to action through service, an
effort that organizers hope will
improve by the end of 2000 the
lives of at least 2 million of
America's 15 million poor
children.
By that time, organizers of the
Presidents' Summit for
America's Future hope each child
will have a stable relationship
with at least one adult, a safe
place to go after school, adequate
health care and marketable skills.
The summit, largely based on
Romney's outline, will be financed by several charitable
foundations and sponsored by the
Bush-inspired Points of Light
Foundation and the Corp. for National Service.
"We have always been doing
great good, and now somebody
has said continue and we can do

Checkers may
rejoin Nixon
WASHINGTON (AP) — Not
even a president should be separated from his faithful dog — especially if the canine helped save
his political career.
The body of Richard Nixon's
cocker spaniel, Checkers, may be
exhumed from a New York
cemetery and reburied near the
former president and his wife Pat
in on the grounds of the Nixon
presidential library in California,
U.S. News and World Report
writes in its May 5 edition.
As Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower's beleaguered running
mate in 1952, Nixon invoked the
dog's name in a famous comeback speech where he denied
maintaining a private slush fund
from supporters. The dog died 12
years later.
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NO'? DIDN'T THINK SO. Well, the students
at the UK Community Colleges don't want to trade
in theirs. either. But they'll have to if the scheme
to strip UK of its community colleges is approved.
This takeover, conceived in part by an out-ofstate consultant and opposed by 62% of
Kentuckians.* would deny UK Community
College students a degree from the
University of Kentucky, and destroy their

pride in being part of UK. A degree
from the Kentucky Community &
Us
Technical College System would
not have the same value.
Does it make sense to you to have a costly
new political bureaucracy in Frankfort
running the community colleges?
Fight for the UK Community Colleges.
Keep Us One.

UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY
A Tradition of Value

•The Courier Journal's Bluegrass State Poll April 6 1997

Paidfor tv_ftlends of UK. Not paid for with public.fi mom
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more," said Stuart Lord, the
summit's executive director.
"The summit calls for a real
partnership, and ... people have
begun to realize that collectively
we have many more resources."
Powell, its general chairman,
hopes the nonpartisan event will
launch a national partnership involving community leaders who
would use the gathering as a
model to focus on problems and
appeal to private businesses in
their midst to do more.
"If we get this kind of reaction, this will have been a great
success," Powell said.
Some, such as Points of Light
Foundation board member
Jeremy Rifkin, feel this is not
enough.
Rifkin worries that too much
emphasis is being afforded corporate participation and political
jockeying, too little on addressing
economic issues that have led
America's poorest communities
to crisis.
While calling the summit's
five goals "commendable,"
Rifkin said in an open letter to
Powell that it would be "naive to
believe that these goals alone can
deal with the magnitude of the
economic and social crisis."
Despite such reservations,
more than 200 corporations and
nonprofit organizations have
pledged to help give American
youth access to the summit's
five-point program.
Many have volunteered community service, some have offered to tutor youngsters and provide mentors, others will provide
basic medical care.
Points of Light's Goodwin said
the organizers' biggest challenge
was not selling the idea of the
summit but was convincing those
attending that the event would be
operated in a fully bipartisan
way.
That's why it was important to
Bush, champion of The Points of
Light Foundation, that the event
be done outside the White House
and after the presidential elections to keep it from being
further politicized, Goodwin said.
He admitted the summit
"clearly will be a show." But, he
said, that four presidents — former President Reagan, who has
Alzheimer's disease, is represented by his wife Nancy — are
coming together around a domestic issue "warrants a level of pageantry and symbolism that is
consistent with its historic
nature."
Goodwin stressed that the effort's success will not be based
on how many people auend or
what celebrities show up but on
commitments and plans that are
made to meet the summit's goals.
"There's nothing wrong with
pageantry and symbolism," he
said, "if it serves to inspire and
motivate and teach other people
about the important values that
are being emphasized."
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Large Hamburger, $329
Fries &
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FRIDAY NIGHT BUFFET&
19

Bar-S-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Catffsh Fillets, Fried
Chicken, Hickory Smoked Hem, Food Bar, Salad
Bar, Dessert Bar, Drink.
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Monday-Friday 10:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m. • Sat. 11 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
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Authorities looking
for house fire cause

DEATHS
James H.(Harold) Thurman
James H. (Harold) Thurman, 65, Murray, died Saturday, April 26,
1997, at 11:50 a.m. at his home.
He was a retired district manager of National Life and Accident Insurance Company, Detroit, Mich., and a member of First Baptist
Church, Murray.
Born Nov. 11, 1931, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late
Walter N. Thurman and Jessie Mae Stewart Thurman. Also preceding
him in death were two sisters, Mrs. Hilda McCuiston and Mrs. Pauline
Williams, and two brothers, Ruble Thurman and Sam Thurman.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Janice Fay Couzens, Tucson,
Ark., and Mrs. Judy A. Sullivan, Mt. Juliet, Tenn.; three sons, James
S. Thurman, John W. Thurman and Torn Thurman, all of Murray; four
sisters, Mrs. Nell Norsworthy, Mrs. Myrtle Mohundro, and Mrs. Polly
Lamb, all of Murray, and Mrs. Willodean Richardson, Copan, Okla.;
two brothers, John Stewart Thurman, Murray, and Orville Thurman,
Paducah; five grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. Terry Ellis and Garry Evans will officiate.
Burial will follow in Hicks Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).

Mrs. Monty Britton Adams
•

Mrs. Monty Britton Adams, 72, Dresden, Tenn., died Friday, April
25, 1997, at Columbia Volunteer Hospital, Martin, Tenn.
She had retired from the Weakley County School System and was a
member of Adams Chapel Baptist Church, Dresden. Born at Hickman,
she was the daughter of the late William H. Britton and Jessie Emma
Briuon.
Survivors include her husband, Chauency J. Adams; two daughters,
Mrs. Nancy Jones and husband, Gary, Murray, and. Mrs. Jennifer
Snider, Martin, Tenn.; one son, Randy AdamS and wife, Beth, Dresden, Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs. Eliza Johnson, Sharon, Tenn., and Mrs.
Alice McCollum, Fairview Heights, Ill.; seven grandchildren; one
great-grandchild.
Services were Sunday at 2:30 p.m. in the chapel of Bowlin Funeral
Home, Dresden. Wayne Perkins and Terry Griffin officiated.
Pallbearers were Hal Adams, George Evans, Jackey Lamb, Charles
PettiL Joe Bavido and Ralph Cobb Jr. Burial was in Eastside Cemetery, Mahn, Tenn.
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Billy Mack Easley, 56, State Rt. 464, Mayfield, died Sunday, April
27, 1997, at 6:40 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
He had retired as sales manager at Howard D. Happy Company
where he worked for 25 years. He was a member of First United
Methodist Church, Mayfield.
One sister, Bobbie Easley, preceded him in death. He was the son
of the late Raymond C. Easley and Lorena Sisson Easley.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Maxine Sims Easley, Mayfield;
two aunts, Virginia Easley, Mayfield, and Corinne Underwood, Fulton; several cousins.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 3 p.m. in the chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Charles Parker, the Re.v R.L. Dotson,
and Sis. Peggy Nau will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Greg Douglas, Chris Douglas, Mike McGregor,
Jim Mullins, Ray Galloway, Art Johnson, Chris Brundige, Matt Dobson and Mark Dobson, active; Jewell Shultz, Harry G. Wilford, Jerry
Johnson, Charles Sisson, Howard Cochran, John Harmon and Gail
Dobson, honorary. Burial will follow in Highland Park Cemetery,
Mayfield.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Mayfield Need Line,
Mayfield, KY 42066 or Multiple Myeloma Fund, 2120 Stanley Hills
Dr., Los Angeles, CA 90046.
f,ot
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Mrs. Cleo Fay Steen Jacks
Mrs. Cleo Fay Steen Jacks, North Fourth Street, Murray,
died Saturday, April 26, 1997, at 1:20 p.m. at her home. Her death
followed
an extended illness.
She was a member of First Baptist Church where she had sung
in
the Sanctuary Choir, was a member of Esther Sunday
School Class,
and a member of WMU. She was also a former member of
Murray
Woman's Club.
Born in Port Gibson, Miss., she was the daughter of the late Plez
LaFayette Steen and Cleo Mae Stifle Steen. One brother, William
Steen, also preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband, Dr. Lloyd P. Jacks, retired professor
at Murray State Univemity; one daughter, Mrs. Donna R. Ingram
and
husband, Dr. Jerry Ingram, West Monroe, La.; one son, Patrick
Lloyd
Jacks and wife, Susan Knapp Jacks, Jackson, Tenn.; three grandchildren, Caleb Ingram, Christopher Loyd Jacks and Melissa Fay
Jacks;
four sisters, Mrs. Rea Dubuisson, New Orleans, La., Mrs. Betty
Gillis,
Vicksburg, Miss., Mrs. Dorothy Stallings, Baton Rouge, La., and
Mrs.
Jane Kennedy, Boswell, Pa.; two brothers, Leo Steen and Gene
Steen,
Vicksburg, Miss.
Services were today at 11 a.m, in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. Terry 'Ellis and Boyd Smith officiated. Richard
Jones
was organist.
Active pallbearers were Caleb Ingram, Christopher Lloyd Jacks,
Jack Gillis, Bill Kennedy, Dr. Eldon Heathcott, Dr. Durwood
Beatty,
and Arlie Scott. Members of Esther and Soloman Sunday School
Classes of First Baptist Church, Dr. Mehdi Ahnadi, and members
of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Hospice Program were honorary
pallbearers. Burial was in Murray City Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Together We Build
at
First Baptist Church, 203 South Fourth St., Murray; or Dr. Lloyd
P.
and Cleo Fay Steen Jacks Scholarship Fund, Sparks Hall,
Murray
State University, Murray; or Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Hospice Program, 803 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071.

Humanitarian planes are
used for diamond mining
VIRGINIA BEACH, Va. (AP)
— Airplanes sent to Zaire by
evangelist Pat Robertson's taxexempt humanitarian organization
were used almost exclusively for
his diamond mining business, say
two pilots who flew them.
Three airplanes were flown to
Zaire in September 1994 by Operation Blessing.
However, chief pilot Robert
Hinkle said only one or two of
the roughly 40 flights during his
six months in the country could
be considered humanitarian.
All the rest of the flights were
mining-related, he told The (Norfolk) Virginian-Pilot.
Robertson's spokesman first
denied the accounts by Hinkle
and a co-pilot, Tahir Brohi of
England.
'Later, Gene Kapp, vice president for public relations at
Robertson's Christian Broadcasting Network, said the planes
turned out to be unsuitable for
medical relief and that Robertson
reimbursed Operation Blessing
for their use.
"Without Mr. Robertson's
generous overture, Operation
Blessing would have incurred
further expenses with its aircraft," he said.
Robertson refused to be interviewed directly, the newspaper
said in Sunday's editions. Calls
to his office on Sunday were not
answered.
Hinkle, from Chandler, Ariz.,
said he had assumed the flights
would be for humanitarian work.
"We hauled medical supplies
one time," Hinkle said in a telephone interview. "It might have
been about 500 pounds at the
most. It was a very minimal
amount."
The planes were capable of
carrying about 7,000 pounds, he
said.
Notes that Hinkle kept during
most of the flights contain entries
for 36 flights, the newspaper
said. Of the 17 that mention the
purpose of the trip, 15 are related
to diamond mining.
Robertson's company, African
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EAST PALO ALTO, Calif.
(AP) — Arson dogs were used to
search for the cause of a house
fire that killed nine people, including five children. Fire officials said illegally barred windows and pit bulls hampered their
work.
The charred home was treated
as a crime scene. Authorities said
they believe Saturday morning's
fire started in the carport and
spread to the house.
The victims included five
children ages 5 to 11, San Mateo
County sheriff's Sgt. Don
O'Keefe said. Also killed were a
20-year-old woman, a 19-yearold woman and her 4I-year-old
mother, and a 59-year-old
elementary school librarian.
The bodies were found in hall-

ways, bedrooms and closets, fire
Capt. Harold Schapelhouman
said.
"It's a very tragic scene," he
said.
Firefighters were hindered by
two "hyped-up" pit bulls in the
back yard, bars on the windows
and burning cars that blocked the
doorway and carport, Schapelhouman said. The bars may have
kept the victims from escaping.
"The bars are illegal,"
Schapelhouman said. "Unfortunately, we've had similar problems in this area for years."
Seven people, including three
firefighters, were injured. The pit
bulls were unhurt and were taken
to an animal control shelter in
this town 30 miles south of San
Francisco.

I HOG MARKET

Congratulations! We'd Like
To Stop By And Give You
A Basketful of Free Gifts

Federal-State Market Nevis Service April 21, 11197
Kentucky Purdue AM Hog Martel Report localities 2
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Over the years, the Welcome Wagon'

Development Co., based in the
Zairian capital of Kinshasa,
sought to dredge diamonds from
a remote jungle riverbed. Robertson is the president and sole
shareholder of the company.
The company ended up losing
millions of dollars, and is now at
the center of a lawsuit in which
Robertson is trying to recoup
some of his losses from a mining
equipment manufacturer.
Zaire was a hot topic on "The
700 Club," Robertson's daily religious TV show, with regular reports in 1994 on the work done
by six Operation Blessing volunteer medical teams sent to help
refugees from Rwanda.
During one broadcast in December 1994, Robertson showed
snapshots taken on a trip to Zaire.
"We actually carved an airstrip," Robertson said. "This is a
3,000-foot airstrip carved by
hand in two weeks by natives
with machetes and mattocks. ...
The whole village came out, because they were so thrilled to
have a little airport."
The newspaper said Robertson
didn't tell viewers the airstrip
was built so planes could bring in
mining equipment.
Operation Blessing reported no
income in fiscal 1995 that was
unrelated to its charitable purpose. In its report to the Internal
Revenue Service, it denied engaging in any "sale, exchange or
leasing of property" or "furnishing of goods, services or facilities" to any taxable organization
with which any of its officers was
affiliated.
Stephen D. Halliday, a
Washington lawyer who advises
Robertson on tax matters, said
Operation Blessing's treatment of
its activities with African Development was cdnsistent with IRS
guidelines.
Mar

To Subscribe
To The
Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916

basket has become a welcome sight to
all kinds of people. New residents, new
parents and new citizens all enjoy the
benefits of a free Welcome Wagon
basket which not only contains valuable
gifts, but also information about community services and local businesses.
For you, its a new day. Why not start it
by making a new fnend? We'd love to
hear from you.

9f/reroiNgN
Hostess Call
Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Ingeborg King 492-8348
:

HEALTH INSURANCE
CANCELLED?
Tired of constant rate increases?
Call Tom at

1-800-543-6247
- NOTICE We will be retiring from Kentucky
Farm Bureau Insurance in Calloway
County April 30, 1997. To our many
customers and friends we want to say
thank you for the trust you have shown
us. Hopefully, that trust has been
reflected in service to you. Our thirty
eight years of serving the people of
Murray and Calloway County has
been most gratifying. May God bless
each one of you.
Ray T. Broach,
Agency Manager
Martha Broach,
CSR, Office Manager

_ ..
_
_ .......... .. _ ....
You Are Cordially Invited To Hear 'The Gospef of Christ
In A

GOSPEL MEETING
111111
At The

with...

Heartland Communications
Internet Services
Call NOW!!(502) 898-7871
• Local Dial-Up
• E-mail
• Free Personal Web Page
• Free Technical Support
• Web Hosting Services
• Free Setup
• Web Page Design Services
• Web Site Hosting Services
• Unlimited Access $18.95 p/m
• $15.95 Per Month 1 yr. prepay
• Discount for Educators
• ISDN Available
• Complete Internet Computer
Systems Available

Business level or personal
Internet access, Look to
Heartland Communications
Iriternet Services.
We use state of the art
equipment and our user to
modem ratio is far below
national average allowing you
the customer worry free,
no nonsense access.
Our T-1 Bandwidth with ample
headroom gives you maximum
unrestricted data flow with no
in-house bottlenecks

Let us be your connection to the world!

GREEN PLAIN
CHURCH OF CHRIST

,

Hazel, KY
The Green Plain building is located approximately 1 mile off of Highway 641
between Murray and Hazel on the corner of the Green Plain and Murray Pans Roads

April 27-305 1997
Sunday Bible Study
Sunday Morning Worship
Evening Services

10:00 a.m.
10:45 a.m.
7:30 p.m.

Speaker:

DEANOF CRU
TCHFIELD
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
MISSIONARY TO INDIA
FORMER MINISTER OF THE GREEN PLAIN CHURCH OF CHRIST
--

•

,
,

APRIL 28, 1997

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
1211PIQY Ash

mAIME CALL 753-1916

$6.00 Column inch
40% Discount and tun,
Mr% Discount 3rd tuft.
Mr aun mous a Boy PfX104.1
$2.00 poi column inch extra tor
Tuesday (Shopping Guide).

Reader Ads
300 per word, $6.00 minimum
tat day.64 per word per day for
each additional consecutive
day. $200 extra tot Shoopm
(Tuos. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for
blind box ads.

_Yard Sate $7511 Preogd
A $2.00 lee wilt be required to rnalte
airy changes to ad oter deadline.

010

Card of Thanks
Want To Buy
Legal Notice 140
Articles For Sale
150 .
Appliances
Personals 155
Home Furnishings
Roommate Wanted 160
Antiques
Lost And Found 165
Vacuum Cleaners
Help Wanted 170.
Lawn & Garden
Domestic & Childcare 180
Farm Equipment
Position Wanted 190
Heavy Equipment
Business Opportunity 195
Sports Equipment
Instruction 290
Computers 210... ............... ....... Firewood
Musical
For Sale Or Trade 220

010
020....
025
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130

020

010
Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

Nodes

A public hearing will be held by the City of
Murray at City Hall, May 22, 1997, 7:30
p.m.,for the purpose of obtaining written or
oral comments regarding the proposed use
of Municipal Aid and City of Murray Budget
Funds for the upcoming year.

Adopted by the Murray City Council April
24, 1997.

PUBLIC INSPECTION: The City's proposed budget and proposed uses of Municipal
Aid funds are available for public inspection
at City Hall during normal business hours.
Any person(s) (especially senior citizens)
who cannot submit written comments or
attend the public meeting, but wish to
submit comments, should call City Hall at
762-0350, so the City can make arrangements to secure their comments.

as William N. Cherry
Mayor
Attest: s/s Sarah Duncan
City Clerk
Summary prepared by Wm. Donald Overbey, City Attorney

Sarah Duncan
City Clerk

ORDINANCE NUMBER 97-1104
An ordinance further amending zoning ordinance number 794 of the City of Murray,
Kentucky, so as to zone a certain tract of
land owned by Kelvin York and Keith York
and located on South 4th Street.
Adopted by the Murray City Council April
24, 1997.
a/6 William N. Cherry
Mayor
Attest: s/s Sarah Duncan
City Clerk
Summary prepared by Wm. Donald Overbey, City Attorney

n20

Notice

Parking Lot Sale
Wicker Furniture
Assorted Wicker Baskets
Silk Flowers & Greenery
Oriental Porcelain
Tins
Storage Bins
Fixtures
Stainless Steel Sinks
Coffee
Hard Candy
Chocolate, Cookies &
Other Specialty Food

HOUSE of Clothes. Open
Mon-Sat,9 to 5, Sun Ito 5.
Nice consignment othing.
$1.00 Buys mens, womens, childrens jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses Off Kirksey Hwy
left on 464, 5 miles. Call
489-2243 or 753-6981.

REVOLUTIONARY new
weight loss program 'slender now' is finally available
in our area. Guaranteed to
lose weight or your money
back. Call for free cassette
(502)527-0881 or
(800)434-6918.

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free information call

Sat., May 3rd • 7 a.m.-3 p.m.

ENGLISH FARMSTm

Jerry McConnell
Insurance

SPECIALTY FOODS

753-4199
'free local claim service'

10th & Arcadia • 753-0921

FREE

2 FEMALE students looking for roommate to share
beautiful 4br furnished
home Utilities, phone included. $200/mo. Deposit
required 759-8345

11 Blade Pocket Knife
with every L.P. Gas purchase.
New 20 lb. Gas Tank $19.95.
Used 100 lb. Gas Tanks $39.95
B&B Broker's
701 South 12th
753-4389
Ad Must Be Present

FREE Pregnancy Tests
Lifehouse. 753-0700.

PSYCHIC Readings by
Mts. Ann. Advises on Past,
Present, Future All problems & affairs of life
767-0508.

(Rain di? Shine)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 753-6981

NUTRENA Feed now at
State Line Feed Store located next to State Line
Western World, 1 8 miles
West of Hazel, Hwy 893 W
502-492-6144. Horse feed
$4,950 $1.00 off River Run
Dog Food

020
Notice

050
Lost
And Found

as

FOUND Rottweiler Call to
indentify 767-9374

ORDER FORM
City of Murray 1997-1998 City Auto Stickers

Mailing Address

Year

Make

Plate No.

Make

Plate No.

Make check payable to City of Murray and mail to City Clerk's
Office, 207 South 5th, Murray, KY 42071. Please include a stamped
self-addressed envelope.
May 31st is the last day to purchase auto stickers - 10% penalty

June 1.

060
Help
Wanted
BRICKLAYER helpers. Experience preferred. Must
have own transportation &
be dependable. Pay D 0.E.
Call 435-4550, after 6prn.
COMPUTER Users
Needed Work own hours
20K
to $50K/yr.
1-800-348-7186 X 486
CONCRETE finishers,
truck drivers, heavy equipment operators. Experience preferred Pick up application at 719 S. 4th St
CUSTOMER SERVICE
POSITION- Handles order
entry, accounts recervable,
customer inquires. General
accounting knowledge and
computer skills a must
Most work well with others.
Send resume, salary history & references to: PO
Box 1040-M, Murray, KY
42071.
DAY help needed Apply at
Dutch Essenhaus, Hwy
121 N
DISTRIBUTORS wanted
An opportunity to build your
own business in the wellness field Call 753-6079
and leave message

EARN $1,000 weekly stuffing envelopes at home.
Start now. No experience.
Free supplies, info No obligation. Send LSASE to.
ACE, dept 1209 Box 5137,
Diamond Bar, CA 91765.
ESTABLISHED MD has
immediate opening for office RN or LPN, 28hrs/
week. Please send resume
to P 0.Box 1040D, Murray, KY 42071
EXPERIENCED auto body
& frame technician Excellent pay & benefits Send
resume to. PO Box 1040-A,
Murray, KY 42071.
EXPERIENCED LPN or
CMA for busy medical office. Non-smoker Send resume & salary requirements to Dr Melissa Mangold, 300 S 8th, Suite
305-E, Murray, KY 42071
No phone calls please

HIRING daytime & night
time help Must be able to
work weekends Apply in
person at Wendy's, 1111
Chestnut St Ask to speak
to a manager
LANDSCAPING helpers
needed 759-5353
SALES $35,000- $100,000
41 yr No exp req.- PT/ FT.
Open
territory.
1 -800-365-7550 ext 72328

Motorcycles
Auto SCIVICIM
Spoil Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Truck •
Campers
Boats & Moton
Services Ward
Produce
Free Column

Advertisers ate requested to
check the first kisedbon of
their ads for any error. Murray
PRIM WIN be reLodgor
sponsible tor only one Incorrect Irtsertion. Any errot
should be reported immediately so corrections can be
mode.

28X52 DOUBL
20hp boat motor,
antiques & colt
519-1880, 5prn 71

3 TON central
boner Miller high
for mobile or train
753-2135

ANTENNA. 10 wa
& roter 753-795:

OFFICE HOURSZ
Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday Closed

ENJOY a beauty
room. New pr
Fiberglass by th
Beautiful assorts(
Some as low as !
While it last! Pea(
vage, mile from
Hwy 641_ 498-890

• Deadinos are 2 days
in advance,

Wanted

SEE us for your be
metal. Cut to lenc
ers 36 inches, mar
Economy Metal 8
Co 489-2722.

060
Holp
Wantod

Help
Wanted

NATIONAL Co. seeking
highly professional & experienced personnel in biking medicare, medicaid,
etc. Accounting & computer
experience a plus. Send
resume to Director of Operations, PO Box 147, Paducah, KY 42002-0147_

SONIC of Murray is now
hiring cooks, fountains &
car hops for both day &
night shifts We are also
hiring roller skaters to car
hop on skates Roller skate
& make money at the same
time Apply in person at
Sonic, 217 S 12th St No
phone calls please

Wanted
Experienced
Meat Cutter.
References
Required.
Apply in
person at
Murray
Wal-Mart.

NO EXPERIENCE $500
TO $900 WEEKLY/ POTENTIAL PROCESSING
MORTGAGE REFUNDS
HOURS
OWN
1-800-771-5281 EXT 1209

SUPERVISOR of AV &
Computer SorvIces, National Scouting Museum of
the Boy Scouts of America,
Inc. Position to begin May
1997. Qualifications' BaPRODUCTION SUPERVI- chelor's degree in compuSOR. Leading manufac- ters Of related field plus 2+
turer of high quality plastic years experience and
products has immediate knowledge of Macintosh
opening for a team oriented and IBM computers(includproduction supervisor. Re- ing programming. internet
quires 8 years supervisory access, networking, repair
experience, strong people and maintenance) rehandling skills and analyti- quired. Knowledge of eleccal skills_ Hands on pro- tronic security systems,
cessing skills include set- certification to teach Red
up, start-up, sampling, Cross CPR and First Aid
automation, process trou- desired. Some knowledge
bleshooting and optimizing and skill in woodworking,
cycles in injection molding. mechanical and electrical
Position available is for repair highly desired. Good
second shift. Excellent sal- people skills required Reary and benefits package. sponsibilities' Maintenance
Reply to: Human Resource of Audiovisual, computer
Department, P.O.Box 766, and robotic exhibit equipHopkinsville, KY 42241.
ment, train and supervise
SALES- FT/PT seeking in- staff of 4+ people, purchase
dividuals with boundless and maintain hardware and
energy to travel to college software for all museum
campuses for major credit functions, oversee, plan
card promotions. Reliable and coordinate building
& eager. Most have car. security and maintenance,
including outdoor ropes
1-800-592-2121 ext 300.
course Salary . According
to qualifications and experiSECRETARY for auto reence, plus excellent benelated business. Will train if
fits. Application Deadline:
necessary. Send resume
May 2, 1997. To Apply:
to PO Box 1040-A, Murray,
Sand letter of application,
KY 42071.
resume, list of references,
SEEKING mature woman and college transcripts to
to babysit ten month old PO Box 9, Murray, KY
child in our home three 42071-0009. Murray State
days a week, minimum - University is an equal eduNon-smoker. References cation and employment opportunity. M/F/D, AA
required. Please call
employer
435-4635.

Tobacco Workers Needed

WELDER & pipe fitter.
Apply in person at Ernie
Davis & Son's mechanical
job trailer, 1421 St Rt 121
N., Murray, KY. Regional
Special Event Center.

6/10/97 - 2/28/98

Fruit Farm Workers Needed
5/26/97 - 1111/97

GE

HOUSE cleaning & commercial cleaning, Call Lori
474-8340.
HOUSE & office cleaning
Fast, efficient & reasonable
Phone
(502)753-6199
WILL clean your home
Very reasonable rates,
trustworthy & dependable
Call 489-2199

WILL sit with sick & elderly
References 436-5008.
100
Business
Opportunity
FOR a small investmen
you can have a turn- key
business you can do from
your home part time or full
time Call 753-6079 Leave
a message and we will
return your call

visit

www.work-from-home.co
m/m-g.
PAY PHONE ROUTE. 35
Local & Established Sites.
Earn up to $1500 wkly.
1-800-696-4980.
SMALL business for sale.
Art supplies and framing
200 So 4th St, Court
Square, Murray. Business
shows continued growth
Call 436-2533 leave message or 753-7201.

COMPUTER CLASSES
NOW BEING HELD DAYS
AND EVENINGS FOR
WINDOWS 95, INTERNET, MS OFFICE AND
OTHERS. CALL HAWKINS RESEARCH AT
753-7001 TODAY.

ETHICAL HYPNOSIS

1,000 GALLON propane
tank 436-5455

Specializing in

500-1000 GALLON Propane gas tank 753-7953

Don Hellkamp 759-6000
What the mind can cause, the mind can cure

FREE CONSULTATION

HALEY'S
Ugly Duck
MRental and

Sales

Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly

Rates

LOVE seat/ sofa,
almost new,
(502)251-2077.

r

Eillt
atiquos

BY the lot! Beat
prices Call 759-5:

1994 JOHN Deere '
excellent condition
$1100 436-2691.

CASE 448 mower
deck. See at Keith's
Tractor.

OVERING
LCSPC—
CARPET & Fi

190
Fans

Check our prices on prefinished
& unfinished oak hardwood,
carpet & tile.

Want
To &ay

Eating - Sleeping
Studying - Nall Biting

ANTIQUE bedroo
full-bed, dresser, w
closet Call 759-54
5Pm

WILL sit with elderly, sick.
Possible live-in. Experience & references. Call
753-4590 for information

140

Managing Stress * Overcoming Fears
Changing Habits:

IMIllSO
1111111Z
ADMIRAL refril
$100 753-8743.

42071.

Rollins Dedicated Carriage Services, Inc.
has an immediate opening for DOT qualified tractor trailer drivers with at least 2
years experience. Work is primarily over
the road, steady, home each week. You
will earn excellent wages and a full
benefits package including major medical, vision, dental, prescription, retirement program, and much more. For
further details, call 502-753-1156. Must
pass DOT physical examination and drug
screen.
Equal Opportunity Employer

area, transportation & subsistence paid

Employment Service Office.

MIS POSITION
MIS Position available. Qualifications include: Bachelors degree in computer or
related field plus minimum 5 years work
programming,
experience, RPG400
AS400 system management skills, and
able to supervise people. Responsibilities
include purchase and maintenance of
hardware/software. PC/LAN knowledge a
plus. Send resume and salary requirements to P.O. Box 1040-S•,' Murray, KY

CLEANING is my business.
Home or office. Call Linda,
759-9553.

housing to those beyond local recruiting

ing fruit from trees. Contact local State

7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Closed Saturday

TRACTOR TRAILER DRIVERS

75% time guarantee, all tools provided, free

when 1/2 contract met. $5.68/hr. - harvest-

SWIMMING PO(
new, 24f1 above
walk around steel c
rails Redwood rt
1 hp pump and se
all for $1495 Cell';
anytime to see

Doinsode
& ChIldosn

r

75% time guarantee, all tools provided, free
housing to those beyond local recruiting
area, transportation & subsistence paid
when 1/2 contract met. $6.00/hr. - cutting/
housing. $5.68/hr. - setting/stripping. Contact local State Employment Service Office.

Classifieds
Office Open

070

MOTHERS & Others! Mail
order business, $250+
week, pt./ft 601-895-0879

5/28/97 - 11/1/97
6/10/97 - 2/15/98

DRIVERS- CDL qualified,
dump trucks 492-6141 or
753-1537

FULL time mid- night, part
time afternoon cashier
needed. Apply between
7am 2pm at the Coastal
Mart on Chestnut St

Auto Information

Each

LOST Pomeranian on Cohoon Rd Female, needs
medication has heart trouble Call 753-0602

FULL bme sales/ cashier
position now available at
Brighrs of Murray Apply at
110 S 5th St

Name

$35.00 Year

Notice

PUBLIC NOTICE

An ordinance abandoning a grading easement located north of the Kroger Store on
North 12th Street.

Happy Birthday
Foe Sale or Lease 470
370 Commercial Propeny for Sale 480
380
Pets & Supplies 485
390.
Livestock & Supplies 490
Yard Sale 495
400
410
Public Sale 500
420
Home Loans 510
Real Estate 520
430
435
Lake Property 530
440
Lots For Sale 550
450
Farms For Sale 560
Homes For Sale 570
460
365

060

020

ORDINANCE NUMBER 97-1.1.05

In Memory
240
Miscellaneous
260. . Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270.
Mobile Homes For Sale
2S0.
Mobile Homes For Rent
285. Mobile Home Lots For Rent
290
Heaung And Cooling
300
Business Rentals
310
Want To Rent
320
Apartments For Rent
330
Rooms For Rent
340
Houses For Rent
360
For Rent Or Lease

10FT fiberglass
$3/up ea Pashc
vage, Hwy 641,
from Hazel 498-

ADJUSTMENT

ANTIQUES, collectibles &
memorabilia 1pc or all
you've got, Call Larry at
753-3633
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 day
or night
CASH paid for good, used
rifles. shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray
HIGH GRADE LOGS OR
STANDING TIMBER.
LARGE OR SMALL
TRACTS. SPECIALIZING
IN WHITE OAK & POPLAR.CALL
1-800-342-0942.
STANDING TIMBER any
species, large or small
tracts 502-753-2533
WANTED Riding mowers
that need work 436-2867

19FT Field cultivati
good_ IH 3 point
attachment, 15ft Lal
era Cat. 2 quick
492-8790.

WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
30 Years Experience
Jim Knight Salsa & Installation Tom TOor Rd
Jay Knight
Mach Knight
Koigtrfs
Hwy 641 - 1I/2 Miles South of Murray to
Tom Taylor Road. Right 1500 yards.

753-7728

SUPER- C Farman
row cultivator,
753-4847

Rini, KY

GE1

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
25 yrs. he Business
s"t

X •--Formal Wear and Limousine
fflr.,
:jja

TUXEDOS - '97 NEW 97 STYLES
400 styles to select from

FREE
'97 Charms
304 Main Street
Murray, KY 42071

1-888-367-6757
(502) 753-1300
(502) 759-4713

/ ALPINE
blockrord6scpb.

clarionTapes
.0%.a

Ark,

870a tc.,

301 Olive Si
• -Murray, KY 12

Car Audio

KTN

Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center

753-0113

CAR]
Carpet
1 (80

Dal the 800 nurnter
hear a recorcied
Access Cci

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE

David's I

Vinyl Siding • Homes
• Parking Lob • Al
David Bade
Insured
Completely Mc

If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies are now
standardized into 10 plans offering different
levels of benefits. We can write 7 of the plans
on an "almost guaranteed issue" and the
policies will be issued at the lowest available
premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service.
Plea.se give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

753-4199 Nationwide 1-800-455-4199

Commer
Di

Taber

6
Auto Body Repan
•

71

What aWG

—Di
4dvE

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

340

150
Articles
For Sib
'OFT fiberglass sheets
$3/up ea Pastiche Salvage Hwy 641, 'A mile
from Hazel 498-8964

BHB Fireerms has moved
to town, 767-9744 Pistol,
Mies shotguns. hunting
supplies

28X52 DOUBLEWIDE, GUNS, buy sell. trade
20hp boat motor, assorted 436-5650
antiques & collectibles
519-1880, 5pm-7pm only.
220
3A TON central air oondtboner Mier high efficency
to, mobile or frame homes
BALDWIN Fun machine or
753-2135
gen Call 750-9439 leave
menage
ANTENNA, 10 watt booster
& toter 753-7963
NEEDED to buy or as a
donation. Portable sound
ENJOY a beautiful bath- system, 4-6 mike output,
room New products stands All in good condiFiberglass by the sheet tion ke Main Sever Youth
Beautiful assorted colors! Center, a non-profit orgiesSome as low as $5/sheet. zason Call 759-4,
410, KaWlais K last! Paschall Sal- ren Greer
vage, A mile from Hazel on
Hwy 641 498-8964
2an

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
New Buildings
All Sizes Available

300050 ft warehouse with
11ft ceiling 602 Maple St
Murray. For information
753-8964

1,0

Arraw

Houses
For Rwit

2BR Dupiex c./tva w/d
hookup, deck °sang tans
appliances furnished
$425/mo Deposit & lease
required 436-5725

38R, t'A beets, gas heat
316 N 6th. No pets
g435/mo plus deposit Appliances furnished.
762-4483 8am-4pm,
348-2748 after 5sini.

BRICK home with carport
pius detached virago and
workshop Just now on the
market Priced in the 40's
Call Ed at Century 21,
753-1492

SMALL house on imam lot
7 mesa East of Murray
Unzy Beane 436-2582

BY Builder New 4bo 2A
bath house well 3 car garage This house has too
many amenities to Mt Call
753 3903 for further
information

28R duplex, central hia
aid hook up No pets
436-5960

753-3853

28R duplex, apptiances
fenced backyard, $415/mo
deposit Available 5/9
492-8393

15.

MONDAY, APRIL 28, 1997

Far IMO
Or Lease

Nome
For Ws

Nom.
For Sale
NEW on the market Well
maintained, 3tx, 2 bath
brick home with vinyl tnm.
Detached 24:24 garage
witi vinyl siding Spacious,
fenced backyard with 21h
above ground pool and adjoining deck Modern appliances in kitchen Reimdenial area close to town
Cal tor an appointment
753-7836.

Used
Cars

Used
Cars
1990 OLDSMOBiLE Dohs
88 Royale, very good con
down 437-4816

1995 DODGE Neon. 2dr,
Sap, good core:Mon.
Need to sell, best reasonable offer! 436-6026, leave
message

1991 I3UICK Rivera, blue
leather, at extras, second
car. Only 88xxx, moody in
Minikes driven miles Cali 1995 TOYOTA Camry,
762-4441, John.
sunroof power windows
1993 FORD Mustang good cd player, excellent condi
condition, red, 74 XXX um $13,500 753-4282 or
753 3415
miles $6,900 767-0771

PRICE Reduced! 4BR, 2
BY owner Puryear area 2 bath, unique/ spacious
5
living
country
acres
CREEKVIEW Self storage
brick horns, 2400sq ft, °anCREDIT PROBLEMS?
warehouses on Center rooms with floored attic that tral heat/ air Large fenced
more
2
yard, nice neighborhood,
Drive behind Shoney's could convert into
bedrooms 2 car carport $95,500 FSBO. 767-9072.
$20-$40/mo 759-4081
24-HOUR
$48,000 For appointment
THE paint isn't dry on this
NORTHWOOD storage (901)247-5369
AUTO LOAN HOTLINE
presently has units avail
new 4br. 25 bath home
1-800-748-8353
7 5 3 290 5 or ESTATE sale 3br, 1 bath. Palladian windows adorn
able
h/a
central
garage,
town,
in
GUARANTEED
FINANCING
.4.
753-7536
the facade of this excellent,
with separate 1 bedroom fully functional plan You'll
we'll pay
financing
you
get
If
can't
we
rental unit, $63,900
love tie hardwood flooring
380
Delivery.
Day
Same
$100.00.
you
apfurnishings,
Household
throughout, two spacious
Pets
SEE us for your barn or roof
pliances, and more items
Call Doug Clark
greet rooms, soaring ceil& Swedes
illeosilaneaus
metal Cut WI length Cov759-9932
ings and quality craftsmanCHEVROLET
COUNTRY
ers 36 inches, many colors
AKC Collie pups, shots &
Sale. Gant
EXECUTIVE home in ship throughout Located in
Economy Metal & Supply INSULATION
1-800-457-4866
527-8671
wormed,
$100
Austradian
pile of 4X8 insulation. Al
Oaks Pnced Murray Estates on quiet
Co 489-2722
Shepherd/ Blue Heeler mix Spring Creek
prices, need to sell. PeeThis
home
cul-de-sac
below appraisal Will conpups. $35 753-4545
SWIMMING POOL, near • Salvage, Hwy 641,'A
sider trade and owner fi- could be just what your
new, 24ft above ground, mite from Hazel. 498-8964
looking for For inquires call
AKC Rottweifer 1St shots & nancing 753-1566.
walk around steel deck with
435-4487, 759-1828 or
527-5224
wormed,
$150
JUST received, truckload
FOR sale by owner: Th- 753-9950
rads. Redwood ramp, full of used commodes, sinks &
CHAIN link dog kennel, ieve home, 4br, 2 bath,
1hp pump and sand filter,
bathtubs Sacrifice prices'
all tor $1495. Call 753-2079 We're overcrowded PasEXTRA nice 2br duplex. 12'X8', 6' tall, 4 runs with formal living room and dianytime to see
Stove, refrigerator, deck. houses $350 Call ning room, large family
chall Salvage, A mile from
room with fireplace New
Vehicles
1819 Ridgewood Dr. 753-5950.
Hazel on Hwy 641
Trane gee heat and ear, new
155
pets.
No
deposit.
Lease,
DOG obedience classes or roof, garage door and all 1993 JEEP Cherokee
498-8964.
Spring Construction 8peciaLli
$425/mo. 753-7457
private Serving Murray 17 new applianies. Com- Sport, 66,XXX miles, 40
per sq. ft. excluding siding for basic
$35.00
saw
pine
yellow
dried
KILN
Appliances
KENTUCKY Lake. Lake- years 436-2858
pletely redecorated inside 6cyl, 2wd, 2dr, new Ores,
designed home. Will build on your land or you can
dust $25 a truck load, deland Westly Village, 1br
ADMIRAL refrigerator livered. 753-4498.
and out Ready for immedi- red, $9,500. 1979 Jeep
purchase a lot from us. Financing available,
110
apartment, utilities in$100. 753-8743.
ate possession at 1207 Do- CJ-7, hard top/ bikini, 6cyl,
contact Prestige Homes at 753-5628. References
Resi
everything.
inon
new
WEDDING PACKAGE. Afbased
cluded,
poetically
rent
753-8998.
ran Road
12n
available.
Est*
fordable, romantic, elegant.
$3,200 502-759-0278,
come 62 & oldeo, or handi160
FOR sale by owner
Inyou.
Planned lust for
leave
Equal
&
message.
cap
disabled
Home
Bob
mets
ACR
HALEY Appraisals
1000sq ft log cabin located
cludes little chapel, orHousing Opportunity
Furnishings
Haley, state certified
1400 Diuguid. Fumished 1994 FORD Explorer
dained minister, music, 1 & 2BR apartments. Stove, 502-354-8888.
759-4218.
appliances. Like new. Sport, gold metalic, loaded,
ANTIQUE bedroom suite, flowers, bridal gown, m-o-h refrigerator, washer, dryer,
or 58,XXX actual Fillies Call
full-bed, dresser, wardrobe dress, tuxedos, videos & dishwasher, water, trash LARGE 2br, central gas KOPPERUD Realty has 502-236-2210
closet Call 759-5475, after photos. Honeymoon) suite, pick-up & lawn care pro- h/a, super low utilities Util- buyers waiting to purchase 502-236-2751, after Soon. 753-0882 before 5pm,
iacuzzi and limouarrie. On vided. Farmington Square ity room, appliances No homes-all pnce ranges If FOR sate by owner House 753-6647 after 5pm
5Pfil
pets, quiet. $395 & Lease. you are thinking of selling& apprx 3.7 acres Call
size mattress beautiful KY Lake. Starts at $315/mo plus de- 753-8828.
(F
490
or
or
1-88e367-6757
762-4483
contact one of our courte- 753-1126 after 5pm
pets.
No
posit.
$100
Used
—
NEW very nice 3br, 2 bath ous and professional
th 753-1300 free info. AM. J's 345-2748 after 4pm.
Cam
agents at 753-1222 or stop FOR sake or rent to own
Formal Wear & Limousine.
all
appliances.
with
1BR apartment partically
1/2 Mile on 94 West, Murray, KY
by office at 711 Main St New 3br, 2 bath house in 1978 SEVILLE, runs,
furnished, water paid, dose 767-0493.
Lynn Grove Gas heat, waLOVE seat/ sofa, modem,
Lots starting at$18,000. Great location
270
to campus. $235/mo. No NICE 1-2 & 3bt.apts or SALE or lease: 3.6 acres ter, cable, 1957sq ft. Call needs work, $375 as is
almost new, $150.
Mobile
for now and the future.
559-6679.
Call
&
Wal-Marl
Super
joining
pets 753-1203.
3-4br house wtwasher &
435-4021 after 4pm
(502)251-2077.
Homes For Sale
sq. ft. min. restriction.
1,800
4-lane (641). Owner financ1BR apartment, all ap- dryer, furnished, near ing to qualified buyer or will FOUR bedrooms priced in 1979 LINCOLN towncar,
or 800-265-7786
502-435-4487
Main
Call
1210
at
mobile
Inquire
CHAMPION
MSU.
1984
runs
miles,
only 118,XXX
165
pliances including washer
the low $80's. Deep lot
home 14X64. Must move. & dryer. Call Mur-Cal Re- St. 753-1252 before 5pm, provide a favorable lease
sell'
Must
a/c.
V-8,
well,
ready for occupancy lo753-3949.
Call
$ 1 3 ,000 .
753-0606 after 5pm
magma
alty, 753-4444
cated within walking dis- Hurry! $800. 762-4696
502-382-2443.
upstairs
tance of MSU. Call James
UNFURNISHED
BY the lot! Beat auction
1BR, low utilities, ap1989 VW Jetta GI,
1995 16X80 38R, 2 bath pliances & water included. apartment, 2br, $300 per
753-1492.
prioes. Call 759-5384.
Lots
120,XXXK, good condition.
acres.
5.5
on
home
mobile
For Sale
No pets. Reference & de- month plus deposit. Water
IMMEDIATE occupancy. p/b, a/c, p/s, am/fm casAll fenced, has barn & posit required. $235/mo. & garbage paid. Call
1700sq ft living area. 3br, sette. $2,500 obo
pond. Very secluded off 94 753-3849
753-8355 betWeen 8 and 5 A ACRE choice corner lot,
Lam
subdivision, just out- 1A bath, central h/a, beau- 489-2862, leave message
after
new
474-2111,
Call
E.
OWN'
1BR, nice, appliances furn- VERY nice 2br, 2 bath du- side city limits, natural gas, tiful sunroorn, security sys&Pm.
tem, carport Fenced back- 1990 COUGAR,power, air,
1994 JOHN Deere STX 38,
ished. Coleman RE plex w/garage. All ap- city water By owner
pliances including w/d,cen- 759-2153.
yard, with lots of shrubs. red, gray interior $4,500
excellent condition, 12hp, 2BR trailer for sale
753-9898.
detached garage $89,000. 767-9435
tral gas h/a Lease plus
$1100. 436-2691.
753-9866
CROSSFIELD Subdivision Phone 753-2615
1 OR 25r apts near down- deposit, no pets, $575/mo
1303 Chestnut St.
lots- underground utilities
CASE 448 mower with 5'
town Murray. 753-4109
906 N 201h. 753-3119.
LIGHT and open is this
753-5541 or 759-1159.
deck See at Keith's Lawn &
Come by for a list of availabilities.
1 ROOM furnished effiWok
three bedroom, two bath
Tractor
QUAIL RUN SUBDIVI- home built in 1993 with
ciency near MSU. Partical
Home For Reid
Office tireatail bs &radio look Company.
utilities furnished. Coleman
SION SPRING SALE. central gas heat. Custom
190
2BR, nice, appliances & RE, 753-9898.
Large lots in quiet and built home includes JennFars
water furnished Coleman
serene Quail Run Subdivi- air range, refrigerator, dis2 AND 3 bedroom apart- 2 & 4BR houses Lease & sion. Price reduction for the
EquIPswfd
RE, 753-9898
hwasher, disposal, hardments available! Come an deposit required
spring season Close to wood fioors. Never before
19FT Field cultivator, very DOUBLEWIDE trailer at
apply today! *Carpeting 753-4109
town with water,sewer,and offered at this price, in the
good. IH 3 point backhoe Stella on private lot,
*Lots of closet space •
trees. Priced from $9,900. $90's. Call Vicki at Century
attachment, 15ft Lehi- Rea- $450/mo plus deposit
121
h/a,
gas
central
2BR,
•Cen
refrigerator
&
Range
Favorable owner financing 21, 753-1492.
era Cat. 2 quick hitch. 753-4058.
Graves
1
Co.
N,
past
mile
Val heat & air *Laundry
available. Call Ed at Cen492-8790.
pets,
No
references,
Line.
LOVELY 3 or 4br 1 bath, 2
HARDIN- 14X60 2br, room on site * Playground lease & deposit required, tury 21. 753-1492.
story brick home. Let your
SUPER- C Farmall with 2 clean, appliances, w/d 'Handicap accessible 'E$350. 489-2440 leave SOUTH of Murray in Green kids walk to school. Close
row cultivator, $2100. hook-up. $325/mo. $300 qual Housing Opportunity.
House & Lot - 12 x 60- Mobile Home & Lot - 5 Building
Plains Subdivision. Nice '4 to Murray Middle School &
Office hours. M-F 7:30arn mesSage.
753-4847.
deposit. 354-9907.
to 3:30pm Call 437-4113 or 2BR, central gas hie, $450 acre building lots with Hospital Newly remodeled
Lots - Automobiles - Furniture - Shop - Tools & Misc.
pnces beginning at $7,000/ kitchen & cabinets, new
TOO* 1-800-545.-1833 Ext plus deposit. 753-5592.
single or $12,500 for 2 lots. carpet, central gas & air,
287.
LOCATION: 15 miles Southeast of Murray, KY - 59
4BR, 2 bath brick at 1609 Municipal water, subdivi- large backyard. Excellent
Appollo Drive - Missing Hills Subdivision,2 miles South
2BR, central h/a, ap- Wiswell Rd $600/mo. Cen- sion restrictions. Contact home for young couple. Ofpliances, lease, $375/mo. tral h/a. Available now. Col- Rich at Kopperud Realty. fered at $69,500.
ofNew Concord near Cypress Spring Resort on KY Lake.
753-8096
eman RE, 753-98913.
753-1222.
753-3445From NeN.Concord go south on Hwy. 121 to Mt. Carmel
MOVING out of state,
Church, turn left and to Cline Road, then go to Organ
must sell! 3 BR 1A bath
Road, turn left and proceed to Appollo.
Fortes
ranch. Brick with carport
For Sets
and detached garage on
FOR sale 334 acres 2 1.47 acres. Many special
miles west Lynn Grove 19 features, $89,000. Call
Acres tendable, rest ma- 437-4309 for a showing.
ture timber, $47,000 Call NEW, 2 story, Atte, 24
474-8544 Shown by ap- baths Open foyer, colpointment only.
umns, tile floors, etc, etc.
City subdivision Ready to
MINI FARM SPECIAL! 27 sell. 759-2571, 435-4013,
acres +/-, located south of 435-4040.
Kentucky in Henry Co. Four
bedroom brick home, milk NEW brick home by builHouse & Lot on Lot #182: 3 bedroom, bath, kitchen,
barn with equipment, two der. Main floor' 3 bedroom, gas heat, well water - close to the Lake!
living
masequipment
large
baths,
2
barns,
rooms.
stock
Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
shed, grain bins, plus more! ter suite w/2 walk-in closets
Formal Wear
Price reduced to $95,500 & garden tub. Large eat-in
and Limousine IL a Ofiel
for immediate sale' Call kitchen with oak cabinets,
Alignment & Complete Brake Service,
W4iiSWAW1111
Rick or Tommy Moody at formal dining room, foyer
Struts and Shocks etc.
Moody Realty Co. Inc, 414 with hardwood floors UpMon.-Fri. Etimos Jones, Owner
301 Olive St.
Over 25 Years In Business
Avenue, Pans, TN per floor 500sq ft. Bonus
Tyson
753-1351
(502)
Murray, KY 42071 7:00-4:00
SERVICES AVAILABLE
1-800-642-5093
room, '4 bath & large attic
* Rentals begin at $29.99
storage 25'x24', 2 Car garacres
24
3
farm
MINIWear.
Formal
Stock
In
* Area's largest & only
age, 12x24' deck with ac2
3br,
shed
with
fenced
McPherson
* Social Invitations by Carlson Craft and
cess from family room &
new
room,
bath, family
* Discounts on rentals depending on size of wedding
Carpet • Upholstery
master suite. Super nice lot
kitchen, porch Well & field
304 Main Street
Court Square West
105x139' with all public
1 (800) 642-7740
tile 2 miles from school, 5
Murray, KY 42071
Paris, TN 38242
utilities, 1'4 miles west of
12 x 60 Mobile Home:1980,2 bedroom,bath,living room
Dal the 800 nunter first Mien you
miles from town & lake Low MSU on
(502) 753-1300
(901)642-5300
Groat
in
cul-de-sac
hear a recorded message enter the
Jiro Caylor
& kitchen - well water - electric heat.
$50's 489-2226
neighborhood Top quality
Weddings, Proms and Banquets
Ronnie England
Access Code 85
construction priced at less
5 Building Lots: Nice wooded building sites near lake.
160
than $50 per sq ft Ph
Horn..
759-4059
Property to be offered individually and in combination.
'Cleaning"
For Ssie
For all your Real Estate needs including Auction.
Vinyi Sorg • Hornets • Mobile Homes • Boats • Bock Dnvarays
NEW house, 3br, 2 baths,
Automobiles: 1987 Olds Cutlass,4 dr.,loaded; 1984 Ford
2BR, 1 bath, 1 car garage, large living room, large fully
• Prim() Lots • Al Exterior Clean% • Acid Mann; Avaiabis
gas h/a, recent remodel, equipped kitchen, large diPU, V6; 1980 F.errd Granada, 4 dr.
Ranger
Phone
David Borders
new wiring, plumbing, roof ning room,large front porch
(502)759-4734
Insured
502 Olive $49,500 Call for & deck, attached garage
Shop Tools: Air compressor, battery charger, general
Cellular (502)853-1108
Compietely Mobile
appointment to see. API:xi:Mir/UM* Vi Of a mile
line of wood working tools and equipment--759-4960.
North from city limits
New (never been used) 22 HP 52" Cut Lawn &
3BR, 2 bath brick home on 438-5437, 436-5362 or
Lou V. McGary
large lot in quiet subdivi- 759-4567.
Garden Tractor
sion Many unique fea- NEW house for sale 3br, 2
Does Your Policy Pay 100%
been used) Garden Tiller
(never
New
All Types of Refuse Service
tures After 5pm call lull baths, 2 car garage,
of the Deductibles?
753-4086
Furniture - Appliances & Misc.: Like new 2 door
cathedral ceilings, recess
1-800-585-6033
MEDICARE
attached gar- lights, central h/a, city wabrick,
3BR
Kenmore refrigerator freezer, water on door - TV's SUPPLEMENT
bath, central heat ter, natural gas. North of
1A
age,
cassette players - Sharp fax machine - general line of
You are responsible for the deductibles that
& air, large deck, city water. Murray on We Purdom
Medicare does not pay.8760 on Part A;$100 on
Rd
household goods. Some crafts and hundreds of other
1964sp
ft
roof
under
1 2 acres $78,500
637 South 3rd
Part B. Call me for more information.
1500 living, $96,000 Call
753-4387
items.
753-9785, leave message
Auto Body Repair & 2441r. Towing (Large or Small)
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS
4BR, 3 bath house with
Terms:20% down day ofsale with balance due in 30 days
753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
fenced in back yard, on NEWLY weds don't buy
of delivery of deed.
Possession
one!
2
Tabard Dr in Martin home till you sae this
Heights Reasonably pr- year old home, furnished,
baths, hying room,
492-6200 or 2br,
iced
family room, screened in
753- 7688
patio, air conditioner,
212 South 7th St., Mayfield, Ky. 42066 111$
413R, 2 bath, 2 story brick forced sir heat, enclosed
h.
garage. 5 minutia to KY
.)f.!')Q
house Chia, fenced yard
(night)
•
Lake $48,900. 7153-1718
767-9072
4 CAR garage 753-4509

28R near MSU Ap
IN Hazel- 2000 square foot dulness furnished Avail
budding with heat and ear able now Coleman RE
conditioning in large office 753 9898
and half bathroom Located
IMMEDI
at 307 4th Street, suitable AVAILABLE
& 3BR apart
for warehouse or small bus- ATELY 1.2
Mur-Cal Apartiness Immediate occu- ments
Or,
pancy at $400 per month ments. 902 Northwood
759-4984
KY
Murray,
(negotiable) Call 492-8149
Housing
between 5 00 and Equal
Opportunity
10 00pm
BRAND new lbr, 1 bath
OFFICE space for rent Call
$375/mo, Imo
apartment
753-7634
deposit. 1yr lease No pets.
OFFICE space too lease, 753-2905 or 753-7536
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
BRAND new 2br, 2 bath
753-8302 or 753-9621
duplex, garage, stove, reSMALL office space frigerator, w/d, deck.
Lease No pets. 1706 Oak753-4509 or 753-6612
hill Dr. $600/mo. 753-7457.

DON'T HIDE!

641 Storage
All Sizes
Availaiile
753-5585

,

__•4444

- A WoneWut Address

BS Rentals
Now Renting houses,
apts., duplex's.

753-8767

759-4696

Classified

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
Saturday, May 3, 10 a.m .

GETIOSOLD

Dial-A-Service
You Can Advertise Here For
$6.00 per week. (13 week minimum)

DIAL 4-- 753-1916

(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)

Ed's Wheel Alignment

131r.f.Tj

AA&

KTN CARPET CLEANING

David's Cleaning Services

WILSON REALTY

Call Wayne Wilson 502-753-5086
or .Bonnie Chambers 502-753-5744

Commercial Waste
Disposal
SY
'
•-s
44,k,

INSURANCE

Tabors Body Shop
753-3134

WhotaWaytoStarttheWeek!!

— Dial Now

—
Advertise Here!

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
762-1100

C.W. SHELTON AUCTION COMPANY

LI

247.8477

if

16

MONDAY, APRIL 28, 1997

MURRAY LEDGER 8 TIMES

530
Services
Ofiereil
1906 REGAL, real nice. low
miles, lots of telayanty Wit
Below loan value Call
753-2260
1005 CHEVY Monte Carlo
Z-34,341 V-6, red, 43,XXX
miles Sharp' $12,900
435-4041

Tamil
1971 CHEVY
489-2357

4X4

1978 GMC A Ion, good
wooden bed, 350 molts(
$1200 Cal 496-900€

Custom
CABINETS
8 WOODWORKING
Will Build To

Your Specification,'
• Kitchen Cabinets & ,yanities
• Office Furniture & Entertainment Cenicr
• Solid Surface Counter Tops
502-759-9672
630 N 4iM Si. (Nem to LILOBAUINE Pierer) • Murray
A DIVISION OF SOL'TILERN WALL SYSTEMS. INC

Uriveiays •

Paiking Lots • Subc*vi

1979 CMG Cabalism Asking $1,250 480-2758

KT. Paving

1985 CHEVY A Ion, Ivirb,
looks E. runs good $3,200
obo 759-9196, after 6(xn

3554 Roosevelt Road
Dexter, KY 42036

1987 NISSAN, 4wd
$3,500 437-4272
1988 CHEVY Silverado
C1500 SWB, stepside,
loaded. 70xxx miles
436-2794 or 742-3596
(Pager)

Kenney Travis, Owner
Phone (502) 759-1039
Cellular 559-8434

Bill Travis
Phone (502) 474-2779

1990 WkZDA p/u, SE-5,
air, pis, am/1m tape, bed
liner 753-5121.

CUSTOM IUTCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOOWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

1994 NISSAN XE, king
cab, 23xxx miles, all extras,
still under warranty Bank
retail $11,900, will loan
$10,425 Make offer.
759-4712.

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by arid see our showroom
rim SUNBURY MURRAY BM'iind Bunny Breed)
753-5040
101.1

1995 CHEVROLET S-10
ext cab, black, custom
wheels, factory lift, Limited
Edition, 30xxx miles Call
759-5661 after 5pm.

.0110%,

."411111114.
*

mb Brothers

1995 MAZDA B-2300, base
truck, take over payments
753-4114

Tree Service
.1-13043-S18-S62

1987 BAYLINER, $2,750.
753-0563.
1990 SUNTRACKER 18tt
bass buggie& trailer, 40hp
Johnson motor. Just like
new (901)479-1383 days,
(502)472-1726 after 5pm.

LICENSED 8INSURED Free Emiaisiat
24 Hr. Service
Him* Trimming
Tree Spraying
Tree a Sump
Removal

Tree Trimming
Cluing Service
Full Lim of
Eqi
4
PaUni

(1.;.11, 1.•‘.

-uII

1

1

ATTENTION
Contractor or Home Builders

I Cooksey's Plumbing
Licensed Master Plumber

Free Estimates

1996 TRACKER Pro Team
17, 40hp Mariner, depth
finder, lots extras, 4yr extended warranty on engine
$8,000. 767-0734.

New Construction - Repair Water Heater Replacement

Phone 436-2667 I
Nom
10

'93 YAMAHA VXR Waverunner For into call Becky
at 762-2532
MARK Twain, deep V hull,
1975, 18ft, Ford 302 V-8,
tandum trailer See to appreciate. $4,195
753-2084

n

h EaAVTRO©
762-0001
Cell. #519-1592
CALL ANYTIME

A-1 Tree professionals.
Stump removal, tree spraying. serving Murray, Calloway County since 1980.
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737
A & A Lawn Care. Mowing,
trimming, landscaping,junk
hauling, tree trimming Satisfaction Guaranteed
Mark Lamb 436-5791_
AFFORDABLE Homes/
Dream Homes built on your
lot Choose from plans we
have or one of your own
Starting at $35 sq ft Free
consultation & estimate S
& K Construction.
753 3078/ 753-7091
A&H Roofing Licensed &
insured All work guaranteed (502)924-0616.
(502)522-6255
ALCOA vinyl siding & replacement windows. Des
count prices Free estimates Armor Siding & Window Co 1 800 957-3404 Of
901 644-1555
ALL around hauling, junk
clean-up,cleaning out
sheds, gutters, tree work
Joe, 436-2867
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp ,
foundations, slabs, sidew
alks, driveways, buildings,
remodeling, repairs. AGC
certified 489-2214
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 mayor
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455
Appliance Repair Service
Professional- Dependable
502 767-9652

BACKHOE Service small
jobs, driveways, box blade,
rotserelling, snow removal
753-0834 or 759-9835

GARDEN tilling, grader
blade work, bushhogging
lots Gerald Carroll.
492-6159

BREAKING and tractor
tilled gardens. bushogging
and blade work Phone
753-3413

HANDYMAN Company
We do it all! Roofing &
siding
specials
1-888-754-4840
or
474-8621

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 759-4664
COLSON Home Repairs
Additions, garages, decks.
remodeling, vinyl siding.
20yrs experience
753-5592.
CONSTRUCTION &
REPAIR- Free estimates
Remodeling,fencing, decking, plumbing & electrical
489-2832.
COUNTERTOPS and
Kitchen Cabinet Refacing
with formica. Wulff's Recovery, Murray. 436-5560
CUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks, fencing, pole barns,
sheds,carports. Also repair
& rebuild. Excellent workmanship. Affordable rates
753-7860
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar
CUSTOM Interior & Exterior Of Paris- we do all types
of remodeling, additions,
floor damage, decks, metal
buildings, painting, electrical and plumbing. Call
642-2979. Free estimates!
DAVID'S Cleaning Services. 'Cleaning vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available. David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile. Phone 502-759-4734
Cellular 502-853-1108.

MULCH delivered Murray
436-5660
PLUMBING repairs fast
service 436-5255
SEAMLESS gutters in
staled, residential or com
menial, Serval Gutter Co
753-6433
STOP endless painting
with vinyl siding & trim
20yrs experience Bill
Speed 502-856-4098
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with lull
line of equipment Free estimates
Day or night
753-5484
TEACHER wanting yards
to mow Call 753-6125
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters variety
of colors Licensed in
sured Estimate available
759-4690

HARDY/000 FLOOR installation and finishing
Custom design. Affordable
rates. 753-7860.
HAULING Spring cleanup 474-8621

WALTERS Contracting.
Free Estimates. Guaranteed Quality Work.
Licensed & Insured. Over
20 years experience. Roofing, additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling. Call
753-2592.

HAVE openings for 5
Lawns. Competitive rates
489-6077.
LAMB Brother Home Improvements, remodeling,
additions, roofing, siding,
tree estimates. 436-2269.

WEST KY Lawn Care.
Mowing, trimming, fertilizing, liming, aerating,
mulching, landscaping.
Trim shrubs, hauling, tree
removal. Have references.
For Free Estimate call
753-9048, leave message

LAWN mowing. No rush job
herel personal one on one
service. Gupton's Lawn
Care tree estimates_
489-2590.
LEE'S CARPET CLEANING Free estimates
753-5827

MICHAEL'S Transmissions Complete overhaul
on late model, domestic,
overdrive transmissions
ASE Certified in automatic
& manual dove transmissions Call 753-0152

job.
Michael Norfleet, then a recruiting officer for the Marine
Corps, had stopped to speak to
his commanding officer when the
bomb hit.
"I wok a piece of glass from
the top of my head, and it flayed
open my right eye," Norfleet
said. "It cut an artery in my forehead. It cut an artery here in my
check; and at the same time, it
cut an artery on my wrist.
"I could feel the life ebb out
of my veins. I just knew that I
was losing strength and that if I
stayed in the building, that I
would die."
Norfleet said he followed a
trail of blood down the building's
steps and found help. Doctors later told him he had lost nearly
half his blood.
Helena Garrett, whose
16-month-old son, Tevin, died in
the building's day-care center, recalled dropping him off and turning to look at him through floorto-ceiling windows as she walked
across the street to her office.
A few minutes later, she frantically searched the rubble for Tevin and watched rescue workers
lay out the bodies of his
schoolmates.
"A lady came, a nurse," Ms.
Garrett said. "She started tagging
our babies; and right then I realized they were dead."

95 Achevia
$9,900

red, a.t., p/s, stereo & a/c

'95 Chevy Cheyenne

570

$10,900
'94 Mazda Pickup Ext Cab
'9,900
red, 4x4, 5 spd, p/s, a/c & stereo
'93 Grand Marquis
blue fully loaded
'10,400
'92 Toyota Camry
'9,300
rose fully loaded
blue, a/c, at., tilt, cruise & stereo

Wanted
WANTED: Anyone inter
ested in learning the real
sea-el to money prosperity.
Send SASE plus $1 to:
Guaranteed Information,
PO Box 976, Murray, KY

MIDWAY F•nc• Co.
Chain link & vinyl Pince at
reasonable prIc•s.
759-1519.
MIKE'S Carpet Care Deep
deans, protects, deoderizes, reduces allergens
Call (502)759-8558

Call
753-1916

(Free Estimates)

436-2269 Anytime
RON HALL HEATING & COOLING
Central Heating & Cooling Service .1 Installation
Ovally Contractor Network Heat Pump Installer
-We Service All Major Brands-

A AMERICAN
AM STANDARD

NM.

CAT

IRVIN&
CALLED.

Bill759-9057
Futrell
MOWS
• 624 N. 4th St.

m

Lec 1M02182 (502) 435-4699

Business Parking Lots
Driveways
Locally Owned
Competitive Rates
(H) 502-753-2279
(W) 502-559-74119

Free PALLETS
U-haul off loading dock, Murray Ledger &
Times. Leave name and number so we can
notify you of next load.

753-1916

(

So, WHAT
HE,IC
ELEMEN
SITiON INL1CLEFf
THERER
PECAMPC
HEmi CAI

Renew
Now!
SUBSCRIBE NOW
through April 30, 1997
and get the special prices
listed below on a new
subscription or to renew
your existing subscription.

Out Of State

Local

3 months
6 months
1 year

Original
Price

Special
Price

Original
Price

Special
Price

$18.00
$36.00
$72.00

$18.00
$33.00
$66.00

$49.50
$59.50
$85.00

$49.50
$56.50
$79.00

Mg.

•

I have enclosed my payment of $
. Please start/add on to my subscription with
the Murray Ledger & Times. Offer Expires April 30, 1997.
Limit One Year Only.

Ask about Shelter's
LIFE, CAR., HOME,
BUSINESS
coverages too

Name
PEANI.

Address
Harold "Jack" Romaine
licensed in KY & TN
759-1033 or 753-0873
401 S 12th St • Murray

We II always be there for you.

City

State

Phone

New Subscription
Existing Subscription

Please circle one:
Local
Out Of State

N

Shah., Iruurarer• Coo Horne 011ks Colwribia, A10

&ARFIEL
ABOUT "

Limit One Year Only

INSURANCE

Travis Asphalt Sealing

Tony Travis
Owner

Ledger Times

FARM

Free
Estimates

V
V
V
V

FO

We can provide information and coverage for your

ralsoms.
OUAL1T

Murray, Ky

DAYTON, Ohio (AP)- The
wreckage of the Cheese-On-AStick carnival booth contained
not only condiments but part of a
human skull.
The booth was damaged Sunday night as it was being towed
through Dayton. A vehicle rearended the booth, scattering condiments, debris and remains of the
skull - bone from the eyes to
the jaw, with a metal pin in the
back.
It appeared to have been part
of a medical display, said Sgt.
George Hammann. Operators of
the Cheese-On-A -Stick booth
said they did not know where the
bone came from, said Wade Lawson, a coroner's office
investigator.
Dan Whalen, a passenger in
the truck pulling the booth, said
he did not know how a skull fragment could have been in the
wreckage.
"It was definitely a bad
omen," he said.
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FREE to good home:3 part
Lab & part Bird dog pups
Approx. lyr old Call
436-5455, leave message
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WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, microwaves, MonFri,9-12, 1-5. Free estimates. Visa/MC accepted
753-0530

LEWIS Exterior Cleaning
8 Bucket Truck Rental.
Houses, mobile homes,
brick & vinyl, building, RV's,
sidewalks. Insured. Free
estimates. (502)753-6490.

METAL ROOFS Stop replacing shingles. Go with
quality and style that lasts a
lifetime. STOCKWELL
CUSTOM METAL ROOFING. We also install windows, siding & soffit Call
today- 759-4965

DENVER (AP) - Step by
step, witnesses of the Oklahoma
City bombing already have
painted for jurors a vivid picture
of a normal day at the office that
was transformed into a bloody
nightmare.
Nine wiuiesses took the stand
Friday at the trial of Timothy
McVeigh. They described how
they greeted co-workers, dropped
their kids off at day care and
sipped coffee before the blast
npped through the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building on April 19,
1995.
McVeigh faces murder and
conspiracy charges in the explosion that killed 168 people and
injured hundreds of others.
The trial was to resume today
with testimony from Danny Atchley, a fire department photographer who pulled injured children
from the rubble.
Grim details of the explosion
and the deaths brought tears to
some in the courtroom Friday. As
witnesses testified, U.S. Attorney
Patrick Ryan had them mark a
floor plan of the building with
spots where their colleagues died.
Susan Hunt ended her account
by reading the names of 35 fellow Department of Housing and
Urban Development employees
killed in the blast. Her voice
sometimes shook as she added a
brief description of each person's

MORRIS Mobile Home
Movers Local and Out of
State Moving 767-9630

HANDYWORK- odd jobs
wanted No job too small
Just give us a call
436-5759

LICENSED for electric and
gas 435-4358

Mowing

MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pickup and delivery
753-5668

EVANS Odd Job Service
Lawn care, landscaping
mulching, tree removal
hauling, gutter cleaning.
etc Free estimate Call
489 2617, leave message
Experienced

BOB'S Plumbing Service.
All work guaranteed. Free
estimates 753-1134,
492-8584

BUSH-HOGGING- garden
and yard tilling- grader
blade work- front end
loader work- yards mowed
FREE ESTIMATES Call
POP 492-8530 or Gary
753-0912.

M&M Lawn
753-0023

FR EE ESTIMATES

NEW CONSTRUCTION • MOBILE HOME HOOK-UPS
GENERAL ELECTRICAL REPAIRS
Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
stump removal, tree spraying, hedge trimming, landscaping. mulch hauling &
mulch spreading, gutter
cleaning. Licensed & insured, Full line of equipment, Free estimates. Tlm
Lamb
4315-5744,
1-800-548-5282..

BACKHOE Service- ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways. hauling, foundations,
etc 750-4664

DO It All Handyman Re
modeing, carpenter work.
small addisons, roofing
storage buildings, yards
mowed- large or small
Free estimates 750-8645

Emergency water removal.
Expert furniture cleaning
Pet odor removal Free Estimates LEE'S 753-5827

1994 CHEVY ext cab truck,
white. Call 435-4004 or
753-2212, after 7pm.

Oilseed
DIRT, sand & gravel Roy
Steele Trucking Call
753_6879. alter spm

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair replacement. 759-1515

More grim testimony
likely in bombing trial

Services

APPUANCE REPAIR AI
brands, Kenmore 30+
yalles experience BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848.

CARPET CLEANING

1993 CHEVROLET pickup, air, p/s, p/b, topper,
$7,995. Call 767-18435

1985 21FT Celebrity sk
boat with inboard Mer
cruiser engine. Excellen
condition, low hours. In
dudes trailer. $6,500. Cal
Bill 753-1222 days
753-6620 evenings.

510

swans
Massa

Swims
011wel

•

3 months
6 months
1 year

$18.00
$33.00
$843.00

$49.50
$56.50
$79.00

Zip

YES MA'A
AGAIN ABC
KIP L4.440 F
THE RABB

Send or bring to: Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
1001 VVhitnell
Murray, KY 42071
Make payment to Murray Ledger & Times
a
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TODAY IN HISTORY
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Ten years ago
Dr. Ray Mofield, professor in
the Department of Journalism and
Radio-TV at Murray State University, has been honored as the
24th recipient of the Distinguished Professor of the Year
Award by the MSU Alumni Association. Fred Schultz Jr. of
Frankfort was installed as president of the association. The 1937
graduating class of Murray State
was honored at the Emeritus Club
luncheon.
Charlotte Barker, a member of
J.N. Williams Chapter of the United Daughters of the Confederacy, was elected second vice
president of the Kentucky Division of the UDC at its recent
convention.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Crandall Woodson, April 9.
Twenty years ago
Dr. David L. Eldredge, professor of management at Murray
State University, has been named
as dean of College of Business
and Public Affairs by the Board
of Regents of MSU.
Leonard Vaughn, Jimmy Ford,
David King and A.W. Simmons
Jr., are new officers of Murray
Chamber of Commerce. James L.
Johnson is executive secretary
and Deborah Hale is office
secretary.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Frankie Hosford,
April 12.
Murray High School Tigers
were winners of the WKC Track
Championship.

Thirty years ago
The new $120,000 livestock
pavilion at Murray State University Farm was dedicated April 27
with Gov. Edward T. Breathitt as
speaker. The pavilion will bear
the name of A. Carman who was
head of the Agriculture Department of MSU from 1936 until his
retirement in 1959.
Debbie Dibble, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Dibble of Murray, was crowned Miss Kentucky
at a pageant held at Princess Theater, Mayfield. She will represent
Kentucky in the Miss USA Pageant May 12 at Miami, Fla. Rita
Ann Hurd, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Harvey Hurd of Murray,
was first runnerup and Patsy Lax,
daughter of Kathryn Lax and
E.H. Lax, was second runnerup.
Forty years ago
Bill Johnstone, representative
of Kentucky Banking Association, spoke at a meeting of Caboway County Agricultural Council
at Murray Woman's Club House.
Present were 80 members including 4-H and FFA members. Leroy
Eldridge, vocational teacher of
agriculture at Murray Training
School, presided.
Marjorie Shroat Huie, assistant
casher of Bank of Murray, is attending the Southern Regional
Conference of National Association of Bank Women, Birmingham, Ala.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to
James and Sandra McKinney and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Palmsteer.
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DEAR ABBY
ut.AR ABBY: I was upset by the
letter froth the woman who was upset because her sister-in-law and
mother announced to friends that
she had breast cancer. Her anger
will not help her through her ordeal.
Last year I was diagnosed with
breast cancer. Because of the short
time frame (I found out on Wednesday and a radical mastectomy was
performed on Friday), I had time to
alert only my immediate family and
two close friends. When the members of my church and all my other
friends found out, their outpouring
of love and prayers speeded my
healing process. Without the love,
understanding and help of my family ancio friends, my recovery would
have been less rapid.
A member of a breast cancer
support group called and invited me
to a meeting. These new friends
have provided me with emotional
support that only a survivor could
give; their sense of humor in the
face of life-threatening illness cannot be rivaled. They have the latest
news on medicines and techniques.
We have speakers on all subjects relating to cancer.
Because I informed my friends
about my cancer, at least one called
her doctor immediately and scheduled the mammogram she had been
postponing. Another friend was just
beginning radiation, and since I had
already started mine, I was able to
tell her what to expect.
Breast cancer has opened up a
whole new world for me — a world
of positives, because life may be too
short to worry about the negatives.
Be proud that you survived.
Reach out to others and let them
reach out to you. With insurance
companies reluctant to fund reconstructive surgery, we need as many

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, April 28, the 118th day of 1997. There are 247
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Fifty years ago, on April 28, 1947, a six-man expedition sailed from
Peru aboard a balsa wood raft named the Kon-Tiki on a 101-day journey across the Pacific Ocean to Polynesia.
On this date:
In 1758, the fifth president of the United States, James Monroe, was
born in Westmoreland County, Va.
In 1788, Maryland became the seventh state to ratify the U.S.
Constitution.
In 1789, there was a mutiny on the Bounty as the crew of the British ship set Captain William Bligh and 18 sailors adrift in a launch in
the South Pacific.
In 1940, Glenn Miller and his orchestra recorded "Pennsylvania
6-5000" for RCA Victor.
In 1945, Italian dictator Benito Mussolini and his mistress, Clara
Petacci, were executed by partisans as they attempted to flee the
country.
In 1958, Vice President Richard Nixon and his wife, Pat, began a
goodwill tour of Latin America.
In 1967, heavyweight boxing champion Muhammad Ali refused to
be inducted into the Army, the same day Gen. William C. Westmoreland told Congress the United States "would prevail in Vietnam."
In 1969, French President Charles de Gaulle resigned his office.
In 1980, President Carter accepted the resignation of Secretary of
State Cyrus Vance, who had opposed the failed rescue mission aimed
at freeing American hostages in Iran.
Ten years ago: Contra rebels in Nicaragua killed Benjamin Ernest
Linder, an American engineer working on a hydroelectric project for
the Sandinista government.
Five years ago: President Bush and Bill Clinton won the Pennsylvania presidential primary. The Agriculture Department unveiled its
pyramid-shaped recommended-diet chart that had cost nearly $1 million to develop.
One year ago: President Clinton gave 46 hours of videotaped testimony as a defense witness in the criminal trial of his former Whitewater business partners. A man armed with a semiautomatic rifle opened
fire on tourists on the Australian island of Tasmania, killing 35 people; he was captured by police after a 12-hour standoff.
Today's Birthdays: Syndicated columnist Rowland Evans is 76.
Former Secretary of State James A. Baker III is 67.

•

DAILY COMICS

' CONTRACT BRIDGE

BLONDIE

Famous Hand

1. JUST PASSED THE WASHROOM
&NO I HEARD SOMEBODY
CALL ME A NERD!
WHAT THE HECK
ISL NERD,
ANYWAY ?!

THIN< ir's A PERSON WHO is
...
SMART FOCUSED 72
f STICKS STRICT-LS of
Oii_15INESS

WELL! I MIGHT
GIVE THAT GUY
A RAiSE!

9055, YOU'RE
A NERDS
NERD '!

AZ'

-

CATHY
Pfl IRVING, WHO I BROKE
UP WITH THREE 4EARS
AGO?? tiff IRVING,
WHO I HMEN'T SEEN OR
SPOKEN TO SINGE ??

tiff rautw, WHOSE LETTERS
ruc BURNED, WHOSE PICTURES I'VE STUFFED AWAY,
AND WHOSE MEMOR4 ruE

IT'S POSSIBLE
HE ISN'T
REALLY "YOUR"
IRVIN& AT
THIS POINT,
OBUTERATED IN EVERY
CATHY.
WAY, SHAPE AND FORM?
lW IRVING??!

South dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
* J 76 2
K 74
•K 9 3
4 1063
WEST
EAST
4Q4
+ 10 3
p109
653
+8752
•AQJ 1064
+Q5
4)AK972
SOUTH
4AK 985
grAQJ82
WELL!
*I'M
4/J 84
OFFENDED.
The bidding:
North East
South West
1+
2•
2+
3+
4+
3V
Pass
Opening lead — queen of clubs.

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
So,WHAT WE AR GINN&
HERE_,IG THAT A 1MM
ELENT'G ATOMIC COMPoSITioN HAZPtN INVPRIANT
, NUCLEAR CHARGE-AND
-TREREFORE,C.ANNoT BEPECAMPOSED y ompliwitiv
CHEMICAL MEANS-

NOW WHO CAN "TELL MEWHAT AN INVARIANT
NUCLEAR cHARGE IS?

play he wascapable of making on the
spur of the moment. Fishbein was
West,defending againstfourspades,
and he began by leading the queen
and another club to East's king.
On the next trick, Fishbein had
to discard on his partner's ace of
clubs, and the problem was which
card to play. He knew that a fourth
club lead by East would promote his
queen ofspadesintothe setting trick,
but he was afraid East might return
a diamond instead.
Fishbein realized that a diamond
return could prove fatal because
South, who had bid two suits and
shown up with three clubs,mightbe
void of diamonds. If so, South could
ruffthe diamond and cash the A-K of
spades to make the contract.
The question,therefore,was how
to get East to continue with a fourth
club. Discarding a low heart might
The late Harry Fishbein, well- cause East to lead a diamond, while
known tournament star and impre- discarding a low diamond might insario of New York's now defunct duce g trump or heart shift. And so,
MayfairBridge Club,wasnotedmost Fishbein did something that very
for hisimaginative bidding and play. few players would think of — he
For Fishbein,there was no such discarded the ace of diamonds!
.thing as a sacred rule that could not
It was not difficult for East to
be broken if the situation called for grasp the meaning ofthis extraordiit, and he was always on the lookout nary discard, since he also knew
for such situations. No one ever ac- declarer might be void of diamonds.
cused him of being a monolithic Accordingly, he led the nine of clubs
attrick four and the contract quickly
player.
Here is an example ofthe type of went down the drain.
Tomorrow: It takes two to tango.

CROSSWORDS
else
34 — — Eliot
35 See 7,Down
37 — Rios.
Jamaica
38 Illuminated
39 Enlighten
41 Apiece
(abbr.)
42 Thin as a rail
43 Becomes
agitated
45 Drinking
vessel
46 — salad
48 Lead singer
of the Rolling
Stones
51 Choose
52 "M'A'S-Hcharacter
54 Bettye
(poetic)
55 Recent
(comb. form)
56 Boxes
57 Fulfilled

ACROSS

GARFIELD
GARFIEL2, WE HAVE TO TALK
ABOUT THIS THING YOU HAVE
FOR F002

4%11

115 GETTING
OUT OF HANP

THERE ARE LIP PRINTS ON
THE REFRIGERATOR

3

4
e
is

MALLARD FILLMORE
;My POOLicAf.-R
-7.
7
.T
00
5
COM
My ecoK
AS
t
SOON
AS

1 Ancient
4 — — a wet
hen
9 On the —
(fleeing)
12 Dennis
Quaid film
13 —shot
14 Ginger —
15 Forceful
person
17 Rowboat part
19 Nahoor
sheep
20 Equatorial•
constellation
21 — vs. evil
23 Hartman ID
24 Keanu
Reeves
blockbuster
27 — Tin Tin
28 Oriental
nursemaid
30 Brother of
Jacob
31 Chemical
suffix
32 One who
would like to
be someone
2
ill
1

4

1,

13

Answer to Previous Puzzle
OLUI MORO MOM
NAM °RAS NM
MINOR FOB MUU
APPMN
MINA
A
MUM OM

MOO@ MWU EXAM
fl UAA NMU WW
WOO DUE GRIMM
Old WOWRMUNN

OFMA P EITEmptA

KIAII MUCIO OUMM
A M POEM RIAMW
4-28 © 1997 United Feature Syndicate
4 Maybe baby's
first words-)
5 Year(Sp)
6 Goodman ID
7 With 35
Across
medicinal
plant
8 Chairs
9 Slight errors

DOWN
1 Not even
2 Myrna —
3 "Ink" star
6

5

7

NM 11

NI

14

RU
15
1q
21

iii IIIUU
illaaaa
24

22

dl

'
2

ill
11

YES MA'AM .READ 05
AGAIN ABOUT THE CLUMSY
KID W140 FELL DOWN
THE RA8BIT I-10LE

Ed

10 Boxing great
11 Males
16 In addition
18 Coin of India
20 "— Are'
21 Cedar—. NJ
22 Lubricated
23 K-P linkup
25 Dine at home
(2 wds.)
26 Unclean
28 Rough lava
29 Sound of
laughter
32 Floats on the
breeze
33 Jackson or
Derek
36 — — the
occasion
38 Noted
40 "The Wonder

30111

PEANtITS
"ALICE

AND ABOUT
THE CHESAPEAKE
CAT

AND ABOUT
140W SHE
MET TIGER
WOODS

)
SHE NEVER?TREAD US
MET Ti6ER AWNING
WOODS `00 WANT,

111
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41

42

44

dli

ddIUIU
52
III
55

42 Beetle
44 Envelop
45 Red planet
46 — Edison
47 Mimic
48 The Bell—'
49 Silkworm
50 Cnmson
53 Prosecutor
(abbr.)

il

II
54

111
111
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people as we can get to fight for our
side. You may use my name.
JO ANN C. WALL,
CHESAPEAKE,VA.
DEAR JO ANN: You have my
sympathy for the ordeal you
have experienced, and there is
little doubt your positive attitude has played an important
role in your recovery.
Early detection is critical in
managing breast cancer, as
many readers reminded me after
I printed the letter from "Hurting in Kansas." A young woman
from Cincinnati said it best:
DEAR ABBY: I am a 28-year-old
female, writing to you in the hope
that my story might save or prolong
the lives of other young women.
On Dec. 26, 1996, just two days
before my wedding, I found a small
lump in my right breast. Because of
the chaos of the holidays and family
members arriving from out of town,
I decided to say nothing and to pursue no action at that time. A week
later, on our honeymoon, I showed
the lump to my husband and expressed my concern. We agreed I
would have it looked at upon our
return.
I have since had a lumpectomy
and auxiliary lymph nodes removed
some of the nodes were positive),
and begun intensive high-dose chemotherapy with radiation treatments to follow. My outlook is very
positive and I feel certain I can win
this battle.
I am not writing for sympathy.
I'm writing to alert your readers
that this could happen to them, and
to make them more aware of their
role in early detection. Breast cancer does not run in my family. My
mother, aunt, sister and cousins are
all older than I and have never had
an incident. Many physicians do not
advise young women of their risk of
breast cancer, and the majority of
my friends don't know how to do
breast self-examinations. No one is
concerned until a woman is over 40,
and even then there's some controversy regarding the effectiveness of
mammograms.
This is not a disease that cares
how old you are. Please, Abby, implore your women readers over 20
to do self-checks, have an annual
examination by a physician, and
begin mammographies early if they
feel they are at risk.
GINGER KELLY,CINCINNATI
DEAR GINGER: No need to
implore my, readers; you just
did, and most effectively.

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I've read about a
new diet pill called Redux, but my
doctor refuses to prescribe it, claiming that I have high blood pressure
and shouldn't take it. Yet my sister
and several of her friends have had
success with it. Why is my doctor so
stubborn?
DEAR READER: I don't believe
that he's being stubborn, just cautious.
Redux is a prescription drug that,
when used in conjunction with a sensible diet, promotes weight loss. The
medicine is new and has yet to
achieve widespread use.
Initial studies have shown it to be
safe, except for one glaring drawback:
Occasionally, it can cause pulmonary
hypertension (high pressure in the
lungs) that may lead to cough, breathlessness and heart failure.
Pulmonary hypertension is not the
same disorder as arterial hypertension, the common disease known as
high blood pressure, which affects
millions of adults. Nonetheless, it
seems that your physician has adopted a very conservative approach: in
the face of your arterial hypertension,
he doesn't want to risk a further
health problem. This is his decision.
I recommend that you put yourself
on a low-calorie diet (no alcohol, junk
food or concentrated sweets).
Perhaps this will enable you to slim
down without the need for a potentially dangerous medication.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm an 80-yearold woman with an embarrassing
problem: I wet myself whenever I
cough, sneeze or strain. I've tried special exercises and hormones to no
avail. I must wear a pad all the time.
My doctor wants to send me to a urologist for surgery. Is this the only
hope?
DEAR READER: Unfortunately. it
may be. As women age. the bladder
tends to drop out of position. leading
to incontinence. Surgical resuspension of the bladder is almost always
an effective remedy for such a situation.
I suggest that you be examined by
the urologist so that he or she can
give you an opinion. Then at least
you'll know whether surgery is an
option and what the procedure
entails. You will be in a better position
to make an educated decision about
what to do Obviously, at your age, any
surgery carries dangerous risks, so
you'll want to have the simplest and
safest procedure possible.
Although incontinence is not a haz
ard to health, it is -- as you've discovan annoying nuisance. Pads
ered
may be one option, but surgery could
permanently solve the problem.
en;NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
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Ataliwtal dilospikd Week

MURRAY
CALLOWAY
COUNTY
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803 Poplar Street
Murray. Kentucky 42071-2432
(502)762-1100

National Hospital Week provides a time to recognize the efforts
of healthcare professionals and the community.The theme ofthis year's
National Healthcare Week is"Celebrating Health,Hope & Healing:
Partners for Better Health."
National Hospital Week isn't about the buildings or equipment - it's about people. Strides made in medicine and healthcare are the
result of the dedication of real people in the field and continuing efforts
by the community to ensure the healthiest possible
society.
As this week approaches, MurrayCalloway County Hospital and West View
Health, Hope
Nursing Home would like to recognize
& Healing
the hard work and dedication exhibited
by all pur employees.They are the
ones on the front line each day making
sure our patients receive the highest
quality of care.
We would also like to thank
the community for all your support of
our medical facilities throughout the
years. We certainly value our good
A
relationship with the community. We will
continue to look for ways to strengthen and
improve our services and commitment to you
"Ilit4Ps for Be
.t-

Is)

WorrzErZ1
(

Support Groups
Alzheimer's'Disease Information
Education Meeting: May 13
Support Group Meeting: May 27
4:30 p.m. in the Hospital Board Room
For information about Alzheimer's Disease
meetings, contact Cindy Ragsdale,
(502) 762-1108 or Joretta Randolph,
(502) 753-5561. Shared Care, adult day
care, will sit with Alzheimer's clients while
caregivers attend this meeting. Call Susan
Plunkett, LPN at (502) 753-0576. Shared
Care Adult Day Center is also open
Mon. - Fri., 7:30 a.m. - 4 p.m., providing
respite for caregivers and supervised
activities for clients at Weaks Community
Center, 607 Poplar Street.

Bereavement Support
Thursday, May 8, 9:30 a.m.
Suite 283-W of the Medical Arts Building
Contact Kathy Culbert, RN, at
(502) 762-1485

YEaftfi LSaj

Women's Health Services of the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital isjoining efforts with the First District of the Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs to present Women's Health Day on
Saturday,June 21.
Women's Health Day will be packed full of helpful information about healthcare topics specific to your needs. Five sessions will
be offered throughout the day with various topics to choose from in
each session. Some of the topics will cover nutrition, parenting,
common health problems in women,fatigue,and stress management
and lifestyle changes. The keynote speaker will be Susan Caro,
RNC,MSN,who will discuss"What's NEWS in Breast Cancer."
Caro serves on the faculties of Belmont and Vanderbilt Universities.
both in Nashville.
All Women's Health Day programs will be held on the third
floor of the Curris Center at Murray State University from 8 a.m. to
3 p.m. on Saturday,June 21. Preregistration is required by Friday,
June 6;however,early registration is encouraged to ensure
availability. A $10 registration fee covers the cost of lunch and all
other program fees. Call soon to receive your free brochure at(502)
762-1384 or 1-800-342-6224.

Breast Cancer Support
Thursday, May 1, 7 p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
Contact Martha Andrus at (502) 753-3862.

Cancer Support
Group Meetings:Tuesdays, May 6 and 20
3 p.m. in the Hospital Private Dining Room
Contact Nancy Rose, Patient Advocate,
(502) 762-1389 or Mary Linn, MSN and
Clinical Specialist, (502) 762-1447.

Cardiac Support
Tuesday, May 13, 10 a.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
"Fat Free Doesn't Mean Calorie Free"
By Rebecca Wright, MS, RD, LD
A discussion of food labels and portion
control. Contact Shirley Lynch, RN,(502)
762-1170

Compassionate Friends
Thursday, May 22, 7:30 p.m.
Hospital Board Room
Contact. Director of Pastoral Care and
Counseling, Mike Rumble, (502) 762-1274
or Hilda Bennett, (901) 498-8324.
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BICYCLE HELMETS AT MCCH GIFT SHOP
MCCH is one of 20 hospitals across Kentucky participating
in a special bicycle helmet program during May which is Trauma
Awareness Month. Kentucky Brain Injury Association and Anthem
Blue Cross and Blue Shield are organizers of the program geared
toward getting at least 20,000 bicycle helmets on children's heads
during May.
These helmets are made by the Head Strong Company and
normally retail for $29.95. Beginning May 1, MCCH will offer these
bicycle helmets in the Pic-a-Dilly Gift Shop for $5 each!
Get your child a bicycle helmet and protect him or her. The
helmets are complete with padding kits,instructions for proper fit
and seals of safety approval.

Our summer teenage volunteer(TAV)program will begin
with an organization meeting on Friday, May 30 at 10:30 a.m. in the
hospital's third floor classroom.
Teenagers eligible for this program must be 14-years-old
and have their parents' consent. First-year volunteers must bring
proof of age. Applications for teenage volunteering will be distributed and details of the program will be discussed at the May 30
meeting.
The eight-week program begins officially with orientation
sessions June 2,8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and June 4 from 8:30 a.m.
to 1:30 p.m. Lunch will be served on June 4.
The TAVs will start work schedules the week of June 9.
TAVs will be able to select the day or days they wish to work; but
each must agree to devote at least four consecutive hours of work
each week and wear a standard uniform. TAVs may be absent for
vacations and camps.
Any teenagers interested in volunteering this summer should
attend the May 30 meeting. For more information,call Kathy Hodge
at 762-1381 or Ethelyn Loberger at 762-1276.

Epilepsy Support
Monday, May 19, 5:30 p.m.
Shared Care at Weaks Community Center,
607 Poplar Street
Contact Denise Satterwhite, RN,
(502) 762-1537
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ommunity Events

Annual Diabetes Workshop

Miracle Moments

AIM

Miracle Moments is pleased to offer the perinatal classes
listed below. Preregistration is required for all classes and
fees may be paid at the first class.
For class information and preregistration, call:
(502) 762-1425 or 1-800-342-6224.
Preregister for:
• May Prepared Childbirth Classes
Option 1: Mon., April 28, May 5, 12, 19; 7 - 9 p.m.
Option 2: Thurs., May 1, 8, 15, 22; 7 - 9 p.m.
Hospital Education Unit
• Refresher I: Mon., May 5 & 12; 7- 9 p.m.
Thurs., May 8 & 15; 7 - 9 p.m.
• Refresher
• New Parents' Support Group:
Tues., May 20, Sick Child Care Center,
3rd floor, 7 - 8 p.m.
• Sibling Class:
Tuesday, May 13, 7 - 8 p.m., Hospital Education Unit
• Miracle Moments Maternity Unit Tour

• June Prepared Childbirth Classes
Option 1: Mon., June 2, 9, 16 & 23; 7 - 9 p.m.
Option 2: Thurs., June 5, 12, 19 & 26; 7- 9 p.m.
Hospital Education Unit
• Refresher I: Mon., June 9 & 16; 7 - 9 p.m.
• Refresher II: Thurs., June 12 & 19; 7 - 9 p.m.
• New Parents'Support Group:

Tues., June 17, Sick Child Care Center,
3rd floor, 7 - 8 p.m.
• Miracle Moments Maternity Unit Tour

Look for details about our
June 8 Open House in next
month's Health Matters.
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On Friday, May 16, Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
along with Diabetics Taking Control Support Group and
Bristol-Myers Squibb is hosting a one-day workshop at
MurrayState University's Mason Hall. Registration will be
at 8:39 a.m., and the program will last until 3:30 p.m.
Three guest speakers will cover a variety of topics.
Or. Stephen Davis, endocrinologist, is an associate
professor of medicine at Vanderbilt University in Nashville.
He will talk about new medical therapies for those with
diabetes. Rebecca Wright, who is a registered dietitian,
will discuss recent changes in diet. Physical therapist
Dave Laframboise will cover exercise and diabetes.
In addition, a panel discussion will address a parent's
perspective of diabetes management for childrefi.
Continuing Education credit can be received for this
program (5.4 contact hours).
Please preregister by Wednesday, May 14, by calling
(502)762-1490,(502)762-1533 or 1-800-342-6224.

Treatment Alternatives for
Arthritis of the Hip and Knee
On Saturday, May 17 from 9 a.m. to noon, board
certified orthopaedic surgeon Dr.Ray Charette will
discuss various forms of arthritis of the hip and knee. He
will address a range of treatments from conservative
options to surgery, including hip and knee total joint
replacement.'
The Saturday Seminar will be held in the hospital's
cafeteria on the first floor and is free to the public. To
preregister for this seminar, call by 4:30 p.m. on Thursd.%
May 15. Call(502)782-1384 or toll free at
1-800-342-6224.
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Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's Health Express will be
offering blood pressure checks,
pulse, cholesterol and triglyceride
screenings at its stops during the
Thursday, May 8
month of May.
• Aurora
Under most circumstances,
Kenlake State Park
cholesterol and triglyceride levels.
8:30- 11:30 a.m.
should be checked every five
Harrington's Grocery
years. Only patrons who present
1:00 - 3:00 p.m.
a written prescription from their
Tuesday, May 13
physician will be screened more
• Symsonia
often.
Peoples First of Graves Co.
The cholesterol(HOULDL) and
8:30- 11:30 a.m.
triglyceride screening requires a
Hardin
food fast (water only) for 14
Hardin Library
hours. The charge is $15.
1:00 - 3:00 p.m.
A stool for Occult Blood
Wednesday, May 14
Screening Kit is also available for
Murray
$4. This screening detects blood
Post Office
in the stool.
8:30 - 11:30 a.m. &
These screenings are offered
12:30 - 3:00 p.m.
to detect disease in its earliest
Thursday, May 15
stages when there are no
Palmersville, Tenn.
symptoms of disease. If you are
Bank of Weakley Co.
experiencing symptoms, you should
9:00 - 11:30 a.m.
see your physician.
Lynn Grove

Thursday, May 1
• Cadiz
Baptist Church
9:00 - 11:30 a.m.

Canton
Woods & Wetlands
Wildlife Cntr.
1:00- 2:30 p.m.
Tuesday. May 6
• Hazel
Dees Bank of Hazel
8.30 - 11:30 a.m.
Midway
Wiseharts' Grocery
12:30 - 3:00 p.m.
Wednesday, May 7

•

Murray
Piggly Wiggly
8:30 - 11:30 a.m. &
12:30 - 3:00 p.m.

Crawfords' Service Station
1:00 - 3:00 p.m.
Tuesday, May 27
Dover, Tenn.
Uncle Joes' Discount Cntr.

9:00 - 11:30 a.m.
New Concord
Bob's Corner
1:00 - 3:00 p.m.
Wednesday, May 28
Murray
Court Square
8:30- 11:30 a.m.
12:30 - 3:00 p.m.
Thursday, May 29
Wingo
•
Town Square
9:00 11:30a.m.

Sedalia
Baptist Church
1:00 2:30 p.m.

